
OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER
DISTRICT NINE

2350 E. Michigan Street
Orlando, Florida 32806-4939

REPORT OF AUTOPSY

DECEDENT: Ibragim Todashev CASE NUMBER: ME 2013-000623

MANNER OF DEATH: Homicide IDENTIFIED BY:   r

PERFORMED BY: Gary Lee Utz, MD, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner

CAUSE OF DEATH: Multiple gunshot wounds

I
. Gunshot wound of head (Gunshot Wound "A"), indeterminate range,

entering left parietal scalp, without exit;
A

.
 Perforation of skull and brain

B
. Subarachnoid hemorrhage

C
.
 Calvarial fractures

D
.
 Basilar skull fractures

E
. Projectile recovered from soft tissue at left base of skull

II. Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound "B"), indeterminate range,
entering left upper back, without exit:
A

. Perforation of lung
B

.
 Hemothorax

C
.
 Rib fracture

D
. Projectile recovered from left lung

AGE: 27 years
RACE: White

SEX: Male
DATE OF DEATH: 5/22/2013

DATE/TIME OF AUTOPSY: May 22, 2013 at 11:00 am

AUTOPSY FINDINGS

continued
.
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III. Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound "C"), indeterminate range,
entering right upper back; without exit:
A

. Perforation of lung
B. Hemothorax
C. Rib fractures
D

. Projectile recovered from right chest wall

IV, Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound WD"), indeterminate
range, entering right back, with exit:

A. Perforation of right lower lung lobe
B

. Rib fracture
C. Hemothorax
D. Exit wound right lower chest

V. Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound "E"), indeterminate range,
entering left chest, without exit:
A

. Perforation of heart
B

, Perforation of aorta
C. Perforation of esophagus
D. Hemothorax
E

, Hemopericardium
F

. Projectile recovered from subcutaneous tissue of right lower back

VI. Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound "F"), indeterminate range,
entering left upper arm, without exit:
A. Exit wound medial left upper arm
B. Reentry wound left chest
C

.
 Perforation of heart

D
. Rib fracture

E
. Projectile recovered from heart

VII. Gunshot wound of torso (Gunshot Wound "G"), indeterminate range,
entering left upper arm, without exit:
A. Exit wound medial left upper arm
B

. Reentry wound left chest
C. Perforation of costaf cartilage
D

.
 Perforation of stomach

E
. Projectile retrieved from stomach
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TOXICOLOGY ANALYSIS: See laboratory report.

CONCLUSION: In consideration of the circumstances surrounding the death,
and after examination of the body, and review of the available investigative
records, it is my opinion that the death of Ibragim Todashev, a 27 year old white
man who was shot by a Federal Bureau of Investigation agent, is due to multiple
gunshot wounds. The deceased suffered at total of 7 gunshot wounds. One
projectile entered the top of the head, passed through the brain and the base of
the skull. It was recovered. Three projectiles entered the back; one exited and
two were recovered in the body. Two projectiles passed through the left upper
arm and re-entered the left chest. An additional projectiie also entered the left
chest. All three projectiles were recovered. There is no evidence of close range
firing in any of the gunshot wounds.

The manner of death is homicide.
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POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION
OF THE BODY OF IBRAGIM TODASHEV

A postmortem examination of the body of a white man identified as Ibragim
Todashev is performed pursuant to Florida statute 406.11 by Gary Lee Utz, MD,
Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, District Nine at the Orange County Medical
Examiner facility, Orlando, Florida on 5/22/2013 at 11:00 am.

IDENTIFICATION: The body of Ibragim Todashev is id    
 . The positive visual identification is made to   

on 5/21/2013 at 7:13 pm at the scene.

CLOTHING AND VALUABLES: The body is received clad in a T-shirt, jeans
with a web belt, boxer briefs, and olive socks. The hands and feet are bagged.
A key fob and a lighter are present in the left front pants pocket. Three keys are
on the ring. There are defects on the front of the T-shirt consistent with the
entrance wounds later described. The most medial defect is 2A inch x Vi inch.
The middle defect is round, 3/8 inch in diameter. The most lateral defect is a
cluster of small, apparently individual defects, measuring in total 1 Vi inches x !6
inch. On the back of the T-shirt are three roughly circular defects corresponding
in location to the gunshot entrance wounds later described. In the right left
lower front are multiple small defects measuring 1/8 to 1A inch that roughly
correspond to the location of the exit wound in the right lower chest There are
multiple cosmetic defects in the jeans which are not associated with gunshots.
None of the defects display evidence of close range firing.

SPECIAL PROCEDURES: Prior to the performance of the autopsy postmortem
radiographs were obtained. Five projectiles were identified in the torso, and one
in the head.

Fingernail clippings were obtained.

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION

The body is that of a well-developed, well-nourished, white man that weighs 159
pounds, measures 68 inches in length, and appears compatible with the stated
age of 27 years. The body is cool to touch. Rigor mortis is fully fixed in the
extremities and jaw. Minimal blanching purple livor mortis extends over the
posterior surface of the body, except in the areas exposed to pressure.
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The scalp hair is dark brown and measures 3 inches in length over the crown.
The facial hair is a closely trimmed beard and mustache. The irides are brown;
the corneas are clear. The sclerae and conjunctivae are pale. There is marked
bony deformity of the nose. Both ears display cauliflower type deformities. The
nose and ears are without evidence of acute trauma. The oral cavity is free of
blood and the mucosae are without evidence of trauma. The teeth are natural
and in fair repair. The neck is without masses, and the larynx is in the midline.
The thorax is well-developed and symmetrical.

The abdomen is flat. The external genitalia are those of a normal adult man,

The anus and back are unremarkable. The upper and lower extremities are well-
developed and symmetrical, without absence of digits.

IDENTIFYING MARKS AND SCARS: A faint, linear scar oriented in the
coronal plane, is present on the undersurface of the chin. There is a faint;
discontinuous linear scar over the anterior aspect of the right knee.

EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL INTERVENTION: None.

EVIDENCE OF INJURY

NOTE: Gunshot wounds are numbered and labeled arbitrarily.

Head and Neck:

Gunshot wound "A": A gunshot wound of entrance is identified in the left
posterior parietal scalp, centered 4 V2 inches above and 1 inch posterior to the
level of left external auditory meatus. It is also 1 inch below the top of the head.
The wound is stellate, 5/8 of an inch x 3/8 of an inch, with a central circular
punched out defect measuring slightly more than 1/4 inch in diameter. There is
minimal marginal abrasion. No soot or stippling is present.

The projectile travels downward, slightly toward the right, and slightly toward
the rear.

The projectile enters the crania! vault producing an inwardly beveied irregular
defect in the left parietal cafvarium. The projectile then perforates the left
parietal lobe, perforates the left temporal lobe, perforates the left lobe of the
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cerebellum, and exits the basilar skull in the posterior fossa just posterior to and
1 inch lateral to the level of the foramen magnum. A damaged, partially
jacketed lead projectile is retrieved from the soft tissue just deep to the skull
defect and retained, labeled "Projectile from Left Base of Skull".

A 3A inch abrasion/pressure mark is at the lateral canthus of the left eye.

Torso:

Gunshot wound "B": A gunshot wound of entrance (#9 in photographs) is
identified in the ieft upper back, centered 2 Vi inches left of the midline and
10 1/2 inches below the top of the head. The wound is round, 3/8 inch in
diameter, with circumferential marginal abrasion most prominent in the 8 o'clock
to 1 o'clock position. No soot or stippling is present.

The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

The projectile traverses the soft tissues of the left upper back, enters the
thoracic cavity through the third intercostal space posteriorly, grazes the body of
the fourth thoracic vertebra, and comes to rest in the lung. A damaged, partially
jacketed lead projectile is retrieved from the upper portion of the left lower lung
lobe, and retained labeled "Left Lower Lung Lobe".

Gunshot wound "C": A gunshot wound of entrance (#10 in photographs) is
identified in the right upper back centered 2 inches to the left of the midline, and
13 1/2 inches below the top of the head. The wound is round, 3/8 inch in
diameter with circumferential marginal abrasion. No soot or stippling is present.

The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

The projectile enters the right thoracic cavity at the second intercostal space
near the spine, producing a comminuted fracture of the third rib. The projectile
then perforates the right upper lung lobe and exits the thoracic cavity through
the second intercostal space laterally. A damaged, partially jacketed lead
projectile is retrieved from the soft tissue of the lateral right chest, and retained
labeled "RT Chest Wall".

Gunshot wound "D": A gunshot wound of entrance (#11 in photographs) is
identified in the right back centered 1 V4 inches to the right of the midline, and
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16 1/2 inches befow the top of the head. The wound is round, 3/8 inch in
diameter, with circumferential marginal abrasion. No soot or stippiing is present.

The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

The projectile enters the right thoracic cavity through the 6th intercostal space
near the spine, producing a comminuted fracture of the 7th rib. The projectile
then perforates the right lower lung lobe and exits the thorax through the 6th
intercostal space anteriorly, fracturing the 71h rib.

A gunshot wound of exit (#1 in photographs) is identified in the right lower
chest, 5 inches to the right of midline and 22 inches below the top of the head.
The wound is "L" shaped, 5A x 1A inch, without soot, stippiing, or marginal
abrasion. No projectile is recovered.

Gunshot wound "E": A gunshot wound of entrance (#3 in photographs) is
identified in the left lateral chest, approximately 1 inch below the level of the
nippie, 6 Inches to the left of midline, and 8 inches below the top of the head.
The wound is ovai, 5/8 x 1A inch, with minimal circumferential marginal abrasion.
No soot or stippling is present.

The projectile travels left to right, front to back, and downward.

The projectile enters the left thoracic cavity, through the fifth intercostal space
producing a comminuted fracture of the fifth rib. The projectile then perforates
the inferior left ventricle of the heart, perforates the aorta, grazes the
esophagus, then perforates the right lower lung lobe and exits the thorax
through the posterior 10m intercostal space. A damaged, partially jacketed lead
projectile is retrieved from the subcutaneous tissue of the right lower back,
5 inches to the right of the midline and 21 inches below the top of the head. It
is retained labeled "RT BACK".

Gunshot wound T"; Gunshot wound "F" is composed of an entrance in the
left upper arm, an exit in the medial left upper arm, and a reentry wound in the
torso.

A gunshot wound of entrance (#6 in photographs) is identified in the lateral left
upper arms, centered 14 1/2 inches below the top of the head. The wound is
round, 3/8 inch in diameter with circumferential marginal abrasion most
prominent at the superior margin. No soot or stippling is present.
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The projectile travels left to right, front to back, and downward.

The projectile traverses the soft tissue of the left upper arm, and exits medially.

A gunshot wound of exit (#8 in photographs) is identified in the media! left
upper arm, centered 18 V2 inches below the top of the head. The wound is
irregular, 1 inch x % inch with ragged, partially abraded margins. No soot or
stippling is present. The projectile reenters the body in the left chest. A gunshot
wound of entrance (#4 in photographs) is identified in the left chest in the
anterior axillary line approximately 1 inch below the level of the left nipple, 8 V2
inches to the left of midline, and 18 inches below the top of the head. The
wound is irregular, 1A x Vi inch with irregular superficial abrasion at the margins
measuring up to V* inch in thickness.

The projectile enters the left thoracic cavity through the 7th intercostal space,
fracturing the 6  rib. The projectile then perforates the left lower lung lobe,
perforates the lateral left ventricle of the heart, and comes to rest. A damaged,
partially jacketed lead projectile is retrieved from the heart muscle, and retained
labeled "Heart".

Gunshot wound "G": Gunshot wound tG", like gunshot wound "F", is
composed of an entrance and exit in the left upper arm, and a reentry wound in
the torso.

A gunshot wound of entrance (#5 in photographs) is identified in the left upper
arm centered 17 inches below the top of the head. The wound is oval, V2 x 1/4
inch with circumferential marginal abrasion, most prominent in the 12 o'clock to
2 o'clock position. No soot or stippling is present.

The projectile travels from left to right, front to back, and downward.

The projectile traverses the soft tissue of the left upper arm and exits medially.
A gunshot wound of exit is identified in the media! left upper arm (#7 in
photographs), 19 V2 inches below the top of the head. The wound is oval, 1 Va
inches x 5/8 inches with scalloped, minimally abraded margins. Irregular,
purplish contusions surrounds the inferior and anterior margin. Small, discrete,
irregular superficial abrasions are above and below the wound. No soot or
stippling is present.
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The projectile reenters the body at the anterior torso. A gunshot wound of
entrance (#2 in photographs) is identified in the left chest approximately 2 Vi
inches below the level of the left nipple, 4 inches to the left of the midline, and
19 Vi inches below the top of the head. The wound is irregular, V2 x 5/8 inch
with eccentric, irregular 5/8 inch abrasion at the superior margin. The wound
edges are slightly scalloped and minimally abraded. No soot or stippling is
present.

The projectile enters the subcutaneous tissue of the left chest at an oblique
angle, traverses the soft tissue, and enters the body through the costal cartilage
of the left 8th rib. The projectile then perforates the anterior wall of the stomach
and comes to rest. A damaged, partially jacketed lead projectile is retrieved
from the stomach and retained, labeled "Projectile from Stomach".

Upper and Lower Extremities: See above.

INTERNAL EXAMINATION

BODY CAVITIES: The numbering of the gunshot wounds in this report, and
the labeling of the gunshot wounds in photographs is completely arbitrary, and is
in no way associated with the sequence in which the wounds were sustained.

Associated with the above injuries is a large defect in the anterior and lateral waif
of the left ventricle of the heart. It measures approximately 8x4 cm. A
smaller, 1.5 x 2 cm defect is present in the posterior aspect of the left ventricle
at the lateral margin. Defects in the pulmonary parenchyma associated with the
path of the projectiles result in minimal associated hemorrhage. Approximately
100 mi of minimally clotted blood is present within the pericardial sac, 350 mi in
the left chest, and 200 ml in the right chest No blood is present within the
abdomen.

Associated with the gunshot wound of the head is thin subarachnoid hemorrhage
over both convexities and the basilar brain. There is disruption of the
parenchyma associated with the path of the projectile. Displaced linear fractures
extend from the entry defect anteriorly and posteriorly through the caivarium.
There is moderate associated subgaleal hemorrhage. Slightly displaced fractures
extend into the left middle cranial fossa. There are siightly displaced fractures at
the posterior margin of the exit defect in the left posterior fossa. A non
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displaced linear fracture extends through the petrous portion of the left temporal
bone.

The above injuries, having been mentioned once, will not be repeated in the
individual descriptions of the organ systems. Those descriptions refer to the
uninjured portions of the organs only.

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM: The heart weighs 300 grams. The pericardial
surfaces are disrupted owing to the gunshot wound previously described. The
coronary arteries arise normally, follow the usual distribution, and are widely
patent, without atherosclerosis or thrombosis, The chambers and valves exhibit
the usual size-position relationships and are unremarkable; the atrial and
ventricular septa are intact The myocardium is red-brown and firm, without
focal abnormalities. The aorta and its major branches arise normally, follow the
usual courses, and are widely patent, without atherosclerosis. The vena cava
and its tributaries return to the heart in the usual distribution and are free of
thrombi,

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: The right and left lungs weigh 320 grams and 300
grams, respectively. The upper airway is clear of debris and foreign material;
the mucosa is yellow-tan and smooth. The pleural surfaces are smooth,
glistening and, except as noted otherwise, intact The pulmonary parenchyma
displays evidence of the previously described gunshot wounds. Surrounding
parenchyma is mildly hemorrhagic. Uninvolved parenchyma exudes a moderate
amount of blood and frothy fluid and is without focal lesions. The pulmonary
vasculature is unremarkable.

HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM: The liver weighs 1520 grams. The hepatic
capsule is smooth, glistening and intact, covering a red-brown parenchyma
without focal lesions noted. The gallbladder contains approximately 5 milliliters
of dark green, slightly mucoid bile; the mucosa is velvety and unremarkable.
The extrahepatic biliary tree is patent, without evidence of calculi.

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM: The pituitary, thyroid and adrenal glands are
unremarkable. The pancreas has the usual yellow-tan, lobulated appearance
and the ducts are clear.
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DIGESTIVE SYSTEM: The esophagus is lined by a gray-white, smooth
mucosa. The gastric mucosa is arranged in the usuai rugal folds and the lumen
contains a scant quantity of thin, tan liquid. The small and large intestines are
unremarkable. The appendix is present.

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM; The right and left kidneys weigh 110 grams and
120 grams, respectively. The renal capsules are smooth, thin and
semitransparent, and strip with ease from the underlying smooth, red-brown,
firm, cortical surfaces. The cortices are sharply delineated from the medullary
pyramids, which are red-purple to tan and unremarkable. The calyces, pelves
and ureters are unremarkable. The urinary bladder contains no urine; the
mucosa is gray-tan and smooth.

The prostate gland and seminal vesicles are unremarkable.

RETICULOENDOTHELIAL SYSTEM: The spleen weighs 100 grams and has a
smooth intact capsule covering a deep red-purp!e, moderately firm parenchyma;
the lymphoid follicles are unremarkable. The regional lymph nodes appear
normal. The exposed bone marrow is red-purple and homogeneous, without
focai abnormalities.

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM: Except as noted otherwise, the bony
framework, supporting musculature, and soft tissues are not unusual.

NECK: Examination of the soft tissues of the neck, including strap muscles,
thyroid g\ar\df and large vessels, reveals no abnormalities. The hyoid bone and
larynx are intact.

HEAD AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: The brain weighs 1370 grams.
There is disruption of the dura associated with the gunshot wound previously
described. Subarachnoid hemorrhage is present. The cerebral hemispheres
appear to have been symmetrical. The structures at the base of the brain,
including the cranial nerves and blood vessels, are intact and free of additional
abnormalities. Coronal sections through the cerebral hemispheres reveal the
path of the projectile but no lesions within the cortex, subcortical white matter,
or deep parenchyma of either hemisphere. The ventricles are normal in caliber.
Sections through the brainstem and cerebellum reveal no additional
abnormalities.
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LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS:

Laboratory examinations were ordered and the results attached.

GLU/erg
attachment



1 M off Reference Laboratory
6800 Spyglass Court

Melbourne, Florida 32940
Julie Bell, M.D., Laboratory Director

Patient: TODASHEV, IBRAGIM
Client Patient ID: 9-13-623

Physician: UTZ, GARY

Age: 27 Sex; M
Account#: VX23778

Client: DIST 9 MEDICAL EXAMINER

Specimen Collected : 05/23/2013 Lab Order No: 292301109 Reg Date: 05/23/13

Test Name Result Units Cutoff/Reporting Limits

VOLATILE PANEL - VOLP

SPECIMEN TYPE

PERIPHERAL BLOOD

ETHANOL

ACETONE

METHANOL

ISOPROPANOL

NONE DETECTED g/dL

NONE DETECTED mg/dL

NONE DETECTED mg/dL

NONE DETECTED mg/dL

Analysis by Gas Chromatography (GC) Headspace Injection
BLOOD DRUG SCREEN - BDSME

SPECIMEN TYPE

RIGHT CHEST BLOOD

GC/MS

NICOTINE, NICOTINE METABOLITE, CAFFEINE
LC/MS/MS

LC/MS/MS TESTING PERFORMED ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD

CAFFEINE, CAFFEINE METABOLITE
BLOOD IMMUNOASSAY SCREEN

SPECIMEN TYPE

PERIPHERAL BLOOD

0
.
020

7
.

5

15.0

15.0

AMPHETAMINES NEGATIVE rng/L 0 . 100

BARBITURATES NEGATIVE rrtg/L 0 .100

BENZODIAZEPINES NEGATIVE mg/L 0 . 050

BUPRENORPHINE NEGATIVE mg/L 0 . 001

CANNABINOIDS NEGATIVE mg/L 0
.. 050

COCAINE METABOLITE NEGATIVE mg/L 0 . 100

FENTANYL NEGATIVE mg/L 0,, 001

METHADONE NEGATIVE mg/L 0 .. 050

OPIATES NEGATIVE mg/L 0., 050

TOXICOLOG Y
_

RE PORT TODASHEV, IBRAGIM
Firm: MM Stogie RLir Page 1 of 2 Printed: 06/14/1J 10:38
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W j; off Reference Laboratory
6800 Spyglass Court

Melbourne, Florida 32940
Julie Bell, M.D., Laboratory Director

Patient; TODASHEV, IBRAGIM Age: 27 Sex: M
Client Patient ID: 9-13-623 Account#: VX23778

Physician: UTZ, GARY Client: DIST 9 MEDICAL EXAMINER

Specimen Collected :05/23/2013 Lab Order No: 292301109 Reg Date: 05/23/13

Test Name Result Units Cutoff/Reporting Limits

SALICYLATES NEGATIVE rag/L 50.0

TRICYCLICS NEGATIVE rag/L 0,100

Specimens were intact upon receipt. Chain of custody, specimen security and integrity has
been mantained. Testing has been performed as requested

Reviewed by:
_ _ ,-... _

Date : Ce i I 1
FINAL REPORT - THIS COMPLETES REPORTING ON THIS CAS]

TOXlCOLOGY
_

REPORT TODASHEV, IBRAGIM
Form: MM Single KliT Page 2 of 2 Printed; 06/U/13 10:38
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DISTRICT NINE
MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE

2350 E. Michigan Street. Orlando, Florida 32806-4939
Phone (407) 836-9400. FAX (407) 836-9450

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE  PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
_

CASE#: ME13-00623 Todashev, Ibragim

INCIDENT INFORMATION

INVESTIGATOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Lora M Zedick     
     

    
  

CASE SUMMARY

Positively identified 27 y/o male shot multiple times by FBI agents during a case related interview. No other
information provided at this time. FBI requesting blood specimen.

_

CIRCUMSTANCES

FBI agents responded to the decedent's apartment style residence for an arranged case interview. At some point
during the interview the FBI agents were physically threatened by the decedent. FBI agents opened fire; decedent
sustained multiple gun shot wounds. Decedent was pronounced on scene by Orlando Fire En ine 10  0015.
UPDATED 5-22-13 @ 1000 BY INVESTIGATOR CUCCIA. The following was obtained from   

 The incident took place at 0007 on 5-22-13. The FBI agents fired approximately seven times from their
glock 23.   stated a red stick was found under the decedent and a sword located leaning up against the
wall with no fluid stains. The sword was removed prior to my arrival and placed on evidence paper away from the
decedent.

MEDICAL HISTORY

Unknown

SOCIAL HISTORY

unknown

t  <\



OBSERVATIONS

On 5/22/13 at 0205 hours I was contacted by Sgt Ford of the Orlando Police Department who advised they were
working a homicide scene along with the FBI. Sgt Ford could not provide any other information. I arrived on scene
to an apartment style residence located on the bottom floor of a two story apartment building. I was advised that the
scene was actually an officer involved shooting involving two FBI agents and the decedent during an arranged case
interview. I entered the residence in full tyvek, booties, hair net and mask. I took overall photographs of the first
floor of the residence to include the decedent who was lying fully clothed in a prone position in the foyer of the
residence. The decedent's left arm was tucked under his torso with his right arm resting along his right side with the
right palm facing upward. I observed suspected blood on the floor around the decedent,s torso, on the back of his
shirt and along an opened wound on the left trice . I hoto ra hed a Florida issued driver license removed from a
wallet on the kitchen counter by    . At this time I was notified by   that they
needed to diagram the interior of the residence and placement of the decedent using a total station system before
the OCMEO removed him.   advised she would notify the OCMEO when this was completed so that an
investigator could remove the decedent from the scene. I departed the scene at 0314 hours. UPDATED 5-22-13 @
0730 BY INVESTIGATOR CUCCIA who returned to the scene of decedent apartment. The decedent apartment was
noted with a bed in the living room area, multiple clothes and shoes. A sword was noted on brown evidence paper.
The room temperature was cool, no alcohol, illicit drugs noted. Evidence markers 2,3,4,5,6,7 & 12 were shell
casings. FBI agents discovered a projectile in the living room after OCMEO left the scene. The decedent was
observed clothed lying on the foyer floor that is covered by carpet. The decedent left side of his face was in contact
with the carpeted floor. Multiple shoes were noted around the decedent. A red round stick was located under the
decedent and a portion of the stick was noted exposed above his head. Multiple wounds were noted to the
decedent. The decedent was cool to touch, complete rigor and lividity was consistent with body position.

DISPOSITION

The decedent hands and feet were bagged by investigator Cuccia and decedent was placed in a shroud and body
bag and was sealed. The decedent arrived back at OCMEO with seal intact.

TEMPERATURE

SCENE EXAM INFORMATION

WEATHER/CONDITION BODY TEMPERATURE

RIGOR MORTIS

No
_

LIVER MORTIS

JAW

Fu

ARMS

Full

TYPE

Fixed

Cooling

LEGS

Full

LOCATION

PRIMARY PHYSICIAN PHONE

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

NOK Reniya Manukyan contacted OCMEO at 1650 hrs. The role of this office was explained to her and she will
contact a FH once she arrives in Orlando, ra

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

| Robert Alien 05/22/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

RA/viewing: The decedent,s wife, wife Reniya Manukyan arrived at the OCME at 1300 with her mother and the
roommate of the decedent. I spoke with them in regards to how to make arrangements for the decedent locally so
that he could be transported back to Russia for burial. The wife filled out a request for a copy of the autopsy report
when it is completed in which I gave to records. While speaking with them, Dr. Utz was asked to come into the
family room at their request. After speaking with Dr Utz, he gave approval for the wife to see the decedent in the
viewing room. The decedent was prepared by Inv Cuccia. Dr. Utz and I took the three to the Investigations building
to see the decedent. After a few minutes, they were grateful for being allowed to see him. The  were scheduled to
meet with the funeral home this afternoon, inv Cuccia placed a call to     to see if they
would be doing major case prints before the decedent was released, Inv Cuccia was told  would call a
supervisor and let him know. 

_ _

CASE#: ME13-00623 08/27/2013

Page: 2 of 3



CREATED BY C _ATED DATE LAST MODIFIED . LAST MODIFIED DAfJf
Carol Crosby 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

Dr. Hansen authorized     to come to OCMEO and do Major Case Prints on 5-23-13 @
approximately 1645 hrs.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFlgfjDATE
Robert Allen 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

The town in Russia is" Chechny" this is according to Judy at Dobbs FH who I spoke to.

CREATED BY CREATED Djilil! LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Robert Allen 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

I Notification of Death Letter was sent to the Russian Consulate located in Washington D.C. ; no other documents I
|was provided due to the manner of death, (homicide).

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODli®| ||i
Tony Miranda 05/24/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

I Per Carol Crosby: Please do not release ANY INFORMATION to ANYONE on this case as it is still under I
Investigation and a very sensitive case.

CREATED BY I CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Nichole Dunn 05/24/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

On 05/24/13    with the /FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force picked up (one key ring/3
keys/boxing glove charm) for the FBI at approximately 14:27. The release form states Orlando Police Department
and was crossed out and listed as the FBI and was corrected in ink. I contacted   to let him know that his
copy might still list the Orlando Poiice Department as the agency and was advised to make the appropriate
correction.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE !

Brian Machulski 05/24/2013 I

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

Per Sherri Blanton: ok to release FH information where decedent was released to as well as decedent"s spouse,s
name.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Nichole Dunn 05/24/2013 I
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Miranda, Tony

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Garcia, Samantha 
Tuesday, Juiy 16, 2013 2:28 PM
Miranda, Tony
Request for Autopsy Report

Importance: High

Hi Tony,

How have you been? Long time!!!

Hi need an autopsy report for IBRAGIM TODASHEV - DOA: May 22 and May 23,2013 conducted by
District 9"s Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Gary Utz.

I need this pretty quickly. Please let me know when it,s ready so I can send an Investigator to pick up.

Thank so much!

Samantha A. Garcia
Executive Assistant to State Attorney Jeffrey L. Ashton
Office of the State Attorney, 91h Judicial Circuit
415 North Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
Office: (407)836-2424
Facsimile: (407)836-2499
sgarcia@sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential, EXEMPT information
from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this
message to anyone other than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior aprroval. If you received this in error, please contact
Samantha Garcia @ ssarcia(a)sao9. ore.
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 5525 West Gray Street

Tampa, FL 33609
 July 16, 2013

Jeffrey L. Ashton
State Attorney, Ninth Circuit
Orange County State Attorney Office
415 North Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

Dear Mr. Ashton:

These records are being loaned to your office for purposes of your investigation and
remain the property of the FBI. As such, they should not be further used or disseminated outside your
agency without the written approval of the FBI.

As a general principle, the fact that state agencies or municipalities may have received or
have been provided access to Federal Government record information does not, in any way, diminish the
Federal Government"s ownership rights and control of that information. Federal Government records may
be released only in conformance with the provisions of federal laws and regulations, including the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, and the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, as
well as applicable civil and criminal discovery privileges. The release of the requested records to your
office, for example, falls within a compatible routine use exception allowed for under the Privacy Act.
Short of a court order compelling the FBI to release these records, it is possible that their release could,
even in the context of pretrial discovery or as evidence at trial, constitute a violation of the Privacy Act
and require a Privacy Protection Order to be entered incident thereto. Consequently, it is respectfully
requested that your office advise the FBI or the U.S. Attorney,s Office of any intended releases of these
or other FBI records which are currently or which hereafter come into your possession.

Furthermore, these or any other FBI record that has been loaned to your office, should
not become part of the investigative file or your prosecution file or otherwise retained in a manner where
they would become part of a Florida system of state records such that they would be subject to release
under the Public Records Law without first consulting with the FBI. Should FBI records in your
possession be determined to be responsive to a records request, please notify the FBI as soon as possible.
Your assistance and coo eration in regard to these matters is appreciated. Should you have any questions,
please contact me at .

Sincerel  Yours

  
ChiefDivision Counsel

FBI Tampa
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RECEIPT FOR DOCUMENTS

05/24/2013

RECEIVED FROM:  

Inspector
Inspection Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

RECEIVED BY: ASAC   

FBI Tampa, Orlando Resident Agency
850 Trafalgar Court, Suite 400
Maitland, Florida 32751

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED:

I. SYNOPSIS

II. SIGNED SWORN STATEMENT

1
.
 SA  

2. Massachusetts State Police Trooper  

IH. INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED BY INSD

1
. FD-302 Interview of Massachusetts State Police Trooper  

2
. FD-302 Interview of Task Force Officer and  Police Department, 

   
3

.
 FD-302 Interview of ASAC   

4
.
 FD-302 Interview of CDC  

5
.
 FD-302 Interview of SSA  

These documents contain neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It

is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency/office; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency/office.



IV. CASE REVIEW

1
. Opening EC 

2
.
 FD-302 Case Review of 

V
.
 SHOOTING SCENE

1
. FD-302 Google map of the residence

2
. FD-302 Summary of Weather Report for Date of Incident with attached Weather

Reports

VI. EVIDENCE COLLECTED

1
. FD-302 Chain of Custody for Weapon Collection

2
. FD-302 FBI Laboratory Shooting Reconstruction Team Photo Log and Sketch with

CD
3

. FD-302 FBI Laboratory Shooting Reconstruction Team Aerial views of residence
4

.
 FD-302 ERT Case Book

5
. FD-302 ERT Receipt for Property (FD-597)

6
.
 FD-302 ERT Sketch of residence

7
. FD-302 ERT Photos from Hospital and CD

VII. FIREARMS QUALIFICATIONS/PERSONAL PROPERTY

1
. FD-302 SA   Firearms Qualifications Scores

2
. FD-302 Personal Property for SA  

VIII. DEADLY FORCE POLICY INSTRUCTION

1
. FD-302 FBI Boston Deadly Force Training

IX. CRIMINAL HISTORY AND RECORD CHECKS

1
. FD-302 of FBI Indices checks for Ibragim Todaschev

2
. FD-302 of NCIC Search results for Ibragim Todaschev

3
. FD-302 of Boston Police Department Incident Report

4
. FD-302 of Osceola County Sheriffs Office Incident Report

5
. FD-302 911 Calls for the Agent-involved shooting

X. MEDICAL INFORMATION

1. FD-302 Preliminary Autops  re ort for Ibra im Todaschev
2

. Three TP ERT photos of SA   head injury

These documents contain neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It

is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency/office; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency/office.



XI. MEDIA REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS DOCUMENTS

1
. FD-302 Summary of Media Coverage on Agent-involved shooting

2
. FD-302 Open Source information on the 2011 Waltham murders

3
. FD-302 Summary of FBI Statements to the Media

4. FD-302 Interview of CTOC Specialist f   and Radio Logs
5

. FD-302 SIOC Situational Reports

XII. MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

1
.
 FD-302 USAO and SAO,s verbal declination

2
. TP ERT photo of handwritten confession by Ibragim Todaschev

3
. TP ERT photo of Ibragim Todaschev

4
. TP ERT photo of apartment first floor

Inspector  

These documents contain neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency/office; it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency/office.



UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Synopsis
Agent-Involved Shooting

Orlando, Florida
05/22/2013

(U//FOUO) On 04/21/2013, after the Boston Marathon bombing, Tampa (TP) Field
Office, Orlando Residence Agency (ORA) received an immediate ORION lead regarding
Ibragim Todaschev, aka Todashev. The lead referred tele honic contact between Todaschev
and Boston Marathon bomber Tamerlan Tsarnaev. ORA    
on Todaschev to include 24/7 MST-A coverage. In the weeks following, Tampa conducted
interviews with Todaschev and received information indicating Todaschev's possible
involvement in a triple homicide in Waltham, Massachusetts on 09/11/2011. Based on this
information Boston (BS  Field Office SA  , Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
Troopers  and  and TP TFO  planned to conduct an interview of Todaschev
in Orlando, Florida at Todaschev,s apartment. Todaschev was a known Mixed Martial Arts
(MMA) fighter and had a prior history of assault which was known to TP, BS SA ,
and the MSP Troopers.

(U//FOUO) On 05/22/2013 the interview of Todaschev took place at his apartment
located at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. The interview was conducted by the
LEOs and lasted approximately five hours from 7:30 PM to 12:00 AM. During that time SA

 and the two Troopers were in the a artment questioning Todaschev about his
connection to the triple homicide. TP TFO  remained outside of the apartment providing
security for the duration of the interview. About 12:00 AM Trooper  stepped outside of
the apartment to call a prosecutor in Boston, to ex lain Todaschev had confessed to a role in the
triple homicide and implicated  himself  .

(U//FOUO) At approximately 12:04 AM Todaschev was in the process of writing a
confession (collected into evidence by TP ERT) when he suddenl  attacked. He flipped the table
he was writing on which was believed to have struck BS SA  in the head and ran to
the kitchen. Todaschev was heard frantically grabbing items in the kitchen and reappeared in the
doorway wieldin  a long metal handle of a mop or broom. He took an attack stance with the
weapon, SA  issued verbal commands, to which Todaschev did not comply, and
violently lunged towards SA  and MSP Trooper . Having already been
wounded and fearing for his safety, SA  fired 3-4 rounds striking
Todaschev. Todaschev went down on his knees momentarily then "sprang" to his feet and
launched to attack a ain. SA  fired another 3-4 rounds dropping Todaschev to the
floor. SA  fired seven shots in total, Todaschev was hit seven times with fatal shots to
his head and piercing his heart. He was instantly incapacitated and died on the scene. TFO

 and MSP Trooper , who were outside, heard the shots and ran to the apartment
door. By the time they entered the a artment Todaschev was dead. EMS was called, Todaschev
was declared dead and SA  and Trooper  were taken to the hospital. SA

 was treated for a large gash on his head, Trooper  sustained no injuries.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY



UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

(U//FOUO) From the interviews conducted, SIRT opined when Todaschev returned from
a restroom break, he saw Trooper 's reflection in a mirror. Trooper  noted a sword
on the wall in the immediate vicinity and was seen by Todaschev moving the sword toward the
kitchen. Trooper  placed it behind a shoe rack next to the kitchen entrance
but Todaschev may have thought it was placed on a counter at the entrance of the
kitchen. When Todaschev ran to the kitchen he frantically grabbed at the counter but came out
empty handed and instead grabbed a long metal pole, similar to a mop handle next to the kitchen
entrance.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY



Inspection Division
Internal Investigations Section

Interview Log

Daleof Interview 
______

*UA Time interview initialed OggO
File n 

Location of interview
_

&mpfarm Full Name  
Field Of

f

ice/Division. Sfji TPi V3 ,ni   

,A.

Interviewing Agents Title

Title SS/f

INTERVIEW
D FD-644 or FD-645

Note lime employee signed

Sfaaih ad mini siered»to i~Di Hwiplo> ec Oo you swear or affirm that the information yon are about 10
provide is true, accurate, and complete, to the best of vour knowledge"

Note tune employee administered oath OSj £3

OPn a acv Act: Witness mter\ icwee advised this mquirv is uovemed bv provisions of the Privacy Act {Title 5.

V S Code. Section 552a (k) (5}j.

 Witness inters ie\\ee requested (No promise of confidentiality should be made to FBI senior
management officials or Agent and non-Agent supervisory personnel).

D limployee agreed to take a voluntary poh graph examination O Yes  No ts}

{ Employee advised not to discuss the investigation without authorization from the investigators.
 HS or OPR

G ime Interv iew Concluded: 10:  # p m

SIGNED SWORN STATEMENT (SSS

Employee initialed by the first and Ti mi each page of the Una! SSS. and affixed their signature
of the SSS Revised S <as

..

Draft I. Draft 2. etc. and enclosed in a FD-340 1 A
.

Note date and time employee signed. ____ _ _

Additional Notes on reverse (Requests, Called Attorney. Provided

/PM)

. Restroom Breaks, etc):

S> |©:<3© Ar ,en





I, Trooper  , having beers sworn by Assistant Inspector    and

Assistant Inspector   , who i know to be Supervisory Special Agents (SSAs) of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), hereby make the following voluntary statement

Also present during this interview was State Police Association of Massachusetts

Attorney  

1 have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the shooting and use of force incident

which occurred on 05/22/2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

I entered on duty as a Trooper with the Massachusetts State Police (MSP) in  

. I am currently assigned to the     and have been since

approximately .

Prior to my employment with the MSP, I was a Police Officer for the ,

 Police Department from       . My total approximate law

enforcement experience includes hundreds of arrests, interviews and numerous high 

r

isk search

warrants.

I have received a variety of law enforcement training to include search and rescue

operations as well as patrol rifle usage.

Approximately one month ago, I was notified by my supervisor that I was temporarily

assigned to investigate          a triple

homicide which had occurred in Waltham, Massachusetts in September of 2011. I was assigned

to work with Boston FBI Special Agent (SA)   in this assignment. Through

investigation, Ibragim Todaschev was developed as a suspect in the homicide and as an associate

of bombing subject Tamerlan Tsarnaev. MSP Trooper J   was assigned to work the

Waltham homicide and later joined SA  and 1 in the investigation of Todaschev.



ogether, the MSP and FBI formed a plan to travel to Orlando, Florida to interview

Todaschev in an effort to place him in the Boston area at the time of the Waltham homicides.

SA  handled the coordination with the Orlando FBI office. We learned that one of the

 Task Force Officers (TFO),  , was familiar with Todaschev from previous

interviews and had rapport with him.

In preparing for the interview, ,  and I discussed Todaschev,s skills in

Mixed Martial Arts and had viewed open-source videos of one of his fights. We had also learned

of his recent violent altercation in an Orlando area parking lot, as well as Todaschev's criminal

history which contained acts of violence.

Due to our knowledge of Todaschev,s physical abilities, the initial plan was to have Mm

come to the  Police Department for the interview; however, he refused. TFO  was

able to arrange the interview at the apartment where Todaschev had been living with his

girlfriend before she was taken into federal custody on immigration matters. I was advised by

the FBI Todaschev had not been living at the apartment recently. Although we knew Todaschev

was dangerous, we felt this interview was necessary         

     and we had information Todaschev was leaving the country in a

matter of days. Based on these factors, we agreed to- proceed with the interview at the apartment.

We arrived at the apartment at approximately 7:30 PM and met with Todaschev. He

invited us inside and asked that we remove our shoes, which we did. J visually scanned the room

for weapons and noticed a large, Samurai type sword mounted on the wall near the entrance to

the kitchen. I also noticed two crystal ash trays on the table near the bed which appeared to be

heavy and could potentially be used as weapon

2



 The interview was conducted primarily by Trooper . SA  and I

participated at various times, mainly to refute various parts of Todaschev,s story, TFO 

remained outside. During the course of the several-hour interview, Todaschev asked to go to the

bathroom several times and was escorted each time by a member of the interview team.

As the questioning became centered on Todaschev,s presence in the Boston area during

the time of the Waltharn homicides and his involvement in the murders, his demeanor changed.

Todaschev smoked a cigarette, he repeatedly looked around the room, he became fidgety, and at

times appeared to be stretching his legs and arms as he spoke.

Eventually, Todaschev began to acknowledge some involvement in the Waltham

homicides. At about this time, I stepped out to speak with TFO  and to get Todaschev

more cigarettes. I told TFO  that Todaschev was confessing and asked  to go

around to the back of the apartment in case Todaschev tried to run out the back. At that time

Todaschev began to chain smoke cigarettes.

As Todaschev continued to confess his involvement in the murders, Trooper  gave

him a sheet of paper and asked that he write a statement.  then left the room to go outside

to make phone calls. Todaschev asked about smoking and said he needed more cigarettes even

though there was nearly a full pack on the table in front of him. I opined he was attempting to

get me to leave the room. Shortly afterward, Todaschev again asked to go to the bathroom. SA

 escorted Todaschev upstairs to the bathroom. I came hallway up the stairs to make

sure 1 could maintain visual contact with SA . On this trip to the bathroom 1 noticed

that Todaschev was moving noticeably slow, almost methodical in his movements.

When Todaschev was returning down the stairs, 1 was more and more concerned that he

might try to flee or attack us. As 1 came down the stairs and turned toward the main room, 1 



grabbed the sword from the wall and quickly stashed it in the kitchen to keep it from
Todaschev,s reach, Although Todaschev was still on the stairs, I believe he saw me hide the

sword in the kitchen due to a large mirror positioned at the bottom of the stairway.

I was sitting on the stairs across from SA , who was sitting in a chair directly

across from Todaschev, who was sitting on the bed, A small table separated SA  and

Todaschev,

Due to Todaschev,s continued erratic behavior, 1 sent a text message to SA 

and Trooper  which read: "Be on guard. He is in vulnerable position to do something bad.

Be on guard now. I see him looking around at times." I was waiting for SA ,s

BlackBerry to "ding" when my text came in but it didn,t. After about a minute, 1 checked my

phone to make sure the text went through. As I was looking at my phone, I heard a roaring

noise, looked up and saw the table between Todaschev and SA  rise up and fly toward

SA . I immediately yelled "  to alert Trooper  there was trouble inside the

residence. Todaschev ran from the bed toward the door near the kitchen area and began quickly

scanning left to right as if looking for something. He then darted toward the door, I thought he

was trying to flee and began to give chase. As Todaschev reached the door he grabbed a red,

approximately five-foot long pole that was leaning against the wall near the door. Todaschev

moved incredibly quickly, almost like something in a movie. As he grabbed the pole* Todaschev

turned quickly toward me and raised the pole above his head with both hands, which appeared to

me to be a trained fighting position, and charged toward me as if he was going to impale me with

the pole. 1 then heard shots fired off to my right and saw Todaschev make two movements

which indicated to me he had been impacted by the shots. Todaschev fell to his hands and knees 

4



in front of me and then, almost immediately, he sprang forward, coming up in a fighting stance.

1 heard more shots and Todaschev fell to the ground again, this time apparently incapacitated.

Immediately after Todaschev fell the second time, I heard SA  yell "call 911"

f turned to look toward SA  and saw he was bleeding profusely from the head.

Trooper  and TFO  had come to the residence door and I announced to them it was

clear to come inside. I moved toward SA  and applied pressure to a large laceration

near the back of his head. When Trooper  came in, I had him apply pressure to SA

,s wound while 1 checked Todaschev. I was handed a rubber medical glove and 1

checked Todaschev for a carotid and ulnar pulse and was unable to locate one at either location.

Todaschev*s eyes were open and unblinking. 1 believed that Todaschev was deceased and did

not move his body further to keep from disturbing the scene.

Todaschev had several opportunities to escape during the altercation, but instead chose to

obtain a weapon and attack. Todaschev,s actions placed me in fear of imminent physical injury

or even death. I am certain SA ,s actions saved me from serious physical injury 

deat .
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 have read the statement consisting of 6 pages and a diagram, and it is true and correct to

the best of my recollection  

 
Trooper
Massachusetts State Police

Sworn and subscribed before me this-  J day of May 2013, in Boston, Massachusetts,

  

Assistant Inspector

  

Assistant Inspector
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WARNING AND ASSURANCE TO EMPLOYEE REQUESTED TO
PROVIDE INFORMATION FOLLOWING A SHOOTING INCIDENT

You arc being asked io provide a voluntary statement regarding the facts pertaining to and the circumstances surrounding

...

7
.".~..

**/
. .

JUaJYc...

 J-, ">-
...Li:

V (slate the general nature of the matter)

The matter is under investigation to determine whether there has been any misconduct or improper performance of ol-ficia

duties and whether there has been any violation of criminal law.

The information you provide in this statement will be used to resolve the issues relevant to this investigation. Any

voluntary statement you make can be used as evidence against you in any future criminal proceeding or agency disciplinary

proceeding. While your statement is being requested to assist this investigation, your refusal lo make a statement on the grounds

that your statement may tend to incriminate you will not subject you to any disciplinary action by the FBI or the United States

Department of Justice.

WAIVER

     untary, and 1 will not be subjected to discipline if I refuse to make a statement,

Axrp
_

     fficial
'

Conducting Interview Employee,s Signature

Dale

5 / ' f
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Special Agent  , having been sworn by

Assistant Inspector    and Assistant Inspector

 who I know to be Supervisory Special

Agents (SSAs) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

hereby make the following voluntary statement. Present in the

interview was FLEOA Attorney  

I have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the

shooting and use of force incident which occurred on

05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

I have read and signed a document entitled, "Warning and

Assurance to Employee Requested to Provide Information Following

A Shooting Incident,"

I entered on duty as a Special Agent {SA) of the FBI on

 I was assigned to the Boston Field Office after

completing New Agent's Training at Quantico, Virginia. I have

served on Squad  since   Prior to that

assignment, I was assigned to Squad    My

responsibilities on Squad  include the   

- In addition to my primary duties, I also serve as a

member of the Boston Field Office's    

  for which I was selected  years ago.

Prior to my employment with the FBI, I was a Police Officer

for the  Police Department from  to . My law



forcement experience includes hundreds of arrests and numerous

high risk search warrants.

I have received a variety of specialized training in the

FBI, to include safe streets survival, breaching, specialized

tactical, close quarter combat, and firearms.

At the time of the operation, I was carrying my FBI-issued

Glock 23, .40 caliber, with a chambered round and a fully loaded

and topped off magazine with service ammunition.

Approximately one week after the 04/15/2013 bombings in

Boston, I was assigned to work with the Massachusetts State

Police (MSP) on a triple homicide that occurred on 09/11/2011 in

Waltham, Massachusetts, in which Ibragim Todashev was a suspect,

My MSP partners were Trooper  , who is a 

, and Trooper  , who is a 

 1 was tasked to work with the Tampa Field Office,

Orlando Resident Agency (ORA) to conduct an interview of

Todashev about the homicide and any connections he may have to

the Boston bombings on 04/15/2013.

I studied the background of Todashev and had a very good -

understanding of how much training he had in Mixed Martial Arts

(MMA) and wrestling. During our investigation, I personally

viewed several of Todashev's MMA fights on YouTube. Various

interviews of Todashev's associates also indicated that he was

an adept wrestler, and had competed in the sport for many years.

ft'



also understood that Todashev had been previously arrested in

a road rage incident in Boston, Massachusetts, as well as an

incident in Orlando, Florida. The arrest in Florida stemmed

from a fight over a parking space in which Todashev fought with

two individuals/ one of which was knocked unconscious and lost

several teeth. FBI Agents surveilling Todashev witnessed this

event and relayed the details directly to me. On a scale of one

to 10, I believed Todashev was an eight as far as his

inclination and ability for physical violence.

During the week of , myself and the MSP Troopers

traveled to the ORA to interview Todashev regarding his time in

Boston around the date of the homicide, no direct questions of

the crime were planned. Upon arrival we decided ORA Agent

  and Task Force Officer (TFO)   would

conduct the interview with Todashev since they had a rapport

with him. The interview was conducted and we received pertinent

information on the homicide   

Once back in Boston, I learned that Todashev had tentative

travel plans to return to Russia on 05/24/2013. The TFO's and I

were instructed to travel back to the ORA in order to interview

Todashev regarding the triple homicide.   on

 and asked TFO  to call Todashev to negotiate an

interview. On 05/21/2013, TFO  convinced Todashev to meet

with us. Todashev stated that he would not meet with us at the 



 Police Department as he did previously, and that if we

wanted to meet, we had to come to him, Todashev eventually

agreed to meet with us for one hour at his apartment.

On 05/21/2013, at 7:30 PM, myself, the MSP Troopers, and

TFO  met Todashev at his apartment in the parking lot. He

was calm and respectful and led us to his apartment. I and the

MSP Troopers went to the apartment and TFO  remained

outside in the parking lot. Prior to entering Todashev's

apartment, we observed a large image of an AK-4 7 at the top of

the front door. Todashev stated something to the effect that

other Agents had previously observed the image, but that he

could not remove it easily. Upon entering the apartment,

Todashev asked us to remove our shoes and I noticed the room was

very dark and hot. Todashev, turned on the kitchen light which

dimly lit the entire first floor. There were no other light

fixtures on the first floor that functioned. As I proceeded

into the living room, I immediately noticed a sward hanging on

the wall near the stairs. I was the first one in the room and I

sat on the second stair step that led to a loft which was also

unlit. Trooper  sat in a chair in the living room and

Trooper  stood against the stairwell wall. Todashev then

opened the louver blinds covering the sliding glass door at the

rear of the apartment's first floor. It was still light

outside, so the interior lighting was improved, although still 



dimly lit. Todashev sat on the floor directly across from

Trooper  and in front of me to my left.

At approximately 7:45 PM I started the interview by asking

some indirect questions. At approximately 8:30 PM, Trooper

 started direct questioning of Todashev about his presence

in Boston during the time of the triple homicide. During this

portion of the interview Trooper  asked Todashev a direct

question. It appeared Todashev did not like his tone and he

replied "don't talk to me like that I" while pointing his finger

directly at . At that point, X felt that Todashev,s

stress level was very high, and that the possibility for him to

react in a physical way was increased. I based this on my

training and experience and my personal knowledge of his

demeanor and capabilities. As a result I was on guard for any

precipitous change in his behavior.

For the next three hours we continued to question Todashev

in regards to the Waltham triple homicide. Todashev eventually

alluded to the fact that he was going to tell us some

information regarding the homicides, but that he first wanted to

smoke a cigarette. Todashev also started twitching and looked

very uncomfortable. Todashev signed a Miranda waiver form at

the point we felt he made enough statements to incriminate

himself. At the end of the questioning Trooper  asked

Todashev to write his statement down, and he agreed to do so



how much time he would get, and if he would get a deal. We made

no comment back to him indicating in any fashion that he was

going to be arrested or go to jail. However, I felt at this

point that Todashev knew he was going to jail and he began to

appear resigned to that fact. He had written approximately U of

a page of his confession when Trooper  left the apartment

to make a phone call to the Middlesex Assistant District

Attorney and I took his chair. Todashev moved to the edge of

the bed 6 to 7 feet directly in front of me and was writing on a

small table. Trooper  stood in the same location against

the wall. At this point Todashev was still writing and had not

made any overt actions.

Todashev then requested to use the restroom for the third

or fourth time. It should be noted that on each prior trip to

the bathroom, which was located at the top of the stairs, it

created a heightened sense of awareness for our safety. On this

last trip to the bathroom, Todashev urinated only one quick

burst, which led me to question whether he had to really go to

the bathroom at all. Trooper  and I made eye contact and

gestured to one another that we need to be well aware of the

threat Todashev posed in this position. The bathroom door was

open, and Trooper  and I were able to observe Todashev

from the back. After he was done urinating, Todashev reached

6



ver to the sink with his left hand and turned on the water. He

then ran the water over his left hand, slowly brought his hand

in front of his face. While looking down, he let the water drip

from his fingers into the toilet. He slowly opened and closed

his hand while waving his fingers. He repeated this process

three to four times before slowly closing his fly and wiping his

hands on the front of his pants. When he had finished in the

bathroom, Trooper  and I went down the stairs with

Todashev, where we returned to our previous positions. Todashev

then resumed writing his statement.

I was reading my notepad when I heard a loud noise and

suddenly felt a blow to the back of my head. I was knocked

partially off my chair, but X caught myself. I saw Todashev

running past me and I tried to grab him. I removed my weapon

from the holster and aimed the gun at Todashev who had run

towards the kitchen. I shouted nshow me your hands!" I saw

Trooper  to my left, but don't know if he had his weapon

drawn. I stood in the middle of the room and saw Todashev

partially in the kitchen. I continuously yelled for Todashev to

show me his hands, but he did not comply. I heard the sound of

metal banging together like knives in a very hurried fashion. I

believed that Todashev was trying to retrieve a weapon, and that

he was successful in doing so.



odashev instantly ran at full speed from the kitchen

directly towards me and Trooper , I saw Todashev,s left

shoulder drop as he rounded the corner from the kitchen to the

living room. It was obvious to me that Todashev was in an

attacking posture. In the split second available to me to

assess the threat posed by Todashev's wholly non-compliant

actions, I was in fear for my life and the life of Trooper

. There was no doubt in my mind that Todashev intended

to kill both of us. In order to stop this threat/ I shot

Todashev three to four times. Todashev fell backwards, but did

not go to the ground. He then re-established his footing and

suddenly lunged again towards us. I then shot him 3 or 4 more

times in order to stop his continuing deadly threat. This time

Todashev fell to the ground face first and I believed the threat

had been eliminated.

Trooper  applied first aid to my head and Trooper

 and TFO  entered the room. I yelled that everything

was okay. Trooper  checked Todashev for a pulse, but

could not locate one. TFO  called 911 for medical

assistance. Once the fire department arrived I was transported

to the hospital for my head injury.



5~/zr/t3

I have read the statement consisting of 9 pages and a

diagram, and it is true and correct to the best of my

recollection.

  

Special Agent

Sworn and subscribed before me this  I) day of May 2013,
in Boston, Massachusetts.

  

Assistant Inspector

w
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine
Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. This residence was an apartment with a
stand alone address. Inspectors-In-Charge   and Assistant
Inspector    conducted a voluntary interview of Assistant
Special Agent-in-Charge (ASAC)    The interview was
conducted at the FBI Tampa (TP) Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency
(ORA). After being informed of the nature of the interview and the
identities of the interviewing Agents, ASAC , provided the following
information:

On 05/22/2013, ASAC  served as A/SAC for the TP Field Office.
He was also the ASAC assigned to the ORA and oversaw Counterterrorism and
Counterintelligence matters for the field office.

At approximately 12:30 AM on 05/22/2013, ASAC  received a
telephone call from ASAC   who advised there was an
Agent-involved shooting at the residence of TP's subject Ibragim
Todaschev. As ASAC  was the A/SAC, he served as the FBI on-scene

commander during the incident. He arrived on-scene at approximately 12:52
AM. Upon arrival ASAC  did not ask any questions regarding the
shooting.

ASAC  notified the INSD, SIOC, and others as required regarding
the Agent-involved shooting. He later spoke with Deputy Director  .

 to advise him of the details of the shooting and the welfare of the
Agent-involved. ASAC  deployed TP ERT to the scene and Agents to
assist with securing the scene. The Agent involved with the shooting was
injured during the incident and both the Agent and one of the Massachusetts
State Police Troopers was transported to the local hospital. ASAC 
detailed two Agents to the hospital to accompany both the Agent and the
Trooper.

The Principle Firearms Instructor took possession of SA 
's weapon and provided him with a temporary weapon. ASAC 
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also coordinated with the Orlando Police Department Deputy Chief Charles
Robinson. Deputy Chief Robinson advised his officers would hold and secure
the scene for the FBI.

ASAC  authorized TP's media representative to coordinate with
the Boston Field Office, the Counterterrorism Division at FBIHQ, and the
National Press Office regarding media releases from the FBI. TP's media
representative released several statements once approved by FBIHQ.

ASAC  was aware of the history of the subject, Ibragim
Todaschev, and that Todaschev was considered armed and dangerous due to his
training as a Mixed Martial Artist. ASAC  was also aware that TP
Agents and Task Force Officers had met Todaschev multiple times in the past
without incident.

ASAC  contacted SAC Danny Banks from the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement to provide a briefing of the Agent-involved shooting. SAC
Banks offered his assistance with no further questions concerning the
incident.
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Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando,
Florida 32819, Assistant Inspectors-In-Place    and Assistant
Inspector    conducted a voluntary interview of Tampa Field
Office Chief Division Counsel (CDC)   at 6022 Peregrine Avenue,
Orlando, Florida on 05/22/2013. After being informed of the nature of the
interview and the identities of the interviewing Agents, , provided
the following information:

On 05/22/2013, at approximately 12:45 AM, CDC  received a
telephone call at his residence from an agent of the Tampa Field Office,
Orlando Resident Agency (ORA), who advised him that there had been an
Agent-involved shooting. CDC  was advised that the shooting involved
Agent   from the Boston Field Office (BS) and that he had
received a head injury during the incident. CDC  called 
FBI issued cell phone and spoke to . CDC  checked on

 welfare and if he wished to obtain emergency legal
representation from DOJ.  advised he was doing fine and he
initially requested legal representation. CDC  then contacted the
Civil Litigation Unit at FBIHQ to notify them of the incident and to
coordinate obtaining legal representation. When CDC  re-contacted

, he advised that he had retained Attorney   from FLEOA
for legal representation.

At no time did CDC  review an ops plan for the multi-divisional
interview of Ibragim Todashev. CDC  contacted the CDC at BS to
coordinate efforts. CDC  also contacted the local AUSA in Orlando,

FL to ensure they were aware of the incident.

During a conference call with the Evidence Response Team Unit (ERTU) at
Quantico, VA, Tampa,s ERT was asked whether it could collect evidence from
the scene of the Agent-involved shooting. When this question was later
conveyed to CDC  by SSA  , CDC  advised that
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Tampa,s ERT should only process the immediate scene but should not expand
its collection beyond the immediate scene     

.
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Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine
Avenue, Oriando, Florida. The residence is an apartment with a stand alone
address. Assistant I n s p e c t o .r s -1 n -- P1 a c e    and Assistant
Inspector    conducted a voluntary interview of Task Force
Officer {TFO)   . The interview was conducted at the
FBI Tampa (TP) Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency (ORA). After being
informed of the nature of the interview and the identities of the

interviewing Agents, , provided the following information:

 was an officer with the  Police Department ( ) for
 years and held the rank of    .  was

assigned to the   for  months.    
          to FBI Boston's <BS5

investigation into the Boston Marathon bombings.  contacted and
interviewed       , Ibragim Todaschev, three times
since 04/21/2013.

On 05/21/2013, , SS SA  , Massachusetts State
Police (MSP) Detective  , and MSP Detective   

  convened at the ORA to plan an interview with Todaschev
regarding a triple homicide in the Boston, Massachusetts area. 
telephoned Todaschev, who agreed to the interview, three separate times
between 10:19 AM and 6:34 PM to negotiate where they would meet. It was
agreed the interview would take place at Todaschev's residence.

On 05/21/2013, at 7:35 PM,  and the Boston investigators met
Todaschev and his friend, Khusn LNU, in the parking lot of Todaschev,s
residence. The Boston investigators went inside the residence with
Todaschev and  remained outside with Khusn LNU, who provided no
statements contributing to the investigation. Khusn LNU advised Todaschev
was very upset about his girlfriend being deported and he believed the FBI
was responsible for that action. At 10:30 PM, Khusn LNU was told he could
leave and Todaschev would be brought to him after the interview was
completed. Before leavin  Khusn LNU provided  Todaschev's cellular

telephone and wallet.  provided the cellular telephone to the Boston iln
A
T

investigator
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Between 7:40 PM and 1i:32 PM,  received text messages from the
Boston investigators who advised Todaschev had confessed and was to provide
a written statement. They made no indication to  of any problems or
difficulties with Todaschev inside the residence. At 11:40 PM, 
exited the residence, stood next to , and had a cellular telephone
conversation with the District Attorney from Boston. At no time did any
investigator ask  to go inside the residence to replace .

On 05/22/2013, at 12:05 AM,  heard three gunshots come from the
residence. Instantly he and  took their weapons out and ran towards
the residence door. Prior to getting to the door, they heard another four
gunshots from the same location. Once at the door  opened the door
all the way,  instantly observed a body lying face down with
significant amounts of blood around and a red broom stick protruding from
underneath the torso.  also observed a sword leaning against the
wall.  then observed  standing in front of the body with
blood coming from his head area.  asked  if he had been
shot, and  advised "No he had not been shot."  determined

the threat had been resolved and then said "don't talk anymore about the
shooting."  then 1went back outside of the residence and called OPD

Dispatch for uniform police officers and the fire department {FD} to
respond to the scene.

 observed the FD go into the residence and declared Todaschev
dead on the scene.  had no further involvement inside the residence.
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Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine
Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. The residence was an apartment with a
stand alone address. Assistant Inspectors-In-PIace    and
Assistant Inspector    conducted a voluntary interview of Common
Wealth of Massachusetts State Police {MSP)   . Present
during the interview was Attorney    The interview was
conducted at the FBI Tampa (TP) Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency
(ORA). After being informed of the nature of the interview and the
identities of the interviewing Agents, , provided the following
information:

 entered on duty as a MSP State Trooper on . 
previously served as a police officer for the Westford Police Department in
Massachusetts from  to .  was assigned as a  for the
Middlesex County District Attorney's Office {MCDAO) since 

 primary responsibility was the investigation of unattended deaths
including homicides within the jurisdiction of the MC DAO.

Following the 04/15/2013 Boston Marathon bombings,  was assigned
as a liaison officer from the MCDAO to the Boston FBI Field Office. While

serving in this capacity,  was assigned as the primary case officer
for a triple homicide investigation which occurred in Waltham,
Massachusetts on 09/11/2011. During the course of this homicide
investigation,    persons of interest 

        rlando,
Florida based Ibragim Todaschev. Tsarnaev and Todaschev were associates and
participated in Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) training and fighting in the
Boston area.

On 05/14/2013,  along with FBI Boston SA   travelled
from Boston to Orlando in order to observe an interview of Todaschev

conducted by    personnel. The interview was conducted at an
 Police Department facility. The interview focused on establishing

a timeline regarding Todaschev's travel in and out of the Boston area in
September 2011 and his association with Tsarnaev.

investigation on 05/22/2013 al Maitland, Florida, United States (In Person)
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On 05/21/2013, , SA , and MSP State Trooper 
 travelled from Boston to Orlando in order to conduct a follow-up

interview of Todaschev in connection with the Waltham triple homicide
investigation. The interview strategy focused on solidifying Todaschev's
travel timeline in the Boston area in September 2011 and to subsequently
confront Todaschev     with the triple
homicide. The Boston interview team was made aware of Todaschev's previous
criminal history, past physical confrontations, his association with
Tsarnaev, and his MMA fighting abilities. Further,  conducted open
source research which yielded video footage of Todaschev's participation in
MMA fights.

On 05/22/2013, FBI   TFO   assisted in
setting up an interview with Todaschev. Initially, the Boston interview
team requested the interview take place at the same  Police
Department facility in which the prior interview was conducted, however,
Todaschev refused and only agreed to be interviewed at his girlfriend's
residence located at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida.  was
made aware the ORA was conducting surveillance of Todaschev prior to the
scheduled interview. Due to Todaschev's previous violent history and his
MMA fighting ability,  wanted three law enforcement personnel to
conduct the interview.

On 05/22/2013 at approximately 7;30 PM, Todaschev arrived at the
pre-designated .interview location.  was informed the FBI surveillance
observed Todaschev arrive at the interview location accompanied by another
male. Upon entering the residence,  conducted a visual sweep of the
residence and noticed a sword attached to the wall and several glass bowls
on top of a table.

Initially, the interview focused on the aforementioned timeline and
Todoshev's association with Tsarnaev. Several hours into the interview,

Todoshev was asked about his involvement with the triple homicide and
subsequently agreed to provide details of his participation in the crime.

 stopped, the interview and provided Todoshev with Miranda warnings.
Todoshev executed a signed Miranda waiver at approximately 10:25 PM. After
waiving his Miranda rights, Todoshev began to detail his participation in

   and        
    offered Todoshev an opportunity to write out a

statement and Todoshev agreed.  noticed Todoshev's demeanor began to
change after he started providing information regarding his participation
in the triple homicide.  described Todoshev was looking around t,
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room and smoking heavily.  also stated Todoshev asked if this was
going to be last time he would be able to smoke and how much jail time he
was facing.

At approximately 11:55 PM,  informed Trooper  and SA
 he was going to step out of the residence for a few minutes.

 then stepped outside in order to call the district attorney and
provide an update. During the call,  received a text message from
Trooper , however, he was on the phone at the time and was unaware
of the incoming text message. Shortly thereafter,  heard yelling
coming from inside the residence followed by several gunshots.  drew
his sidearm and then heard additional gunshots.  rushed to the front
door of the residence whereupon he kicked it open. He announced his
presence and received a response from either Trooper  or SA

 that it was clear to enter. Once inside the door,  observed
Todaschev face down just in front of the door. He saw Trooper  and
SA  with their weapons drawn and took notice SA  was
bleeding from a wound to his head,  looked at Todaschev and opined he
had suffered gunshot wounds and was deceased.  provided Trooper

 with a latex glove and observed while Trooper  checked
Todoshev for a pulse,  asked SA  if he was ok and
subsequently rendered first aid to him by applying a piece of cloth to the
back of his head.  then assisted in securing the scene until
Emergency Medical Services {EMS} arrived on scene.

After the shooting incident,  read the text message sent just
prior to the shooting incident by Trooper  which read, "He is in

vulnerable position to do something bad. Be on guard now. I see him
looking around at times." The text message was time stamped at 12:04 AM.
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Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine
Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. This residence was an apartment with a
standalone address. Assistant Inspector    and Assistant
Inspector-in~Place    conducted a voluntary interview of
Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)   . The interview was
conducted at the FBI Tampa (TP) Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency
(ORA). After being informed of the nature of the interview and the
identities of the interviewing Agents, SSA  provided the following
information:

SSA  supervised the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) in the
Oralndo RA.  squad was    on Ibragim Todaschev since
the ORA was sent a lead as a result of the 04/15/2013 Boston Marathon

bombing.  Todaschev  had the interest of the Director and was being
closely monitored and coordinated with Boston Field Office as well as the
Counterterrorism Division. SSA  was aware Todaschev was a suspect in
a triple homicide which occurred in Waltham, Massachusetts on 09/11/2011
and was also a Mixed Martial Arts fighter who had a proclivity towards
violence.

SSA  was aware Todaschev canceled his flight to Russia on
05/21/2013.  believes this cancellation was due to the fact

Todaschev girlfriend was arrested on immigration charges as well as charges
he was facing from a violent confrontation in a parking lot in Orange
County. Throughout the course of the day, SSA  received updates
regarding the location of an upcoming interview with Todaschev. After
several phone calls between Todaschev and TFO   a meeting
location was agreed upon which was Todaschev's home. Once the interview
began SSA  received periodic updates from TFO  indicating the
interview was going well. The last update SSA  received was around
10:45 PM saying all was going well and they were still interviewing
Todaschev. The next time SSA  received an update it was from the
Tampa radio room patching a call through from SSA   advising
there had been an agent-involved shooting. At that point, SSA 
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contacted the Tampa radio room to ensure the A/SAC had been advised. SSA
 then headed out to the scene advising the Tampa radio room via his

Bureau radio he was responding.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)    conducted a review of
investigative file  The following summarizes the
administrative and investigative components of the investigation:

Date opened: Full Investigation opened 05/23/2013

Case Agent: Special Agent   

Squad: 

Supervisor: SSA   

Total Number of serials in main file: A total of six serials as of

05/23/2013

List of sub-files: Not applicable

As of the date of this report, the investigation remains ongoing.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Opening EC Date: 05/23/2013

From: TAMPA

Contact:    

Approved By: SSRA   

Drafted By:   

Case ID #:  (U) IBRAGIM TODASHEV;

Synopsis: (U) The purpose of this EC is to request captioned matter be
opened

Full Investigation Initiated: 05/23/2013

On May 22, 2013, at approximately 12:00am, Special Agent (SA) 
 from the Boston office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

and officers from the Massachusetts State Police conducted an interview

of Ibragim Todashev at his residence located at 6022 Peregrine Court,
Orlando, Florida. Todashev was known to be aware of the identity of SA

 and the other officers, and knew SA  was a lawfully

appointed federal law enforcement officer.

While TODASHEV was being interviewed, he physically assaulted SA
, and a melee ensued which resulted in SA  fatally

shooting Todashev. SA  sustained non-life threatening
injuries and was transported to the hospital.

It is requested that the above-captioned matter be opened and assigned
to SA   .

SPECIAL AGENT  ;

May 22, 2013

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant
Inspector-in-Place    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Supervisory Special Agent  , Tampa Field Office, Orlando
Residence Agency provided writer with a printed copy of a report dated
05/23/2013 from the National Crime Information Center (NCIC), with criminal
history for Ibragim Todashev, born 09/22/1985, SSAN , FBI number

The NCIC report contained two entries for Todashev, to include two
arrests for offenses including aggravated battery, disorderly conduct, and
resisting arrest.

At the time of the NCIC query, no active arrest warrants were located
for Todashev.

The documents described have been included in the 1A section of the

investigative file.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector 
  on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Supervisory Special Agent  , Tampa Field Office, ORA,
provided a copy of a Boston Police Department (BPD) incident report on
Ibragim Todaschev. The report was in reference to a traffic altercation
Todaschev was involved in on 02/11/2010.

The BPD reports were scanned and uploaded into Sentinel in the 1A
section of the SIRT investigative file.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (In Person)
File# Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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Edward?Davis, Police GommlsstoMr

INCIDENT REPORT
STATUS: APPROVED

KEY SITUATIONS CADI

111
(RPTRA
111

CLEAR. I

A1

DISORDERLY PERSON

UCR FINAL INCIDENT DESCRIPTION

! DISORDERLY PERSON
STATUS DATE OCCURRED FROM

02/11/2010

DATE OCCURRED TO

APT

172TREMGNTST

TIME OCCURRED FROM

03:21 PM

TIME OCCURRED TO

VILLAGE /X-iNG
N/A

PLACE OF ENTRY

UNKNOWN

WEATHER

SUNNY- DAY

UQMTWQ

OUTSIDE-DAY

HANDS

SUSPECT MODE OP TRANSPORTATION VfcTftSS

VAN {DRIVING STRANGER
UNUSUAL ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF PERPETRATOR

FIGHTING AND STATED I WILL KILL YOU.

TYPE

VICTIM

NAME &AST, RRST.Mty BOOKING NO. DOCKET NO.

GSNDER

FEMALE BUCK HISPANIC

DOB

22

5-02 100

BUILD

N/A

KMR EVES

CONTACT#? CONTACT#2

TYPE

VICTIM

NAME (LAST, RR8T, Mi)

PEPIN, YASMANY
DOCKET NO.

AUAS

0

GENDER

MALE

RACE

BLACK HISPANIC 02/01/1985 125
HEIGHT

5-11

WEIGHT BUILD

N/A

HAIR EYES

OCCUPATION MARITAL STATUS CONTACT#? CONTACT#2

SPECIAL CHARACTER!8T!C8(INCi_l/D)f'JG CLOTHING)

TTPE

VICTIM

NAME {LAST, FIRST, Ml)

MASON. FREDERICK J, HI

S.S. NO. DOCKET NO.

 0

GENDER

MALE

RACE I DOB

WHITE NON-HISPANIC 102/17/1956
AGE

(WEIGHT

0-00

BUILD

N/A

EYES

OCCUPATION MARITAL STATUS ! EMAIL ADDRESS CONTACT#1 CONTACT#2

CUT OFF BY SUSPECT CAUSING ACCIDENT

TYPE

REPORTER

NAME {LAST. FIRST, Ml)

HESTER, JONATHAN
GENDER RACE

HEIGHT WEIGHT HAIR EYES

OCCUPATION [CONTACT #1

Requested by: 9000445 Requested on : 05/23/2013 03:31:49 PM
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p
s
n
8
o
H
8

5 TYPE

WITNESS

NAME OAST. FIRST, Ml}

WOLDEAREGAY, NATHANIEL
SS. NO. j BOOKING NO.

lo
DOCKET NO.

ALIAS ADDRESS GENDER

MALE

RACE

N/A

DOB AG®

12/28/1983 26

HEIGHT

0-00

WEIGHT BUILD

N/A

HAIR EYES

OCCUPATION MARITAL STATUS EMAIL ADDRESS I CONTACT #1 jC0NTACT#2
I (  ({OOOHXKKIOOO

SPECIAL CHARACTERtSTiCS(tNCLIJD<NG CLOTHING)

STATED 2 GIRLS WERE KICKING SUSPECT WHILE HE WAS ON THE GROUND
P
E
R
S
o
N
S

6 TYPE

WITNESS

NAME (LAST, FIRST, Mi)

LEUCI, DAVID

S
.
S
.NO. BOOKING NO.

0

DOCKET NO.

ALIAS ADDRESS . GENDER

MALE

RACE

WHrre NON-HISPANIC

DOS !AGE

03/28/1973 38

HEIGHT

0-00

WBOHT BUILD

N/A

HAIR EYBS

OCCUPATION

DIRECTOR OF IT

MARITAL STATUS BMILADDRESS | C1(
CONTACTS

(
SPECIAL CHARACTBRISTtCSflNCLUDSNG CLOTHINGS)

WITNESS OF FIGHT HELPED TO BRAKE IT UP
P
s
R
8
O
H
8

7{type
(offender

NAME (LAST. FIRST, MI)

TODASHEV.IBRAGIM

8
.
S. NO.

012-92-3864
BOOKING NO, j DOCKET NO.
20100025810 |

ALIAS ADDRESS GENDER

MALE

RACE Idob ]age
WHJTE NON-HISPANIC 09/22/1985 24

HEIGHT

5-10

WESGHT

165

BUILD

SUM

HAIR

DARK BROWN

EYES

BROWN

OCCUPATION j MARITAL STATUS
DRIVER I .

EMAIL ADDRESS CONTACT #1 CONTACT *2

SPECIAL CHARACTER !STiC8(SNCLUDING CLOTHING)

V
E
H
1
O
L
E
®

STATUS

TOWED: SUSPECT VEHICLE
REG.6TATE jREG.NO
MA [

PLATE TYPE

OTHER

YEAR(EXP)

2010

MODEL

E350
VEHICLE MAf® YEAR

FORD - 2009

V.!,N. STYLE

VAN

GOL0R(T0P-8OTT0M)

GREY-GREY
OPERATOR"S NAME

TODASHEV, IBRAGIM

LICENSE NO. STATE

MA

OPERATOR"S ADDRESS

OWNER'S NAME

COCO TRANSPORTATION

OWNER ADDRESS

50 BRGADLAWN PARK NEWTON MA 02467-3524

V
E
H
I
C
I
E
S

STATUS

MV ACCIDENT

REG-STATE

MA

REG.NO. PLATE TYPE

PAN

YEAR (EXP)

2011

MODEL

VIBE
VEHICLE MAKE YEAR

PONTIAC - 2005

V.LN. STYLE

HATCHBACK

CQLOR(TOP-BOTTOM)

BLUE - BLUE
OPERATOR'S NAME

MASON, FREDERICK

LICENSE NO. STATE

MA

OPERATOR'S ADDRESS

OWNERS NAME

MASON. FRESERICK

OWNER ADDRESS

V
E
H
1
e
t
E
8

STATUS

N/A

REG,STATE

MA

REQ.NO. PLATE TYPE

COMMERCIAL

YEAR(EXP)

2011

MODEL

3

VEHICLE MAKE YEAR

MAZDA-2008

V.I.N. STYLE

HATCHBACK

COLOR(TOP-BOTTOM>

RED-RED
OPERATOR.S NAME

SANTANA, ANA

LICENSE NO. STATE

MA

OPERATOR~S ADDRESS

OWNER'S NAME

UNION LEASING TRUST

OWNER ADDRESS

425 N MARTIN GATE RD SCHAUMBURGIL 60175-2080

NARRATIVE AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Requested by: 9000445 Requested on : 05/23/2013 03:31:49 PM
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About 3:21 PM on Thursday 2/11/10 Officers Hester and Cordasco in the TS16 unit were patrolling In the Downtown
Crossing area when a radio call came In for a fight In the area of 172 Tremont Si Upon arrival Officers witnessed
several people struggling to restrain a white male, later determined to be the suspect, Ibraglm Todashev. Officers
heard Todashev yeTl, "You say something about my mother; I will kill you". Officers struggled to physically restrain
and handcuff Todashev, Once Todashev was under control Officers spoke to the victims and witnesses. Officers
spoke to Frederick Mason, who stated that the incident started around the comer on Washington St when the driver
of the grey van (Todashev) and the driver of a red Mazda 3 (Santana) appeared to be arguing with each other In
traffic. All three vehicles Todashev in the van, Santana In the Mazda 3, and Mason In a blue Pontiac Vibe turned left
onto West St and then left onto Tremont St while the argument continued- Both Mason and Santana stated that while
on Tremont St near the Intersection of Avery St Todashev pulled directly In front of both Mason and Santana and
abruptly stopped the van causing Mason,s vehicle to slam Into the back of Todashev,s van. The accident caused
minor damage to the rear of Todashev,s van and extensive damage to the front of Campbell"s Poritiaa Santana was
able to stop her vehlde and avoid the collision. According to the witnesses Todashev came running out of the van
and started a fight with Santana and Pepin, the occupants of the Mazda 3. David Leud stated to Officers that he
witnessed the fight from his office which Is located In 172 Tremont St and overlooks the alley where the fight took
place. Mr. Leud stated that he observed that Todashev was dearly the aggressor. Mr. Leud became so concerned
that he ran outside and attempted to help restrain Todashev and that police arrived as he was restraining him.
Todashev was placed under arrest and charged with 272-63 Disorderly Person, Resisting Arrest 268-32B, 90-24 2a
Reckless driving. and 88-4a Weaving. Todashev was issued Mass Uniform Citation M7868172 for Reckless Driving
and Weaving. The AT56 Officer O>SulUvan and A103 Offices Boddy and Couch also responded and provided
assistance. Nathaniel Woldearegay approached Officer O,Sullsvan and stated that during the fight two females
kicked Todashev while he was on the ground. Todashev*s vehicle (grayford van), towed by Todisco claim number
12760, Mason,s vehicle (blue Pontiac Vibe) privately towed by AAA. BPD tow line notified. Motor vehicle inventory
UNIT ASSiQNED

TS1S

SHIFT :

2

REPORT!  OFFICER,S NAME REPORT!NO OFFICERS 10

30NATHAN C HESTER S5142

PARTNER,S ID

75413
SPECIAL UNIT® NOTIFIEDPEPORTOQ)

AREA A-1
DATE OP REPORT T!MS COMPLETED APPROVING SUPERVISOR NAME

02/11/2010 06:16 PM JAMES P LEARY

APPROVING SUPERVISOR ID

1317

Requested by; 9000445 Requested an : 05/23/2013 03:31:49 PM
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY//LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

BfHCbpd#dtyofb ostan.gov Phone; 617-343-4328 Fax:617-343-5222 Records Search WoHcUp: Ibrahim Abdubaki

Phsto ft©m2D 10 arrest

Ibrafiin Ab duIbaUytviclt T ODASHEV
DOB: 9/22/1985

SS$ 

Per request fromDet. Maggie Murphy (BRIC) as part of the MarafchonB ombings investigation

r

. MA D   (Expired)
 Registered Vehicles: Negative Results

4. Name Search
III

PoB: Romania
FB  

 4
Misc#: AR-A0S99083S9

BO?

 2/11/2010 -B oston PD; arraigned for Disorderly Person, Resisting Arrest; Driving to Endanger

U

 CC# 100077429; 2/11/2010 -TODASHEV was arrested fa: Resisting, Diso  d Driving to End
172 Tremont St. According to the 1,1

, TODASHEV was operating MA Reg  19 owned by Cocc
Transportation out of 50 Bfoac&awn Pk Newton, MA. TODASHEVallegedly got into an argument w;
another driver which escalated

. TODASHEVis noted as the ob ous aggressor, no one else involved
arrested,

O NOTE: During boo&ng, TODASHEVlisted "Van Driver" as his occupation

https://www.324mail.com/owa/WfthR<»»rivViPw,ft/v r oewvO*-*+p.:A-n~A a a a *r. * 
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector 
  on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Supervisory Special Agent  , Tampa Field Office, ORA,
provided a copy of an Osceola County Sheriff's Office (OCSO) incident
report on Ibragim Todaschev. The report was in reference to an assault at
the Alibaba Hookah Bar on 07/07/2012.

The OCSO reports were scanned and uploaded into Sentinel in the 1A
section of the SIRT investigative file.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (In Person)

PUe# Date drafted 05/24/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of tiie FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



Sheriff Robert E, "Bob" Hansel]

Osceola County Sheriffs Office
2601 E. Irh Branson Memorial Hwy, Km,* FJ 34744

Telephone: 407-348-1100

Incident Number: { OT&xy&W
Befen daiit:
DOB;

Report
Arrest/FSAO Report
Supplement Report
Supplement to Arrest Rpt/FSAO
Related to;

Nature: a" £5
Zone:

I swear or affirm the attached statement is true and correct

Print Name and JD Number

Swoni and subscribed by me this

Law Enforcement Officer

day of \ j Uh

Report Reviewed By:
__

Narrative?: QM N



"
-08CEOLA COUNTY

omcu

iJMr »'
.

'.IHIilHC!!!

fi<u>aSi " 7 r-7 rtz~

Iwcni jMiini;>. '"

STATEMENT
Please: fill oul m full detail

(!>*£: o r* r* L
Um.

liliiikl

ONtosc f 2M-
Code: ***«-.*».**» k<r, f)  Mna Vfl.jjjess

aWskkus; __

«» <V 1T
1 4~

A«r
. j / j Jtacc
in/76.. ,ual

~y-t£.

lAj [

'

/.l|r {,iWilfc

\}. . 

f

ir, El 'W-V.

(KL do hereby voluntarily make the,

fallowing statement without threat, coercion, offer ofbensfii or favor by any persons whomsoever.

. List stolen items separately (with values) in body of statement.

Total Value of Property Siolen/Datnngcd $ 1 will testify t« cciufi. & Va
1 hnvc received the Victim's Rights jackBge. 1 vfiH prosecute erimimtVty. Us ,

iniiiai:

. y*._
Sworn To and £

12.

JeputyS&TQ  Notary Public
Personally K/iomi Q
,roduccd Identification  Type;

Swwtr/AfTirm the Above and/or Uached Statements ore Correci
This.

Sienaiure:

Arrest M.fldt? YssQ
:>-A2



ar usceola cou ry
SJiKRn«,K',SOKFiCK

i/XIC if)
f

WwiOi 
.
_ (!»!*. Tui.r

L
f ~

STATEMENTPlease fiH out in full detail
i&Xosq sut

Mufitii: _
 imy _ ilcai. , - h»«r. (l«sL <im.

ItWwfo)

Code;

U>.

HaMH (f.iisi, Mi:

AlJfJRKS
f

-
AWtiES'S
iiili.

Xmk'

&
av
Uiite |SeckJ { /a-I,ftcwteJJ.L. II: iHmat Offer II; f fKcify 1/ ;mi!

Typc»

do hereby voluntarily make ibt
following statement without threat, coercion, offer of benefit or favor by any persons whomsoever.

ACv v

Q &>cV gHa<c-V pod \enors.. ano A-VxO cAKitr r-
rcid UqrA ria? 3rkf~V aad hon :, ;Nrra-bs.-fYk- -3 _ ,, „ V__ ,  I "mrwiQf.f ,oac! enme \n fwrd asv j&rl wve vO rwuiocv
_
 I 1 , j 1 ., _ 11 _  \1 i\ ~ *

vocV a V: &a -\WLvr Qf-Vp&f VyttxyNt --Wx&b  cnty  1,
r>=KNr.\oo> W -QAe cvr*l q»fl 5/r\)f 4-KJtro
v-o-\ \oe V>erQ

.

vtsC. u%e. lo-ere &I~P



Osceola County
Sheriffs Office

Witness Instructions For Line

DATE OF LINE-UP: 1115(la
PERSON VfBWING UNE-UP:  0 Ujflf  A i t -YY) fVfoU

{Please Priw)

Prior to the witness viewing any of the photographs, the member administering the line-up will
read the following instructions aloud to the witness (in the witness,s primary/native language),
initial next to each instruction after it is read, and not engage in any additional commentary:

\ A 1. You will be asked to view a group of photographs.
V* 2, The person of interest might or might not be present in this group of photographs and the

photographic array is not in any particular order,

3, It is just as important to exclude innocent persons from suspicion as it is to identify the

\/A 4. You should not feel that you have to make an identification. Take as much time as you need
' to look-at each photograph, if you do identify someone, 1 will note your exact words

regarding your identification,

\/A 5. Photographs presented may not appear exactly as they did on the date of the incident because
' 

*

 features such as head and facial hair are subject to change.

y
~

A 6. We will continue to investigate the incident with or without an identification by you.
. After viewing all the photographs, if you can make an identification, please initial and date

the photograph of the person you have identified and close the folder. The remaining
photographs need only be initialed to indicate you in fact viewed them.

. After viewing alf the photographs, if you cannot make a positive identification, you may, if
you wish, inform me of any photograph(s) you believe most resembles the person you saw.

fiL 9, Since this Is an ongoing investigation, you should not discuss this line-up or the results.

yjfr tO. Please begin your review of the photographs in the line-up.
hereby acknowledge that the above instructions

(Please Pno?)

have'been read alou&tp me and I understand how this line-up procedure will be administered.

Date/Time

is 1 i 2 mi.
Signature of Member Date/Ti

The above listed person viewed the Line-up with the following results:

Selected Subject identification number: Initials (person viewing line-up):
Not able to make identification

. Initials (person viewing line-up):

SCM >-2?7





Osceola County
Sheriffs Office

WAIVERS&AFFIDAVITS

imc ofpecson Signing; VOUM fttt-bammdf™ 2.4 ufD.cwsfri

Subject Initials by Answer Unless Rjeted

m

m required to inform you that:
I. You naveUieriglitto remain silent Po you understood? YES----*-

_

2. /rfiytfeing you say imy be iisedagai33 ywm J 9cr «iWirsi aii4? YES
3- You are entitled to talk to a lawyer questioning. Do you understand? YES 

_

NO
4

. If you caosot afibrd a lawye jsn ant one, one will be provided before asd/or during questioning without charge.

- . Ooyouimdetsit iid? YES NO

Initio!.
coa<ejrt to Osceola County Sheriff

ated.st
_

putics aud employees to search all areas l>
aceat to my
ely given.

. I fttrtJKx give consent to Osceola Cmmty Sheriffs
j. arid/or a9 buildings, structures

.
 and vehicles

y including all containers located therein. My consent and agreement to search is

I give my pcnrusslon ra tead of iaqwusdfog by the Qgceoia County Sbea&s Office foe vehtcte beiowr
Wfxkl: * j CoijsKTtSi oawjj);

Siato:

at T haw been operatbgio ra&assnft

s deeisiox: was suufe by me afier&e -,
d ramies* the ShenifofOsceoJa Co
ielc.

- above eqjl sed the possibility of damasc or ksss. By siting this f>tm I idease nad
'of aoy ami all responsibility for damage/loss wftidh may occur as a vesaSt offhe rebr.?*-

.

 of this

_(date) lo die Osceola County Sprou ss i
accurate regicst of a crime coimmtcd ajjatfist Bsc or

do tiot want tv? ?:ro$eii\Sc

(jSfmuc o;: Anyone)
in regards to ray corapfolat of {Nature of Crime Bdow)

Cart* titM. tte report of
Ift OD

_

cc is r tro.'

properly*
kss to the crime. In

r-'ettt the complainant is a witness to fhejppftxie. thee the complainant
? complete a written ssrfemaat dtaicri&irfg the events.

\rm tin*' 1 did not give anyoti£ j»is$ioc to commit the described ,

eaaainstiue, or H£\ptWsy: , 1 ®a4 farther mvestigafton.
 to br- conducted b. thss leaver. i wEr

tfeai J 4csse j pefkt sa for acy pa~son(S/ responsible for the { willingly tcsU>y« $nd X will iioid free and absolve* If on. -iiuy further
c; that 1 will m aroysdf readily available to the Stale Attorney,s j duty m regard t© this matter tfee Osceola Coiffii* Sheriff sad aiJ

and tha Pwill testify is. court to the facts I have knowledge of, if j employees.

ysc<i «i*w£or if I am s»V

certify that the statements made to the above listed Oso>ola Cgyj yolieii ff s Office Law En5>rcement Official eaaecoiiflg
ibove listed incident/offense were voluntarily made. I further certi&JljaH a aware of the following statute ami p ialties ss pro 'ided by
ida Statutes 837.05

, 775.082 and 775,083 to wit; whoev«jp wtn0>' gives fit,.se iuformstion to any law enforcciof.iit officer conceiTjlfjg
alleged commission of any cdme is guilty of ajgjs kafieanor of tlie first degree, ptmis&sble by a definite term of rajpraamnent
cdiivg one year or a fiae n<rt exceeding $1,

.a to and breB fcis_L
.,

dayof
, 4 _

>20j
_.

by:

PasonallyKnowi O
ry Public 0 " Produced IdeutiScatioijGfc
Bnforeemait Officer D IP# f5(K Type offP: &pi_ '

e above statements arc correct and true.

erson Above



05/13/2013
16:22

OSCEOLA COUNTY SHERIFF,S OFFICE
Law Case Management: Page:

Incident

Incident: 121059561 Offenses: 130B Misc Entry:
Address-  POLYNESIAN ISLE BLVD; ALIBABA Lctn Code: 2403

City: KISSIMMEE ST: FL ZIP:

Officer: STROKER, K
CRIMES U

Agency:
Date Assigned: 07/09/2012
Date Assigned: 07/09/2012

Date Due: / /

Current
Previous

CLO as of 08/07/2012Status Entered by: HINDERMAN, F
AC3 as of 07/09/2012Status Entered by: WEISBERG, C

Narrative/Notes
Narratv: (See below)

Notes: : : / / (See below)

Solvability
Eval Type: Total Score: 0 & C

Activity
Activity Officer When Completed HH:i

&

&

Incident Offenses Detail:
Offense Codes

Seq Code
1 130B SIMPLE ASSAULT/BATTERY

Amount

Incident Case History:
Assigned Assigned To
07/09/2012 STROKER, K

Detl Date Due
PCU / /

Status/Dt
AC3
07/09/2012

When Entered/By
12:38:54 08/07/2012
WEISBERG, C



Incident Case
Incident Case
Seq Time/Date

Notes
Notes

Misc. Notes
1 / /

Tue Jul 10 08:23:29 EDT 2012
I was assigned this case for review.

At approximately 1615 hours, I spoke with Youness Ait (victim) who advised he
desires prosecution and/or would like the individuals involved trespassed from
his business. Youness advised he believes Ibaraim (or Ibrahim) lives with Muslim
(witness) in Orlando Sun Village together. Ibaraim drives a white Mercedes.

Youness explained the incident occurred in front of Cairo Market. It should be
noted there are no video surveillance cameras in the area where the battery
occurred. Youness does have a video camera in his place of business; however,
the camera does not cover the area where the battery occurred.

Wed Jul 11 13:16:38 EDT 2012
I went to Orlando Sun Village. I spoke with the manager in the front office who
advised several individuals of Russian decent reside in units 4402 and 4404. In
looking through the paperwork for both units. There is a resident of 4404 Sun
Villa e Blvd by the name of Abderrahman Larmach (DL  SSN#

; DOB 6/10/81). The name Abderrahman is s m ar ara m. e manager
advised this individual left approximately 5 minutes prior to my arrival in a
red older model vehicle. The manager remembered a white mercades being in the
complex from time to time, but did not recall it being there any time recently.
I provided the manager with my card and contact information and requested he
contact me if he obtains any other information.

I attempted to make contact with the individuals in 4402 and 4404 Sun Village
Blvd but there was no answer at either door.

After identifying the information in regards to Abderrahman, I requested a photo
line-up to be completed.

Thu Jul 12 15:54:51 EDT 2012
I received the photo line-up. I attempted to contact Youness. I left a message
requesting he return my call.

Fri Jul 13 10:43:34 EDT 2012
I spoke with Youness who advised he will be at the Alibaba cafe around 1430
hours. I told him I would meet him at the cafe to show him the photo line-up.

At approximately 1440 hours, I met with Youness at the Alibaba cafe. Youness was
provided a "Witness Instructions For Line-Ups" Form. The instructions were read
to Youness at which time he advised he understood the procedure. Youness was
then provided with a written copy of the instructions where he
again read over the instructions and initialed by each line advising he
understands how the line-up procedure would be administered. Youness was
then presented with the photographs and reviewed each photo. Youness advised it
is definitely not any of the males in the photograph. He advised he is familiar
with the suspect and knows it is not one of the individuals presented. He then
then signed the witness instructions for line-ups form.



Youness advised a male by the name of Achour, who works at the Pizza store next
door to the Alibaba Cafe, is acquaintances with Ibrahim.

I went to the Pizza shop next door and was advised that Achour was not at work.
I spoke with the name of Mario who explained he heard about the incident. From
the information Mario was told Youness came out of the Alibaba Cafe upset and
yelling at Ibrahim and Muslim. Youness walked up close to them and was verbally
confronting them. Due to Youness continuously walking closer, Ibrahim put his
hand up to ensure that Youness did not approach any closer. Youness continued to
approach and Ibrahim pushed Youness back away from his personal space. The push
caused Youness to fall.

When Youness got up, he again approached Ibrahim and wrapped his arms around
Ibrahim. Youness was yelling for people to call the police. Youness attempted to
keep Ibrahim on property, at which time Ibrahim freed himself from Youness,s
hold and left in a vehicle.

Mario from the Pizza shop advised that he knows friends who are acquaintances of
Ibrahim. Mario did not know Ibrahim,s full name and did not have any contact
information for him. I left a card with my contact information and requested
that Achour and Ibrahim contact me. Mario stated he would attempt to pass the
information along.

Tue Jul 17 11:05:23 EDT 2012
I contacted KUA and was advised Muslim Chapkhanou is registered for the
utilities at 4402 Sun Village Blvd.

I also checked all white Mercedes in Spillman and none were registered to an
individual by the name of Ibrahim.

At approximately 1430 hours, I returned back to  Sun Village Blvd. There was
no answer at the door. I left a card with my contact information.

At approximately 1445 hours, I returned to the Pizza sho  next door to the
Alibaba Cafe. I met with Ashurmamad Miraliev (FL DL  who
advised he resides at  Sun Village Blvd. He explained Muslim used to reside
at this location; however, he is a truck driver and is not around very often.
Ashur believes Muslim is in Chicago. Ashur explained he does not have a contact
number for Muslim.

Ashur stated he is familiar with Ibrahim, but does not directly know him. He
advised Ibrahim is a friend of Muslim,s. Ashur did not have a contact number for
Ibrahim, but explained he may see Ibrahim at some point. I provided him with my
name and contact information and requested Ibrahim contact me.

At approximately 1630 hours, I left a message for Ibrahim at  the
number listed in the report, requesting a return call.

Tue Jul 31 08:07:26 EDT 2012
I attempted to contact Ibrahim at  I left a message requesting he
return my call.

Wed Aug 01 08:52:10 EDT 2012
I spoke with Youness who advised he has not had any further problems since the
incident occurred. Youness stated he no longer desires prosecution and no longer
wants any contact made with Ibrahim. He advised the situation is no longer a



problem and he does not want to go to court. Youness explained he will sign a
declination or prosecution. He stated he would be at his residence all
afternoon.

At approximately 1300 hours, I met with Youness at his residence who again
confirmed that he no longer desires prosecution. He signed a Declination or
Prosecution Affidavit.

Do to the fact the victim does not desire prosecution, this incident will be
closed.

Det. K. Stroker #1505 Wed Aug 01 14:25:07 EDT 2012

Sgt. F. Hinderman
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OSCEOLA COUNTY SHERIFF,S OFFICE 461
Deputy Report Page: 1

Incident Number: 121059561

Nature: BATTERY 45R

Addr:  POLYNESIAN ISLE BLVD; ALIBABA Area: 2403  Vineland Rd Commer
City: KISSIMMEE St: FL Zip: 34746 Contact: YODNESS: MANAGER

Complainant: 750252

Lst: ALI BABA HOOKAH CAFE Fst: ZONE 24 Mid:
DOB: -**/**/** SSN: - - Adr: 3490 POLYNESIAN ISLE BLVD
Rac: Sx: Tel: (407)390-0080 Cty: KISSIMMEE St: FL Zip: 34746

L
WE 07

When Reported:

Occurrd between:
and:

Factor

BAR/NIGHTCLUB
HANDS/FISTS/FEET
SCANNED DOCUMENTS ATTACHED

EPPS, L
BULLED, D
WACKER, R

i REPORT TAKEN

22:00:15 07/07/12

21:42:00 07/07/12
21:57:59 07/07/12

223
225
215

Agency: OCSO

Disposition: INA Disp Date: 08/01/12

Judicial Sts:
Misc Entry:

SUSP RACE
SUSP HAIR COLOR

SUSP WGT

Description
LOCATION CODES OF INCIDENT
UNK SUSPECTS RACE
UNK SUSPECTS HAIR COLO
SUBJECT BODY BUILD
UNK SUSPECTS WGT
UNK SUSPECTS GENDER
UNK SUSPECTS HEIGHT

BAR/NIGHTCLUE
UNK

MEDIUM
190-200 LBS
MALE
508-511

Relationship
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OSCEOLA COUNTY SHERIFF«S OFFICE 461
Deputy Report Page: 2

Incident Number: 121059561

Written by: D/S L. Epps #1227
Case No: 121059561
Zone: 24

Offense #1: Battery (simple) FSS; 784.03 (1A1)

On July 1, 2012, I responded to  Polynesian Isle Blvd (Alibaba Hookah Bar)
in reference to a Battery complaint. Upon my arrival, I met with Youness
Ait-Dammou (victim) and Sofia Flores-Correon (witness) who both provided sworn
verbal and written statements.

Ait is employed at Alibaba Hookah Bar as a manager, and was working in that
capacity at the time of this investigation. Ait said two white males of Russian
descent entered the bar and sat down for service. Once they sat down, suspect
#1 (who was identified as Ibrahim/unknown last name) and suspect #2 (who was
later identified as Muslim Chapkhanou) began requesting Sofia and another female
employee to serve them. Ait made contact with them and told them that the
requested servers were off and were leaving. A verbal altercation began Ait and
the suspects at which time Ait told them to leave in which they did.

According to Ait, once they left, he exited the Alibaba en route to the Cairo
Supermarket (one business door down) to purchase some items for the bar. As Ait
was walking towards the store, Ibrahim approached behind them and began another
verbal argument. Ait continued to walk towards Cairo in order to avoid the
confrontation but Ibrahim threatened to batter Ait. Ait informed Ibrahim if he
(Ibrahim) did "hit" him, he would notify law enforcement. At that time, Ibrahim
struck Ait in his facial area (right ear/jaw area), grabbed Ait and threw him
onto the ground causing a small abrasion on Ait,s left elbow. During the
physical altercation several bystanders intervened and Ait instructed Sofia to
notify law enforcement.

Sofia provided the following statement. Sofia observed both suspects enter the
bar and sit down to be served. Sofia described suspect #1 as wearing a red
shirt and jean pants, and another white male wearing a light blue shirt with
khaki shorts. Sofia indicated she had completed her shift when she was
approached by Ait, who asked if the suspects had been served. Sofia
indicated prior to Ait making contact with her, the suspects had been requesting
her. Sofia observed Ait make contact with the suspects and apologize for not
being able to have her serve them. Sofia stated the suspects became upset and
began arguing with Ait at which time Ait asked them to leave. Once the suspects
left, Ait walked outside en route to the Cairo Market to purchase store items
when he was approached by Ibrahim. Sofia said Ait continued to walk attempting
to ignore the confrontation when suddenly, Ibrahim struck Ait in the facial
area, picked him up and threw him onto the ground causing Ait to receive a small
abrasion on his left elbow. Sofia stated several bystanders intervened which
deescalated the altercation. Sofia said once the altercation was over, she
notified law enforcement.

During the investigation, Ait indicated both suspects have been at the bar on
numerous occasions but he didn,t know them personally. I interviewed several

ses who didn,t want to be involved but did provide the vehicle tag (FL
) in which Ibrahim and the second suspect arrived in. I conducted a

searc  of the vehicle,s tag and discovered the owner, Khusen Taramov, resided at
4400 Sun Village Blvd (Orlando Sun Village). I made contact with the residents
of that address and was told Taramove along with several other Russian,s moved I
to 4402 Sun Village Blvd.



05/13/1.3 OSCEOLA COUNTY SHERIFF,S OFFICE
Deputy Report

461
16:21 Page 3

Incident Number: 121059561

I knocked on the door and a white male, wearing a light blue shirt and brown
khaki shorts answered the door. Based on the description given by Sofia and
Atis, I believed the male to be my second suspect. I informed him of my lawful
purpose and asked if he would provide me with a current driver license or
identification card. The male (who was later identified as Muslim Chapkhanou,
via Florida driver license) provided me a Florida driver license. During our
conversation, Muslim admitted to being at Alibaba with his friend who he
identified as Ibriham.

Muslim stated they were inside the hookah bar on this date. Muslim indicated
once they arrived and sat down inside the bar, Ait walked over to them and
said, "What are you doing in here, you,re not welcome, you need to leave!"
Muslim said he didn,t understand why they were singled out and treated that way.
According to Muslim, Ibrahim and Ait did get into a verbal argument but it was
initiated by Ait. Muslim said they ordered some food to go, and once they
ordered, Ibrahim walked outside while he remained on the inside. Muslim said
once their food was completed, he walked outside and the altercation had already
occurred and Ibrahim was already gone. Muslim said he left the scene because he
didn,t want to have any more issues. Muslim indicated that Ibrahim didn,t
reside with him nor did he know where he lived.

As I was there, Ibrahim called Muslim,s phone in which he answered. I asked
Muslim if I could talk with Ibrahim at which time Muslim gave me his phone. I
spoke with, a male with an Russian accent who identified himself as Ibrahim.
Once I identified myself, the subject hung up the phone. I was able to obtain
the subjects telephone number which is  and nothing else. I
concluded my conversation with Muslim.

I was unable to locate any more personal information on Ibrahim therefore
further investigation will be needed due to Ait wishing to pursue criminal
charges. Ait refused all medical attention at the scene.

I have no further information at this time.
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UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/24/2013

Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013 at Peregrine
Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819, Tampa Field Office A/SAC  
provided one CD-ROM (labeled  Penegrine 5/22/2013)and a two page
incident report from the Orlando Police Department dated 5/22/2013.
Assistant Inspector-in-Place    reviewed the CD-ROM and
listened to a series of 911 calls which were organized onto two tracks as
follows:

. On 05/22/2013 at 12:05 AM, A male who identified himself as 
 stated he was located at  Peregrine Avenue and was

requested police and Emergency Medical Services (EMS) at his location.
  stated an FBI Agent had been struck in the head with

a blunt object and a subject had been shot multiple times and was
down.   further stated that scene was secure and

requested a watch commander be deployed to the scene.

. On 05/22/2013 at 12:07 AM, An Unknown female 911 operator directed
several responding police and EMS responders to the scene at 6
Peregrine Avenue.

Copies of the CD-ROM and the two page incident report from the Orlando
Police Department were placed in the 1A portion of the investigative file.

Track One

Track Two

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/24/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File# Date drafted 05/24/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant
Inspector-in-Place    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

SA  , FBI, Tampa Field Office, searched Universal Indices
for Ibragim Todashev and found the following positive results:

1
.  dated 04/23/2013

2.  dated 05/23/2013
3.     dated 05/01/2013
4

.  dated 05/01/2013
5

.  , dated 05/03/2013
6

. , dated 05/01/2013
7

.  dated 06/28/2012

SA  provided a printed copy of the report described above for
inclusion in the 1A portion of the investigative file.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File# Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/29/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector
   on 05/28/2013:

Supervisory Special Agent  , Tampa Field Office, Orlando
Residence Agency, provided via an E-mail a copy of a Orlando Fire
Department Ambulance Record regarding patient Ibragim Todashev. According
to the record, on 05/22/2013 the Orlando Fire Department received a call at
12:07 AM and dispatched an ambulance at 12:09 AM to Windhover Condos, 
Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida, 32819. The ambulance arrived on-scene
at 12:12 AM and the patient disposition was recorded as "Dead at Scene."

The Orlando Fire Department Ambulance Record was scanned and uploaded
into Sentinel in the 1A section of the SIRT investigative file.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/22/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (Email)

File# Date drafted 05/29/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

On 05/23/2013, Assistant Inspector-in-Place   
downloaded the following weather information from The Weather Channel
Internet site regarding weather conditions on 05/22/2013 for the Orlando,
Florida area:

Sunrise: 6:32 AM;

Sunset: 8:14 PM;

High Temperature: 84 degrees Fahrenheit;

Low Temperature: 69 degrees Fahrenheit;

Weather Conditions: PM Thunder Storms; .16 inches of

Moon Phase: Waxing Gibbous

A copy of the aforementioned printout was placed in a 1A envelope.

precipitation;

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File#  Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector 
  on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

An internet search was conducted for a map of  Peregrine Ave,

Orlando, Florida 32819, Google Maps.

A copy of the map was printed for inclusion in the 1A section of the
file.

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (, Other (Internet))

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Fiie# Datedrafted 05/23/2013
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UNCLAS S'F'ED''FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF 'NVEST'GAT'ON
Date of entry 05'23'2013

The fo''ow'ng 'nvest'gat'on was-conducted by Ass'stant 'nspector 
  on 05'23'2013 at Or'ando, F'or'da:

Photographer   Laboratory Shoot'ng Reconstruct'on Team,

prov'ded A'   w'th aer'a' photographs of the res'dence
'ocated at 6022 Peregr'ne Avenue, Or'ando, F'or'da 32819. The photographs
were prov'ded to the Shoot'ng 'nc'dent Rev'ew Team {S'RT) for use wh''e

conduct'ng the shoot'ng 'nc'dent rev'ew.

The photographs were scanned and up'oaded 'nto Sent'ne' 'n the 1A

sect'on of the S'RT 'nvest'gat've f''e.

UNCLASS'F'ED''FOUO

'nvest'gat'on on 05'23'2013 at Ma't'and, F'or'da, Un'ted States ('n Person)

P''e#  Date drafted 05'23'2013

by   

Th's document conta'ns ne'ther recommendat'ons nor conc'us'ons of the FB'. 't 's the property of the FB' and 's 'oaned to your agency; 't and 'ts contents are not
to be d'str'buted outs'de your agency.
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UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector 
  on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Photographer   Laboratory Shooting Reconstruction Team,

provided AI   with a sketch of the shooting scene and a
photographic log of pictures taken at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando,
Florida 32819. The sketch was provided to the Shooting Incident Review
Team (SIRT) for use while conducting the shooting incident review.

The sketch was scanned and uploaded into Sentinel in the 1A section of

the SIRT investigative file.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (In Person)

File#  Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale of entry 05/24/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector in
Place (AIIP)    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Special Agent (SA)  , of the Evidence Response
Team, assigned to the Tampa Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency provided
AIIP  with a crime scene sketch. On 05/22/2013, the not to scale

sketch was created by SA  representing an Agent-involved shooting
crime scene located at located at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida
32819.

The sketch is included in the 1A section of the investigative file.

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (Email)

Fjle# Date drafted 05/24/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 -
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Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector in
Place (AIIP)    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Special Agent   , of the Evidence Response Team,

assigned to the Tampa Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency provided AIIP
 with a copy of a FD-597 Receipt for Property. The FD-597, dated

05/22/2013, was left at an Agent-involved shooting crime scene, located at

6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

The FD-597 will be included in the 1A section of the investigative
file.

investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File# Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-597 (Rev 8-11-94} Page 1 of 2

UNITED STATE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Receipt for Property Received/Retumed/Released/Seized

File Ui 

On (date) 5/22/2013 item(s} listed below were:
O Received From

 Received To

 Released To
ffl Seized

(Name)

(Street Address)

(City)

(oQ3k -Pe-rea

Description of ltem(s):

1 - Notebook (EV1)

2 - Shell Casing (EV2)

3 - Shell Casing (EV3)

4-Shell Casing (EV4)

5~SheHCasing(EV5)

6 - Shell Casing (EV6)

7-Shell Casing (EV7)

1h«u w  gv sc<. ffiKL- Oif

9-Suit Coat (EV9)
_

10-White Cloths (EV10)
_

11-Gauze (EV11)

12-Shell Casing (EV12)

13-Sword (EV13)

14-Broom Stick (EV14)

15-Projectile (EV15)

Received

(signat

eceived From

(signature)

iii.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 - OFF!f?!AkREcoao
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Date of entry 05/24/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector in
Place (AIIP)    on 05/24/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Supervisory Special Agent   , assigned to the Tampa Field
Office (TP), Orlando Resident Agency provided AIIP  with a four

different FD-192 Evidence Logs (FD-192). On 05/22/2013, the FD-192s were
established by the TP Evidence Response Team (ERT) at an Agent-involved
shooting crime scene located at located at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando,
Florida 32819. ERT collected Boston Field Office Agent  ,s

FBI issued weapon which included: one Glock 23 handgun with serial number
of  {evidence item ); one Glock 23 magazine (evidence item

); seven .40 caliber Smith and Wesson rounds (evidence item ); and
one Glock holster with serial number  (evidence item . The

FD-192s established chain of custody of all four components of the weapon

by ERT members from the crime scene to the TP Evidence Control Room.

Investigation on 05/24/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File#  Date drafted 05/24/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-192

Revised
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ITOINCEBMA-LOA0IHG FOEM

Separate forms are mandatory for evidence seized on different dates, at different locations, by different individuals, for different
types of evidence.

Type of EvWmm feeing submitted;
M General jEvidenee M Firearms
O Valuable Evidence  Weapons

D Evidence Purchase Money 3$ Other
 Drug Evidence  FGJ
 cart

Warning - special handling

 Body Fluids  Other
 Whole Sfood _
 hazmat

Q Refrigeration / Q Enviro. ?

Case ID: Title and Character of Case:

Person Acquiring Evidenc  DMe Acquired; JpS " "i

s/az/toj 1 
-

 
.

1 
s

i

Sfffek

ISil

This form is to be used as a dat#-loi<Iiiig form only. ECT is
,to discard uiis form when we information contained herein has been

en

t

ered into Evidence Data Base.

y1i



F0-!fl04
Revised

9-25-2006

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

s: D General DPrui

Special Handling Instructions

earms DCART

Date and

Time

Q Batteries
D HAZMAT

O Rcq. Charging

O Bioha/ard Q FGJ
O Latent* 

R&mm: Collected

Date and

Time
Accepted Custody Date and

Time

Rcafffo: A ,L

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time
Accepted Custody Date and

Time

Printed N  

Reason: Reason: t

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time
Acceptcd Custody Date and

Time

Printed f  f    t Mated N  

/zzj
ta

Reason:

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time
Acceptcd Custody Date and

Time

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time

Reason: Q 5<.D jAJ

Accepted Custody Date and

Time

Signature;

Primed Name: Printed Name:

Firearms Certification:

Primed Name: ____, Signature:____ Oaic;

Case ID: - __ IB:___ Barcode:_

ft &b~b





FD-1004

Revised

9-25-2006

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

.General DDrua DValuable Firearms PCART

Special Handling Instructions

Q Batte

r

ies
O HAZMAT

Q Rcq. Cliarging
 Other

O Biohaiujrd
 Latenls
 None

O FGJ
;ruie

 

Signatur

Reason: Ctollccted

Date and!
Time

/2%~

 

Sigii

Print  

"

yfcrh-

Reasun: T»

Date and

Time
Accepted CustflSjl

" Time

/W**
'

9-

m

Relinquished Custocjv Date and

Time
Accepted Custody

 
Date and

Time

'A'/<j
£ '%,4

Sj natur

 
5 iZZ. 113

A-»h
.

f <*/& /*

Relinquished Custody

Reason

Date sind

Time
Accepted Custody Date and

Time

S, "',,«rr:

Printed Na
-Jty*

Reiison:

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time
Accepted Custody Date :uid

Time

sigmuur  

Primed N  Primed  

ison: fiu /.vrUcai.
3
"

- s" r-

Relinquished Custody- Date and

Time
Accepted Custody Date and

Time

Signaiurc:

Printed Name: Primed Name:

Reason:

Firearms Cvrtillemion:

Printed Name;
«»>«»»  ,n  ,.i  1

.1  vi  r f i  lHij"f"|.

,|C!

Case ID:

Sigii:iiui;y:

IB: 
........

Barcode:



FD-192

Revised
01/09/2009

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE DATA-LOADING FORM

Separate forms arc mandatory for evidence seized on different dates, at different locations, by different individuals,

types of evidence.

Type of Evidence being submitted,'

(H Genera! Evidence Q Firearms
 Valuable Evidence D Weapons

 Evidence Purchase Money GT Other
 Drag Evidence  PGJ
 cart

Wonting * special handling

d Body Fluids  Other
 Whole Blood
 HA2MAT A
 Refrigeration / GBnvtro.

Case 10:

  

Title and Character of Case: " , <

Person Ac uirin  Evidence:
       

 

Date Acquired:

S yJUti - /
Time Acquired;

3;JS2„,
[Person's name/job title/company/address]

      

Anticipated Disposition: Forfeiture Potential; Federal Taxpayer Information:

Q Yes > 
„J

"

 k<r'*7. D Yes Q No

Scaled By: [printed name] Witnessed By: printed name]

Estimated Dollar Value: / - Total Drug Package Weight:

Complete Description of! Pin i

USn-Ol-iJi: Jf'jsh " '  ' .. : ' 
. 

-

fi

.

-jms. WmKfr:  
.

 

mm
Sir

Wfflmr'

Mtt

This mis to be used as a dnta-ioa<Ung form only. 
,ACT Is to discard this torm when ce rnmrmaucm contained herein has beat

entered Into Evidence Data Base.



FD-1804
Revised

9-16-2009

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

Firearm*

Primed
ns f    
N   

.
    ~:.  S

'/zbJl3_
Cast ID: IB: Barcode:



FD-192

Revised
Qim/2009

Separate forms are mandatory
types of evidence.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE DATA-LOADING FORM

at different locations, by different individuals, for different

Type of Evidence being submitted: Warning - spcciai handling

O General Evidence Firearms
D Valuable Evidence  Weapons

 Body Fluids
 Whole Blood .

 c)ther

D Evidence Purchase Money D Other
Q Drug Evidence   FGI
Q CART

 HAZMAT
 Refrigeration / D Environ

   
*

Title and Character of Case: -1 
, . 

'
 

'

Person Acquiring Evidence:

  "

Date Acquired: -0*' ? '
'nn/PM- / " 

Time Acquired:

tWBtM: .
ource rom w c  ev ence acquired:

[Person,s name/job title/company/address]

Anticipated Disposition: ForfeIiui oteniM| Sifc    1 Federal Taxpayer Information:

 Yes  No

Sealed By: (printed name] WimessedBy: [printed name]

Estimat ,C lIar;yiUue ":; ". . . . v.. Total Diyg Package Weight:

Complete Description of Evidence: (HeasePrfat).

jG*#. -rfr; . »/,./*£ tjMS 6i'L
mgsji

, HCt,is
entered into Evidence Data Base.



FIMH04

Revised

9-25-2006

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

EVIDENCE CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

Evidence Type: QGeneral DDrug D Valuable firearms DCART

Special Handling Instructions initial Recei t Date and

Time

Q Batteries O Bioisazurd O 1-CiJ

OIIAZMA1 O Laients  Refrigerate
 Req. Charging O None
 Otter .

S,»,W(1    $/

Primed   
Reason: CnHcetwI

 

   

Date and

Time
Accepted Custody Date arid

Time

Signatur $Ma
JJ>4A;

Print   f

Reason:/%n ?r h

Relinquished Custody Date and

Time
 Date and

Time

Signature: *M<3 
,

/

SigiKilurc sfaxfm
Priatc N   

Rcason:/&/j;#  £gMvh Reason:,

 

 
Date and

.

.
Time

Accepted Custody Date and

Time

SigmUi  

fnle
 /

"

8;&fi,*»r   Sf2.i.l t*,

1 ;3X/* v>Printed  Primed  

Reason; "T(Z*u4Pe&T 7V jf Reason: "T >u/&w+

Relinquished Custody v Dale and

Time
Accepted Custody / Date and

/ Time

S'Azfo Sig»murd 5/4,-iu/o
Printed  Primed   

Reason: -XZr' iU/,,.

Reason: £* s~-*> «e-0 /-*J

Relinquished Custody Date and

lime

Accepted Custody Date and

Time

Signature: Signature:

Primed Name: Pnmud Name:

Reason: Reason;

Firearms Certifications:

P

r

inted Nwwc:
.

.

Case li): .
.

 IB:_

Date:

limeade:

i53

f
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 -

Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector in
Place (AIIP)    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Special Agent   , of the Evidence Response Team
(ERT), assigned to the Tampa Field Office (TP) , Orlando Resident Agency
provided AIIP  with a FBI ERT Casebook. The casebook documented an

Agent-involved shooting on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando,

Florida 32819. The casebook was prepared by TP ERT Team Leader 
 The casebook included: an Administrative Worksheet that

documented the ERT Roster and timeline of processing the scene; an Evidence
Recovery Log; and a Photographic Log displaying 360 crime scene

photographs. A CD-ROM accompanied the casebook which contained the same
crime scene photographs.

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

Fjle# Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1

cerB»S"M r£: *yner»

Official Record

Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector in
Place (AIIP)    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Special Agent   , of the Evidence Response Team,
assigned to the Tampa Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency provided AIIP

 with a CD-ROM (CD). The CD contained 37 different photographs of
Boston Field Office Agent  's injuries and blood soaked

clothing. Agent  received these injuries from an attack by
Ibragim Todaschev, who was being interviewed by Agent  as a
suspect in a homicide investigation. The photos were taken at Florida
Hospital, 601 East Rollins Street, Orlando, Florida 32819. A total of
three CDs were provided.

The CDs are included in the 1A section of the investigative file.

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

FUe#    Date drafted 05/23/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant

Inspector-in-Place    on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Supervisory Special Agent    Boston Field Office

provided a digital photograph depicting a head injury sustained by SA 
 during an altercation with subject Ibrigim Todashev in Orlando,

Florida on 05/22/2013.

A printed copy of the photograph was included in the 1A section of the
investigative file.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

File# 

by   

Date drafted 05/23/2013

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not

to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 -

Date of entry 05/23/2013

On May 22 and May 23, 2013 an autopsy was conducted on IBRAGIM TODASHEV by

District 9,s Deputy Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Gary Utz. Dr. Utz
determined that TODASHEV was shot seven (7) times. TODASHEV was shot six

(6) times in the torso and one (1) time in the head. Dr. Utz located five

(5) bullets in the torso during the autopsy. Dr. Utz believed the bullets

in the torso entered from the left side of the body and traveled to the

right side of the body in a downward direction. Two (2) of the bullets
entered TODASHEV via his left upper arm and continued through to the left
side of his chest. Dr. Utz located one (1) bullet in the head and believed

the bullet entered the top of skull and traveled in a downward direction.

Cause of death of TODASHEV was believed to be via multiple gun shot
wounds.

Dr. Utz will finish his formal report and it will be forthcoming the week

of May 27, 2013.

Mailtand , Florida, United States (, Other (Preliminary
Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Autopy Report) )
_

File# , Date drafted 05/23/2013

5y   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/24/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant Inspector 
  on May 24, 2013 at Orlando, Florida:

Attached to this EC is a BPMS print out of the property records for
 . The records reflect SA  is issued a Glock 23,

Serial number , Barcode number 

The BPMS printout was scanned and uploaded into Sentinel in the 1A
section of the SIRT investigative file.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/24/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (Email)

File# 

by   

Date drafted 05/24/2013

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.



UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following investigation was conducted by Assistant

Inspector-in-Place (AIIP)    on 05/22/2013 at Orlando,
Florida:

Special Agent (SA)    of the Boston Field Office, One
Center Plaza, Suite 600, Boston, MA 02108, provided AIIP  

 copies of Firearms Information, Registration and Shooter Tracking
(FIRST) reports pertaining to SA  . The qualifications
scores are for the period of 02/07/2013 through 03/14/2013. The documents

showed SA  obtained the following scores on the listed dates with

the indicated weapon:

Date Make Model
Serial

Number
Score

Point

Scale

Qualifying
Score

2/7/2013 Glock 23 58 60 48

2/7/2013 Glock 23 92 100 80

3/14/2013 Glock 23 88 100 80

3/14/2013 Glock 23 59 50 48

'3

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Date drafted 05/23/2013

Investigation on 05/22/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (Email;

Filc M    

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

The following information was provided by Supervisory Special Agent
(SSA)   , Chief Division Counsel, Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), Boston Field Office.

SSA  advised FBI Deadly Force Policy Training was conducted on

10/23/2012 during legal training provided to the Boston Field Office

personnel. Either SSA  or SSA    Associate Division
Counsel were the presenters of this training, which was memorialized via

Electronic Communication (EC) dated 01/17/2013,  (Legal

Training) Serial 850. A review of the attendance records conducted by SSA
 indicated Special Agent   was present for the training.

A copy of the EC described above and attached attendance record was

provided to the Shooting Incident Review Team for inclusion in the 1A
section of the file.
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FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Eleofronio Communication

Title: (U) Legal Training - Fall 2012 Date: 01/17/2013

From: BOSTON

BS-LEGAL

Contact:    

Approved By: CDC   
 

Drafted By:   

Case ID #:  {U//FOUO) LEGAL TRAINING

Synopsis: (U) To document legal training provided to Boston Division
personnel.

On various dates between 10/17/2012 and 12/19/2012, CDC   

and/or ADC    provided Legal Training to Boston Division

personnel at various locations including Headquarters City, the
Portland, Bedford, Springfield, Worcester, Lakeville, and Providence

RA,s, and the Canton offsite. Legal Advisor SA   assisted with

the training on 12/19/2012.

Lecture topics covered include, inter alia: Deadly Force; FBI Core

Values; Ethics and Standards of Conduct; Compliance responsibilities?
Basic Investigative Principles (DIOG standards); Administrative

Subpoenas and overproduction; Title III dissemination; Touhy

regulations; Hatch Act; Bucar Policy; Emergency Voluntary Disclosure of

ECPA information; Cell Phone Tracking; GPS tracking; and Third Party
Residence searches.

Legal Quiz and discussion topics included the First, Fourth, Fifth, and

Sixth Amendments as they apply to FBI operations, including a case law

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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Title: (U) Legal Training - Fall 2012
Re;  01/17/2013

update and extensive coverage of Miranda, including the DIOG provisions
for invoking and using the "public safety" exception when interrogating
operational terrorists.

Personnel trained include Agents, Analysts, Support and Task Force

officers. Approximately 410 individuals received this training.
Attendance logs and a syllabus will be maintained with a hard copy of
this communication in the analog version of this file, maintained by
the CDC.
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Date of entry 05/23/2013

  , date of birth  was interviewed

telephonically. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing

Agents and the nature of the interview,  provided the following
information:

 Bureau EOD was  and he has worked nights in the

Tampa Field Office radio room since approximately . He has been a

Command and Tactical Operations Center (CTOC) Specialist since the position
was created in approximately  of .

 was on duty the night of 05/21/2013 beginning at 10:15 PM. At
approximately 12:30 AM on 05/22/2013  received a call from SA 

 of the Orlando Resident Agency (ORA).  requested to speak
with SSA   and advised there had an incident in Orlando.

 attempted to reach SSA  at home. At approximately 12:40 AM

 received a call from SSA   who advised the Boston Agents

were interviewing a subject when the subject pulled a knife and the Boston

Agent shot the subject.  also advised the A/SAC had been notified.

ASAC  called to make sure CTOC had been notified. At an

undetermined time later, A/SAC  called and requested to be connected
to SIOC.  attempted to call SIOC twice with no answer. A short time

later,  tried again and made contact.  provided the limited
information he had to SIOC.

At an undetermined time later, ERT Coordinator SSA   called

and requested a full Tampa ERT deployment to Orlando. SSA  also

called at some point and requested CTOC send a message to deploy his squad
in support of the shooting.  also sent a Tampa Divisionwide E-mail

for situational awareness of Tampa employees.

 advised the CTOC typically does not keep a log of incoming
calls.
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Date of entry 05/23/2013

On 05/22/2013 at 8:06 AM, the Strategic Information and Operations

Center (SIOC) at FBIHQ issued a SIOC Breaking News Notification detailing
the Agent-involved shooting in Orlando, Florida- The UNet E-mail stated an
Agent had been injured and the subject, identified in the message as
"Ibrahim Todashev," was deceased.

A copy of the E-mail notification is attached in the 1A section of this
document.

4H~b
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An open-source search provided background information on the 09/11/2011
triple homicide in Waltham, Massachusets and is attached in the 1A section
of this file.

Agent-involved shooting subject Ibragim Todashev was being interviewed
regarding the captioned homicide at the time of the shooting incident.

Investigation on 05/24/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (, Other (Internet))
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The following information was provided by Special Agent (SA) David

Couvertier, Media Representative, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

Tampa Field Office, regarding the Agent-involved shooting incident on

05/22/2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819:

The following public statements were issued by the Tampa Field Office

in regard to the captioned Agent-involved shooting:

05/22/2013: "We are currently responding to a shooting incident

involving an FBI Special Agent. The incident occurred in Orlando, Florida.
The Agent was injured during an encounter with a suspect. The suspect is

deceased. We do not have any further details at this time. We expect to
have more information later this morning."

05/22/2013: "An FBI post-shooting incident review team has been

dispatched from Washington, DC, and expected to arrive in Orlando within 24
hours. The suspect has been identified as Ibragim Todashev, 6022 Peregrine

Avenue, Orlando, FL."

05/22/2013: "The FBI is currently reviewing a shooting incident
involving an FBI Special Agent. Based on preliminary information, the
incident occurred in Orlando, Florida during the early morning hours of

5/22/2103. The agent along with two Massachusetts State Police troopers

and other law enforcement personnel were interviewing an individual in
connection with the Boston Marathon bombing investigation when a violent

confrontation was initiated by the individual. During the confrontation,

the individual was killed and the agent sustained non-life threatening

injuries. As this incident is under review, we have no further details at
this time."

05/22/2013 and 05/23/2013: "Since the FBI Shooting Incident Review

Team (SIRT) from Washington, DC, is currently in Orlando and investigating

the shooting incident we cannot comment any further at this time. They

arrived yesterday morning and initiated their investigation. If anything
changes I will let you know."
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The following information was provided by Special Agent (SA) David

Couvertier, Media Representative, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),

Tampa Field Office, regarding the Agent-involved shooting incident on
05/22/2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819:

Local media in the Orlando, Florida area and national news outlets

reported the shooting of a subject by an FBI Agent in Orlando on 05/22/2013
shortly after midnight. The media reports advised FBI Agents and

Massachusetts State Police troopers were questioning Ibragim Todashev

primarily in regard to his possible involvement in a triple homicide which
occurred in Waltham, Massachusetts on 09/11/2011. The reports also
indicated Todashev was a native of Chechnya and may have had ties to Boston

Marathon bomber Tamerlan Tsarnaev. Virtually all national news outlets

aired extensive coverage of the shooting incident.

On 05/22/2013, www.orlandosentinel.com reported "Man shot after

attacking agent was being questioned about Boston bombing suspects and 2011
triple murder." A second article reported "Man shot by FBI was a gifted
MMA fighter but a hot-head."

On 05/22/2013, www.myfoxorlando.com reported "FBI shoots, kills Orlando

man questioned in Boston bombing probe."

On 05/22/2013, www.wftv.com reported "Orlando man shot by FBI was about
to sign Boston murder confession."

On 05/22/2013, www.wesh.com reported "Orlando man killed by FBI had
confessed to role in Mass, triple murder, authorities say."

On 05/22/2013, www.clickorlando.com reported "FBI Agent fatally shoots

man in Orlando linked to Boston bombing."

On 05/22/2013, www.floridatoday.com reported "Man fatally shot in

Boston bombing probe in Orlando."

On 05/22/2013, www.cfnewsl3.com reported "Man killed in Orlando knew

Boston bombing suspect." JtuS

"

f
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On 05/23/2013, www.wesh.com reported "The man killed by FBI in Orlando

knew Boston bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev, friend says."

On 05/23/2013, www.wftv.com reported "Man shot by FBI had spoken with

bombing suspect."

On 05/23/2013, www.clickorlando.com reported "Fatal FBI shooting in

Orlando linked to triple-slaying."

On 05/23/2013, www.floridatoday.com reported "Police kill man in

Orlando linked to Boston suspects, triple murder."

On 05/23/2013, www.cfnewsl3.com reported "FBI team in Orlando to review

shooting of Ibragim Todashev."

On 05/23/2013, the print version of the Orlando Sentinel newspaper

headline reported "Chechen shot amid questions in killings." A second

story on the front page reported "Picture of Todashev emerges."

National and local video coverage of the shooting event was extensive.
SA Couvertier coordinated with FBIHQ National Press Office (NPO) to obtain

the media video coverage of the event. Public Affairs Specialist 
 at FBIHQ NPO was assigned to assemble the videos and provide to

INSD for eventual inclusion in the 1A section of the file.

Media coverage is expected to continue.

it
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   (C1D)(FBI)

From; ,  L.
Sent: Thursda  Ma  23  2013 8:21 PM
To: ,   (CID)£FBi)
Subject: Fw: Shooting Incident - Public Smt re Suspect Ibragim Todashev

SSA   

  

From: Couvertier, David
To: ,  
Sent: Thu May 23 16:13:24 2013
Subject: Shooting Incident - Public Smt re Suspect Ibragim Todashev

,

I have updated the public smts (5) made by the FBI during this incident to date. Please
replace this listing with the one I previously sent you. In the future, I will only forward
any additional smts.

Thanks,

Dave

FBI PUBLIC SMTS 5/22/13:

"We are currently responding to a shooting incident involving an FBI special agent. The
incident occurred in Orlando Florida. The agent was injured during an encounter with a
suspect. The suspect is deceased. We do not have any further details at this time. We expect
to have more information later this morning."

An FBI post-shooting incident review team has been dispatched from Washington, DC, and
expected to arrive in Orlando within 24 hours. The suspect has been identified as Ibragim
Todashev, 6022 Peregrine Avenue,Orlando, FL.
Dave

Special Agent Dave Couvertier
FBI Spokesman

Updated statement:

The FBI is currently reviewing a shooting incident involving an FBI Special Agent. Based on
preliminary information, the incident occurred in Orlando, Florida during the early morning
hours of 5/22/2013. The agent along with two Massachusetts State Police troopers and other
law enforcement personnel were interviewing an individual in connection with the Boston
Marathon bombing investigation when a violent confrontation was initiated by the individual

i



During the confrontation, the individual was killed and the agent sustained non-life
threatening injuries. As this incident is under review, we have no further details at this
time.

Hello

Working on getting some updated information. Will send out soon.

There are no plans at the moment for a press conference. If anything changes, I will
advise.

Thanks,

Dave

Smts made on 5/22/13 and 5/23/13

Since the FBI Shooting incident Review Team (SIRT) from Washington, DC, is currently in Orlando and investigating the
shooting incident we cannot comment any further at this time. They arrived yesterday morning and initiated their
investigation. If anything changes I will let you know.

Dave Couvertier, Special Agent
Public Affairs Officer
FBI - Tampa Field Office Spokesman
813/253-1033 (Direct)
SI3/253-1000 (Switch Board)
813/289-5627 (Media Cell)

Building Bridges of Information and Trust!
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From:
Sent*.
To:

Subject:

,  .
Thursda      

,   
Fw: SIOC BREAKING NEWS NOTIFICATION - AGENT INVOLVED SHOOTING (AIS) -
CONUS - INJURY TO AGENT - FBI TP

   

  

Fro    
      P.

Sent: Wed May 22 17:27:44 2013
Subject: Fw: SIOC BREAKING MEWS NOTIFICATION - AGENT INVOLVED SHOOTING (AIS) - CONUS - INJURY TO
AGENT-FBI TP

Fro  

                 
                 

               
   r              

       
   

      r           
        r      

                  
               

             
            

,  , ,  ,  ,  . . .
Sent: Wed May 22 08:06:00 2013
Subject: SIOC BREAKING NEWS NOTIFICATION - AGENT INVOLVED SHOOTING (AIS) - CONUS - INJURY TO AGENT -
FBI TP

On Wednesday. May 22,2013, A/SA    notified SIOC by telephone of an Agent Involved
Shooting in the Tampa Division, Orlando RA. A Boston Special A ent and a Massachusetts State Police
representative were working with th   F to intervie   t* Ibrahim TODASHEV, regarding the
Boston Marathon Bombing investigation. During the encounter, preliminary information indicates
TODASHEV attacked the Boston Special Agent with a knife. The subject was shot and killed. Current
information does not indicate how many rounds were fired or who fired the rounds.

ALCON

Source of Information:

Situation:

Acting SA    ; Orlando TF   

i



The injured Agent was admitted to an area hospital and was treated for lacerations to the head and received 9
staples. The Agent is undergoing further medical evaluation.

Person of Interest  Identifiers:

Ibrahim TODASHEV, date of birth 09/22/1985 - DECEASED

Coordination and Response:

SIOC is monitoring this incident with FBI TP for further details and will coordinate any further messaging with
the Deputy Director's Office.

***AII information and inquiries should be directed t       

Em   lis   
SSA   r

Strategi   & Operations Center (SIOC)
  

- -
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2011 Waltham murders
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

A triple homicide was committed in Waltham,
Massachusetts, on the evening of September 11,2011.
*]® Brendan Mess, Erik Weissman, and Raphael Teken
were murdered in Mess,s apartment. All had their
throats slit from ear to ear. with such great force that
they were nearly decapitated. Thousands of dollars of
marijuana and money were left covering their
mutilated bodies, and $5,000 was left at the scene.
The local district attorney said that it appeared that
the killer and the victims knew each other, and that
the murders were not random,

Coordinates: 42"22,36"N 7PL3'03"W

2011 Waltham murders

Location

Date

Attack type

Weapon(s)

Deaths

Motive

12 Harding Avenue,

Waltham, Massachusetts

September 11,2011

Near decapitation

Ice pick or knife

Brendan Mess, age 25

Erik Weissman, age 31

Raphael Teken, age 37

UnknownLaw enforcement authorities now suspect Tamerlan
Tsarnaev, the deceased suspect in the 2013 Boston
Marathon bombings, and his younger brother
Dzhokhar, of being responsible for the triple homicide, as they claim forensic evidence connects them to
the scene of the killings and their cell phone records placed them in the area.12J Tamerlan had previously
described Mess as his best friend, though before Mess was murdered there had been animosity between
Tamerlan and Mess over Mess,s "lifestyle". After the bombings and subsequent revelations of
Tamerian,s personal life, the Waltham murders case was reexamined in April 2013 with Tamerlan as a
new suspect.

1)J
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Victims

Three men, Brendan Mess (age 25), Erik Weissman (31), and Raphael Teken (37), were discovered
murdered in the early afternoon on September 12, 2011. They were found in Mess

,s apartment at 12
Harding Avenue in Waltham, Massachusetts.1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011 
_
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All three victims were Jewish according to a source.  Other sources have not reported a religion for
MessJ5"$"f  Weissman was outspoken about his Jewish faith, and an active member of his synagogue.
Teken had majored in history at predominantly Jewish Brandeis University; he was buried in Israel. '
Mess was described by Tamerlan Tsamaev as his best friend.'?"5' Mess. Weissman, and both Tsamaev
brothers had attended Cambridge Rindge and Latin School at various times.15' Mess received a
bachelor,s degree in professional writing from Champlain College in 2008

The three men, who were described as being physically strong, were dragged to or killed in three
different rooms.'Q' Mess was a well-known mixed martial arts fighter, and is listed as a martial arts
instructor on his death certificate. Teken is listed as a personal trainer on his death certificate.'1'
Weissman was a bodybuilder.'{°'

In 2008, police pulled Weissman over for failing to yield and smelled marijuana smoke in his vehicle.
He was charged with marijuana possession and intent to distribute. Teken lived in Waltham, where
certain neighbors said they believed he was a drug dealer, saying he rarely left the house and had a
steady stream of visitors. In 2010, Mess and another man were arrested on charges that they assaulted
several people at a store.'

8'

2011 investigation

Autopsies revealed that the men had been brutally murdered. Their heads had been pulled back, and
their throats had been slit from ear-to-ear with either an ice pick or knife with such great force that they
were nearly decapitated.inJ Their mutilated bodies had been left covered with thousands of dollars worth

of marijuana (seven pounds of marijuana; in what investigators described as a symbolic gesture) and
thousands of dollars of money, in three different rooms.'

,2' Police said $5,000 was left at the scene,

which suggested that robbery was not the motive.'
b'

No motive was discovered, though the police said that the murders were not random,'?J Two unidentified

men had been seen at the apartment before the murders.'14' Middlesex District Attorney Gerry Leone
said that it appeared that two unknown perpetrators and the victims knew each other, based on evidence
that the police had obtained.'

,3J It was believed that there was more than one person at the scene other
than the victims based on "many factors." and that the victims let the killers into their apartment, and
there was no evidence of forced entry.'E5, Neighbors whose windows were open did not hear any signs
of trouble/'5'

A Waltham police investigator said the murders were:

the worst bloodbath I have ever seen in a long law enforcement career. There was no forced
entry, it was clear that the victims had let the killer in. And their throats were slashed right
out of an al Qaeda training video. The drugs and money on the bodies was very strange.*

3*
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2013 investigation developments

New investigation details

The Boston Globe first made the connection to the murders.}5J

On April 22,2013, the Middlesex County District Attorney's Office stated that it was actively
investigating the possible connection of Boston Marathon bombings suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev to the
murders.1'f, ABC reported that authorities believe Tsarnaev may have been responsible for the triple
homicide.[25 The Federal Bureau of Investigation joined the investigation, and expects to conduct a
lengthy investigation to examine whether the Tsarnaev brothers were involved in the murders.1,7*

Investigators on the Boston Marathon bombings case have said Tamerlan Tsarnaev visited Dagestan and
neighboring Chechnya for six months following the date of the Waltham murders J'1 Al the time of the

killings, Tsarnaev, then 24, was beginning to be influenced by radical Islam and becoming increasingly
strict in his interpretation of lslam.'1S' They are seeking to determine whether the killings may have been
timed to take place on the tenth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks.

After the Marathon bombing, a Planet Aid driver found discarded fireworks in the Planet Aid donation
bin in the parking lot of a restaurant, Gerry,s Italian Kitchen, that has been connected in other ways to
the Waltham murders case and to the Tsarnaev brothers.{'5' Police investigators told ABC News that
"the gunpowder had been emptied from the fireworks and the shells discarded in a shopping bag inside
the bin."*

]S'

Tamerlan Tsarnaev connection to victims

Tamerlan Tsarnaev had formerly described murder victim Brendan
Mess, who lived a few blocks from him in Cambridge and was a year
younger than Tamerlan, as his best friend.'2", Tsarnaev had been a

regular visitor at Mess
,s apartment where the murders took place, and

authorities believe that at times Mess crashed at Tsarnaev'

s apartment;

at one point, they lived together as roommates/20" Mess also brought
Tamerlan with him to social events and fight events.*2f' Investigators
believe Tsarnaev was one of the last people to see Mess alive.*2''

Both men were boxers, and they were sparring partners spent hours
training and sparring together beginning in 2009J2f] In 2011 Tamerlan

had introduced Mess to John Allan, owner of Wai Kru Mixed Martial

Arts in Ailston, describing him as his "best friend" .f "1

Allan said:

After Mess died it really shocked me how unemotional
[Tamerlan] was. He just kind of laughed and said, ;Can you
believe it?" It was like he didn,t care about this kid he grew up v\

Tamerlan Tsarnaev, who

authorities believe may have

been responsible for the triple
homicide

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011 
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Tsarnaev stopped going lo the martial arts center after Mess was murdered, and had not been back in
years until March 2013 when he suddenly visited and acted rudely.'1&' The website BuzzFeed

interviewed a friend of Mess named Ray, who also knew Tsamaev and who was in the same social
circle in CambridgeZ22* Ray now believes that Tsarnaev could have played a role in the murders. He
said:

Tam wasn,t there at the memorial service, he wasn,t at the funeral, he wasn,t around at all...
And he was really close with Brendan. That"s why it"s so weird when he said, ,I don{t have
any American friends.,1$'

Ray continued: "He was somebody who was in contact with Brendan on a daily basis. Anybody like that
you would think they would have been around,"'22' Ray did not have any further contact with Tsarnaev
after the murders.'

25,

One of Mess,s relatives also told investigators they thought it was odd that Tsarnaev had not attended his
friend Mess's funeral. Nor was he at his memorial service.*'3' Two law enforcement sources said that the
Mess relative also noted that there had been animosity between Tsarnaev and Mess, over Mess's
"lifestyle".124)

Tsamaev at the time viewed the 9/11 attacks as a CIA set-up, to foment war against Muslims.135*

On May 10, investigators in Massachusetts were reported to have developed what they called "mounting
evidence" supported by "forensic hits', as some crime scene forensic evidence provided a match to the
two Tsarnaev brothers, pointing to the possible involvement of both Tsamaev brothers in the killings/!5'

Further definitive DNA testing must be completed before an indictment against the surviving brother
can be considered, according to the officials/'5* Their cell phone records also appeared to put the
Tsarnaev brothers in the area of the murders on that date, according to the officials/J$'

Man questioned arid killed

On May 22, 2013, an FBI special agent from the Boston field office, two Massachusetts State Police
troopers, and other law enforcement officers interviewed Ibragim Todashev at his apartment in Orlando,
Florida regarding his connections to Tamerlan Tsamaev and other extremists. Todashev attacked the
agent with a knife and was killed in the ensuing shootout. The agent sustained minor injuries requiring
stitches. The FBI dispatched a "post-shooting incident-review team" to Orlando/3f]

Pinpointing the date and time of the murders

Questioning the date reported by officials, the relative said: "The three of them were definitely killed on
Sept, 11.... They all stopped using their cellphones at about eight o,clock that night."1J'

The last time anyone is known to have heard from the three victims was at 8:54 p.m. on September 11,
2011, when a call was placed by someone using Weissman,s cell phone to Gerry,s Italian Kitchen, a
Watertown restaurant, for delivery of three dinner entrees/2Cj When a delivery woman arrived at 9:14
p.m.

 there was no answer at the door, and no one answered when the restaurant called Weissman,s cell

phone/2t
-

'
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Police now believe the killings took place on or around September 11, the tenth anniversary of the 9/11

Media coverage

For about a week after the murders the crime received extensive media attention across the region, but
without further updates from police, media reports dried up.127' One year later, in September 2012,
regional media again reported on the unsolved murders. In April 2013, when a possible connection to a
Boston Marathon bombings suspect was made, the murders received extensive worldwide media
coverage.

See also

 Crime in Massachusetts

m Beheading in the name of islam
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 05/23/2013

On 05/23/2013, Inspector-in-Charge (IIC)   and ASAC 
  telephonically contacted the United States Attorney's Office

(USAO) Chief Carlos Perez of the Middle District of Florida, and provided a

briefing of the Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013 at
6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. USAO Chief Perez provided a
verbal declination of prosecution to IIC  regarding the

Agent-involved shooting incident which occurred on 05/22/2013.

On 05/23/2013, Inspector-in-Charge (IIC)   and ASAC 

  telephonically contacted Jeffrey Ashton, the Ninth Circuit State
Attorney (SA) and provided a briefing of the Agent-involved shooting which
occurred on 05/22/2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

SA Ashton requested the documentation of the facts from the Shooting

Incident Response Review. SA Ashton advised the actions taken by the FBI
on 05/22/2013, to include use of deadly force, were justified based on the

briefing provided by IIC . SA Ashton wanted the opportunity to
review the documentation before providing the letter of declination. SA

Ashton concluded with a verbal declination of prosecution and advised a
formal declination letter would be issued once all the facts are reviewed.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 05/23/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (Phone)
_

File#  
___

Date drafted 05/24/2013

j,y   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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Case Description:
Suspicious Incident/Person

Primary Victim: NONE

Date/Time Reported: 05/22/13
Date/Time Occurred: 05/22/13
Date/Time Between : 05/22/13
Location Occurred

Common/Business .
Grid: 1967

0:08 Hrs

0:08 Hrs

0:08 Hrs

6 022 PEREGRINE AV

SubGrid: 1967C

User: DAN153 30

Page: 1
Case Number: 2013-209173

Dispatch Incident Type
IMMED BCKP

Dist: E7

Reporting Officer ; 19104 WING,JENNIFER,A,
Primary Unit Assigned to Investigate: A&B Unit
Significant Event : No Shots Fired: No Apv Ofcr: 17452

Case Status: FW INV REV Disposition: Disp. Date:
No. of Offenses: 1 No. of Offenders: 1 No. of Victims:

CASE NARRATIVE 5/22/20X3 6:37 AM
On May 22, 2013 at approximately 0008 hours, I Officer J. Wing
(19104) responded to 6022 Peregrine Avenue in reference to a
Suspicious Incident.

The scene was turned over to a Federal Agency.

PRINCIPALS

Suspect
Primary
Suspect

Present Information
UNK,2013-00209173 / ,

Dr Lie #:

Residence Type
Disposition . .
Extent of Injury
Injury Type . .
Statement Type

N/A

Not Appli
NA

None

Non Disclosure of Info: No
Phone:

St: Soc Sec #
Residence Status

Vict Infrm Rights
Medical Treatment

Injury Type . .
Related Offenses

: 000-00-0000

N/A
No

PROPERTY DETAIL

Offense

Offense Number: 1 Attempted/Committed : Committed
Crime Code: 0SU09 OTHERS
Statute . : 0



Case Description:
Suspicious Incident/Person

Stat Desc SUSPICIOUS OTHER

Location Type . : Apartment
Occupancy Code : N/A
Type of Weapon : N/A
Entry Method . : NA
Exit Method . . : NA

Alcohol Related : No
'Domestic Crime : No

Statute ORI/Group .
Counts .

Offense Date . . .

Abandoned Structure

User: DAN153 30

Page: 2
Case Number: 2013-209173

S

001

05/22/2013
NO

Criminal Activity .
No. Premises Entered

Weapon Feature
Entry Point . . .
Exit Point . .

Drug Related . .
Hate Crime . . .

Agg Aslt/Homc Crcmst
Larceny/Theft Offnse
Victim Drug Related
Property Damage . .

N/A

No

No

*********************************************************************

I Swear or affirm the above statements
are correct and true.

(Signature)

Officer Name/ID# (Print)

Sworn to and subscribed before me, the undersigned Authority,

This day of ,20
Notary Public | 1 Law Enforcement Officer | | Emp# Orlando PD

rv
It 2.
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Incident Narrative

CAD Svstem Narrative
EMER02 CHANGED INCIDENT TYPE FROM 44 P 2:50:41

Disposition
Date

5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013

12 : 39 JB P16

14 : 14 JB B16

17 : 0 9 JB B14

17 : 27 JB G14

18 : 4 9 JB C16A

23 : 32 JB B10

23 : 33 JB cio

23 : 39 JB en

23 : 41 JB E12A

23 : 4 2 JB E12

23 : 45 JB B14A

23 : 50 JB E15

23 : 52 JB E16

23 : 59 JB Gil

24 : 02 JB G18

24 : 06 JB G16

24 : 09 JB J16

24 : 13 JB 0582

24 : 17 JB 0750

27 : 29 JB E17

55 : 50 JB G10

1 : 13 : 06 JB P14

1 : 13 : 08 JB P16

1 : 15 : 36 JB P15

2 : 13 : 3 9 PACE TRANS E16

2 : 50 : 44 A E16

2 : 50 : 44 Clear Yes E16

3 : 05 : 11 JB E19

3 : 27 : 47 JB G19

5 : 2 9 : 03 JB Bll

5 : 33 : 53 JB 117

5 : 39 : 58 JB K12

5 : 58 : 05 JB E10

5 : 58 : 24 JB 118

6 : 13 : 20 JB B14

6 : 13 : 23 JB Cll

8 : 39 : 09 JB B47

8 : 43 : 17 JB F4 3

8 : 59 : 59 JB K4 9

9 : 00 : 11 JB G47

9 : 00 : 13 JB D41

10 : 10 : 15 JB C4 7

10 : 37 : 05 JB E42

10 : 56 : 32 G 141

10 : 58 : 48 JB D42

11 ; 12 : 3 6 JB E41

11 : 16 : 09 JB B45

ID#2

LINDSAY, ROGER, D

RAKHIMOV,UMID,,

ID#1
HOLYSZ,JOHN, V,
MANRIQUE, DAVID,
BOLIN,KIPP,J,
SABOUNJI, JEFFRE
PAGAN, JOSE, MIGU AVIGNON, STANLEY
LANFERSIEK, MICH
POPOVICH,THERES
RODRIGUEZ, WILBE
JOHNSON,FINLEY,
PINERO,ANDRES,D
VANCE,RODNEY, L,
HUTTO,GERALD, R,
WING,JENNIFER, A
BEATY,NANCY,E,
GOSS,AARON, C,
FAVORIT,MIKE , D,
SIMS, JANIR,N,
EASTERLING, WARR
WEAVER, WILLIAM,
WILLIAMS, ARTAVI
PAYMAYESH,AMIR,
CANTY,MARK, J ,
HOLYSZ,JOHN,V,
OGBURN, VINCENT,
WING,JENNIFER,A
WING,JENNIFER,A
WING,JENNIFER,A
ROBINSON, DAVID,
HORNER,JACQUELI
ROLLE,FREDERICK
MATEO, LUIS, A,
DEJESUS, MONICA,
FORD, WANDA, M,
LOPEZ,KEVIN, ,
BOLIN,KIPP,J,
RODRIGUEZ,WILBE
ELLSWORTH,ADAM,
BOLDEN,TYSHONE,
CUNNARD,PAUL,R,
SERVIDER,STEVE,
RAMOS,SERGIO,L,
REALIN,GERRY,J,
BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,
AVERILL, ROBERT,
CRUZ,RICHARD,H,
SANDERLIN,PAUL,
HERB,TODD,,

CAMACHO,ERICA,
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Date

5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/22/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013
5/23/2013

18

18

Time

12:13:22
12:18:05
12:23:39

12:45:15

12:50:52

13:07:54

13:46:53

14:45:20
15:11:42

15:27:36
17:00:20

18:02:48
18:04:35

14 : 27

28:53

20:37:01
20:53:13

21:00:32

21:41:13
21:54:07

22:39:19

22:49:41
23 : 02:36

23:04 : 55
23:04:57
23:21:48

10:33

32 : 13

1:02:38

1:56:55

2:09:53

2:31:18

2:40:27

2 : 45:18
3:44:57

4:22:34

4:46:05

5:14:53
5:48:20

5:59:47

6:00:42
6 : 00:55

8 : 05 : 52

8 : 10:14

8 : 25:39

9:07:03
9:45:25

10:13:08
10:52:50

11:01:50

11:19:21

Dispos
JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

J

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

J

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

G

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

JB

Disposition
ition Unit

G4 5

F44

143

C4 5

E4 7

B42

E44A

K4 3A

E4 6

K41

F4 6

E48

J44

E42A

E33

G3 6

J31

C33

D3 8

132

B33

K3 9

G3 9A

E31

J33

F34

B32

E34

137

J33

G3 8

C32

F36

135

K31

E31

G3 9A

I37A

E35

134

E32

D44

F41

D43

C4 3

E47

E42

B44

K41

J45

JOHNSON,JESSICA

ID#1 ID#2
ORTIZ, ZION,R,
IVERSON[ SIDNEY,

,
MCNUTT,JOSHUA, L
TURNER,DENNIS,L

HENRY, DALE, A,
WELLON,LONZIE,L

BROWN, PATRICIA,
KELLY, ALAN, FRAN
DISLA, BMILIO, A,
HEAD,STEVEN,F,
ALBAN,DAVID,M,

MADDEN, TED, J,
GRAMLICH, THOMAS
HANDOGA,DAVID,T

CASIANO, KRISTY,
WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

WEST,JAMES, F,
SISK,JEREMY, K,
MONTFORT, DAVID,
COLUMBO,AMY.MIC

KIPP, ALEXANDER,
STALLWORTH,DANN
OSORNO,EDGARD,O
HANSON,MYRON,W,

SISK,JEREMY,K,
DANIEL,NAHOUM,,
KRUGER,CALI,L,

WASSBRMAN, GHENA

NIXON, PAUL, W,
SISK,JEREMY,K,
GRIGSBY,MICHAEL BONILLA,HECTOR
CARTER, MARK, R,
IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

LOTRIDGE,JEREMY
SAUNDERS,SONJA,

HANSON,MYRON,W,
OSORNO,EDGARD,O
PLUTA,NICHOLAS,

HAJEK,JASON,M,
MCMICAN,PHILLIP

MELNICK,ANNA,K,
STUDER,RICHARD,
COTE,DOUGLAS,A,
SUERO,LUIS,S,
GOREE,STEPHEN,L

HENRY,DALE, A,
BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

0,LENA,HAROLD,J
HEAD,STEVEN,F,
SMITH,GREGORY,V I
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Date Time Dis]
5/23/2013 12 : 06 : 05 JB

5/23/2013 12 : 17 :: 3 6 G

5/23/2013 12 : 28 :: 4 2 JB
5/23/2013 14 : 01:: 4 9 G

5/23/2013 14 : 14 :: 2 0 JB

5/23/2013 14 : 17 :: 41 JB

5/23/2013 14 : 3 5 :: 2 0 JB

5/23/2013 14:: 35 :: 3 2 JB

5/23/2013 14': 53 :: 16 G

5/23/2013 15 : 21 :: 04 G

5/23/2013 16 : 4 9 ;: 3 3 JB

5/23/2013 16:: 52 ;: 09 JB

5/23/2013 17:: 27 ;: 3 5 JB

5/23/2013 18 : 01 :: 16 G

5/23/2013 18 : 04 :: 57 JB

5/23/2013 18 .: 42 :: 44 JB

5/23/2013 19:: 03 :: 3 8 JB

5/23/2013 20 :; 53 :; 3 6 JB

5/23/2013 21.: 32 :: 19 JB

5/23/2013 23 :: 18 ;; 02 JB

5/23/2013 23 :: 19 :: 3 9 JB

5/24/2013 50 :: 4 9 G

5/24/2013 1-: 15 :: 5 3 JB

5/24/2013 1 :: 36 :: 01 JB

5/24/2013 3 :: 06 :; 42 JB

5/24/2013 3 :: 2 9 :: 4 6 JB

5/24/2013 3 :; 38 :: 19 G

5/24/2013 4 :: 41 ;: 55 JB

5/24/2013 5 :: 3 6 ;: 10 JB

5/24/2013 5:: 53 :: 4 5 JB

5/24/2013 6 ;: 20 :: 3 5 JB

5/24/2013 8 :: 33 :: 20 JB

5/24/2013 8 :: 39 :: 5 3 JB

5/24/2013 9 ;; 4 9 ;: 21 JB

5/24/2013 10 :: 05 :: 3 3 JB

5/24/2013 11:: 37 :: 44 JB

5/24/2013 12 :: 19 :: 5 2 G

5/24/2013 13 :: 5 6 :; 0 7 JB

5/24/2013 13 :: 58 :: 14 JB

5/24/2013 15 : 14 : 08 JB

5/24/2013 15 : 17 : 39 JB

Disposition
dtion Unit

C44

E42A

143

J4 6

144

E48

142

P45

F44

J4 2

144

K4 3

G4 7

E43

E46

G3 9

G3 8

D39

C34A

136

B31

F35

E32

K3 9

136

G3 9

F3 5

B35

D25

137

B33A

D21

K2 6

125

G21

E28

E26

126

D29

C25

K21

Time Unit
9:18 E12

9:26 El5

9:42 Gil

9:51 G16

9:52 P15

10:02 B14

10:02 0582

Last Command Name

UNIT LOG

#1

ID#1
YOUNG, ERIC, R,
HANDOGA,DAVID, T

MCNUTT,JOSHUA ,L
LUDWIG,KURT, ,
GRAMLICH, THOMAS
MADDEN,TED,J,

REYNOLDS,VICKIE
MARCHIONE, JAMES
IVERSON, SIDNEY,
MAYS,CHARLES, L,
GRAMLICH, THOMAS
CRONIN, KASEY, ,
SERVIDER,STEVE,

JONES, SAMUEL,D,
DISLA, EMILIO, A,
SHORTER, ANTONIO
GRIGSBY, MICHAEL BONILLA, HECTOR,
MASSICOTTE, MICH
RINE, JEFFREY, A,
NAPOLITANO, MICH
EHLERS,CHRISTOP
TORRES,ARACELIS

MELNICK, ANNA, K,
STALLWORTH,DANN
NAPOLITANO, MICH
SHORTER,ANTONIO
TORRES,ARACELIS
BRUNS,DANIEL,J,
EATON,ANGELA,L,

NIXON, PAUL, W,
PEREZ,CHRISTOPH
SMITH,BRADLEY,M

WELCH, ANDREW, A,
PRUITT,NOAH,,

JOHNSON,KAREY,E
SHAHEED, SAFWAT,
BAILEY,RICHARD,

DEES,VICKI,,
SOMMERSDORF,THO
KELLY,CEDRICK,D
O,DAY,THOMAS,E,

Additional Information

Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch

PINERO,ANDRES,D
HUTTO,GERALD,R,
BEATY,NANCY,E,
FAVORIT,MIKE,D,
OGBURN,VINCENT,
BOLIN,KIPP,J,
EASTERLING,WARR
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11:18:21 PAGE :

DESAN

Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Time Unit
23:56 G10 Arrive
23:59 Gil Clear Unit
24:02

.

 G18 Clear Unit
24:06 G16 Clear Unit
24-.09 J16 Clear Unit
24:13 0582 Clear Unit

24:17 0750 Clear Unit
27:29 E17 Clear Unit

43:42 E16 Arrive
55:50 G10 Clear Unit

1:13:06 P14 Clear Unit

1:13:08 P16 Clear Unit
1:15:36 P15 Clear Unit
2:13:39 E16 Pace Cmd
2:27:05 E19 Arrive

2:27:25 Bll Dispatch
2:29:55 Cll Dispatch
2:30:32 K12 Dispatch
2:30:58 117 Dispatch
2:34:43 B14 Dispatch
2:44:05 Bll Arrive
2:46:35 Cll Arrive

2:47:13 K12 Arrive
2:50:44 E16 Clear Unit

2:53:32 117 Arrive
3:00:51 B14 Arrive
3:05:11 E19 Clear Unit

3:27:47 G19 Clear Unit
4:17:04  Unit Time

Unit Note: Reset Unit

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
PAYMAYESH,AMIR,

BEATY,NA17CY,E,

GOSS, AARON,C,
FAVORIT,MIKE,D,

SIMS,JANIR,N,

EASTERLING,WARR

WEAVER,WILLIAM,
WILLIAMS,ARTAVI

WING,JENNIFER,A
PAYMAYESH,AMIR,

CANTY,MARK,J,
HOLYSZ,JOHN,V,

OGBURN,VINCENT,

WING,JENNIFER, A
ROBINSON,DAVID,

ROLLE,FREDERICK

RODRIGUEZ,WILBE
DEJESUS,MONICA,
MATEO,LUIS,A,

BOLIN,KIPP,J,

ROLLE,FREDERICK

RODRIGUEZ,WILBE

DEJESUS,MONICA,
WING,JENNIFER,A

MATEO,LUIS,A,

BOLIN,KIPP,J,

ROBINSON, DAVIE),

,
timer for: 240 minutes

4:23:44 E10 Unit Time FORD,WANDA,M,

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

LOPEZ,KEVIN,,

LOPEZ,KEVIN,,
4:49:43 118 Dispatch
4:49:51 118 Seed Loc

5:01:45 E10 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

5

5

5

5

5

5

13
22

22

25

25

25

09

13

19

27

36

40

118

K4 9

K4 9

D41

D41

E10

Arrive

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

UNT

LOPEZ,KEVIN,,

CUNNARD,PAUL,R,

CUNNARD,PAUL,R,

RAMOS,SERGIO,L,

RAMOS,SERGIO,L,

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

5:26:56 D41 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

-RLVING Bll

-RLVING Bll

-RLVING Cll

-RLVING K12

-RLVING K12

5:2 7 : 41 G4 7 Dispatch SERVICER,STEVE,
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Informat
5 : 27 : 50 G4 7 Seed Loc SERVIDER,STEVE, -RLVING B14

5 : 28 : 32 F4 3 Dispatch BOLDEN,TYSHONE,

5 : 29 : 03 Bll Clear Unit ROLLE,FREDERICK

5 : 33 : 25 B47 Dispatch ELLSWORTH,ADAM,

5 : 33 : 37 B47 Seed Loc ELLSWORTH,ADAM, -RLVING

5 : 33 : 4 3 F43 Seed Loc BOLDEN,TYSHONE, -RLVING

5 : 33 : 53 117 Clear Unit MATEO,LUIS,A,

5 : 3 9 : 35 D41 Arrive RAMOS, SERGIO,L, -RLVING K12

5 : 39 : 48 D41 Seed Loc RAMOS,SERGIO,L, -RLV BY 0739HRS

5 : 3 9 : 58 K12 Clear Unit DEJESUS,MONICA,

5 : 44 : 38 E10 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

5 : 57 : 3 2 B47 Arrive ELLSWORTH,ADAM, -RLVING

5 :: 58 : 05 E10 Clear Unit FORD,WANDA,M,

5 ;: 5 8 : 24 118 Clear Unit LOPEZ,KEVIN,,

6:: 01 ;: 09 G4 7 Seed Loc SERVIDER,STEVE, Cll

6 :: 01:: 2 8 F4 3 Seed Loc BOLDEN,TYSHONE, 117

6: 01 :: 36 B47 Seed Loc ELLSWORTH,ADAM, B14

6 : 04 :: 12 G4 7 Arrive SERVIDER,STEVE, Cll

6 : 05 : 31 F4 3 Arrive BOLDEN,TYSHONE, 117

6 : 05 : 46 F4 3 Seed Loc BOLDEN,TYSHONE, -RLV BY 08 05HRS

6 : 12 : 24 K4 9 Arrive CUNNARD,PAUL,R, -RLVING Cll

6; 12; 31 K4 9 Seed Loc CUNNARD,PAUL,R, -RLV BY 0 812HRS

6: 12 : 50 G4 7 Seed Loc SERVIDER,STEVE, -RLV BY 0804HRS

6 : 13 : 08 B47 Seed Loc ELLSWORTH,ADAM, -RLV BY 07 57HRS

6 : 13 : 20 B14 Clear Unit BOLIN,KJPP,J,

6 : 13 : 23 Cll Clear Unit RODRIGUEZ,WILBE

7 : 15 : 26 141 Dispatch AVERILL,ROBERT,

7 : 16 : 17 141 Seed Loc AVERILL,ROBERT, RELIV =D41

7 : 28 : 49 141 UNT RELIV =D41

Unit Note : MCT Log on confirmed

7:46:02

7:46:06

7:46:48

7:46:57

7:48:41

7:48:45

7:51:04

7:51:10

7 : 54 : 05

7:54:05

7;54:05

7 : 54 : 05

7 : 54 : 05

7:56:15

Unit

C4 7

C4 7

E42

E42

D42

D42

B45

B45

B47

D41

F43

G4 7

K4 9

D42

Note

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Avail@Scen
Avail@Scen

Avail@Scen
Avail@Scen

Avail@Scen

UNT

MCT Log on

REALIN,GERRY, J,
REALIN,GERRY, J,
BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

CRUZ,RICHARD,H,

CRUZ,RICHARD,H,

HERB,TODD,,

HERB,TODD,,

ELLSWORTH,ADAM,

RAMOS,SERGIO,L,

BOLDEN,TYSHONE,

SERVIDER,STEVE,

CUNNARD,PAUL,R,

confirmed

=B4 7

-G4 7

-F43

=K4 9
-RLV BY 0 7 57HRS
-RLV BY 0739HR3
-RLV BY 08 05HRS
-RLV BY 08 04HRS
-RLV BY 0812HRS

= F43

8:00:09 B47

Unit Note
Unit Time ELLSWORTH,ADAM, -RLV BY 0757HRS
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
8:00:11 D41 Unit Time RAMOS,SERGIO,L, -RLV BY 0739HRS

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

8:00:14
"

F43 Unit Time B0LDEN,TYSHONE, -RLV BY 0805HRS
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

8:00:19 G47 Unit Time SERVICER,STEVE, -RLV BY 0804HRS
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

8:00:22 K49 Unit Time CUNNARD,PAUL,R, -RLV BY 0812HRS
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

01:51 141

01:57 141

02:04 141

05:58 E42

06:05 E42

06:07 E42

06:28 141

Arrive

Seed Loc

Avail@Scen

Arrive

Seed Loc

Avail@Scen

Unit Time

Unit Note: Reset Unit

AVERILL,

AVERILL,

AVERILL,

BLEDSOE,

BLEDSOE,

BLEDSOE,

AVERILL,

timer for:

ROBERT, RELIV =D41
ROBERT, RELIV 1000
ROBERT, RELIV 100 0
JOSEPH, = G4 7
JOSEPH, RELIV 1000
JOSEPH, RELIV 1000
ROBERT, RELIV 100 0

24 0 minutes

09:39 C4 7

09:48 C47

09:51 C4 7

13:31 E42

Unit Note

Arrive

Seed Loc
Avail@Scen

Unit Time

REALIN,GERRY,J, =B4 7
REALIN,GERRY,J, RELIV 1000
REALIN,GERRY,J, RELIV 1000
BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, RELIV 1000

Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

16:57 B45

17:24 C4 7

Unit Note

Arrive HERB,TODD,, =K49
Unit Time REALIN,GERRY,J, RELIV 1000
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

17:39 B45

Unit Note
Unit Time HERB,TODD,, =K49
Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

22:11 D4 2

22 :21 D42

22:24 D42

22:36 

Arrive

Seed Loc
Avail@Scen

Unit Time

CRUZ,RICHARD,H, = F4 3
CRUZ,RICHARD,H, RELIV 103 0

 ELIV 1030
,

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

8:27:04 D42 Unit Time CRUZ,RICHARD,H, RELIV 1030
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

8 39 : 09 B47 Clear Unit ELLSWORTH,ADAM,

8 43 17 F4 3 Clear Unit BOLDEN,TYSHONE,

8 59 59 K4 9 Clear Unit CUNNARD,PAUL,R,

9 00 11 G4 7 Clear Unit SERVIDER,STEVE,

9 00 13 D41 Clear Unit RAMOS,SERGIO,L,

9 00 31 B4 5 Seed Loc HERB,TODD,, RELIV 1015

9 00 . 32 B45 Avail@Scen HERB,TODD,, RELIV 1015

9 05: 12 B45 Unit Time HERB,TODD,, RELIV 1015

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 30 minutes

EL
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UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
9:36:02 B45 Unit Time HERB,TODD,, RELIV 1015

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

9 : 42 : 46 G4 5 Dispatch ORTIZ,ZION,R,

9 : 42 : 51 G4 5 Seed Loc ORTIZ,ZION,R, = 141

9 : 44 : 17 F44 Dispatch IVERSON,SIDNEY,

9 : 44 : 21 F44 Seed Loc IVERSON,SIDNEY, = C4 7

9 : 45 : 33 143 Dispatch MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L

9 : 4 5 : 40 14 3 Seed Loc MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L = E4 2

10 :: 02 : 37 E4 7 Dispatch HENRY,DALE,A,

10 ;: 02 : 40 E4 7 Seed Loc HENRY, DALE, A, =D42

10 :; 03 :: 02 G4 5 Arrive ORTIZ,ZION, R, = 141

10: 03 :: 09 G4 5 Seed Loc ORTIZ,ZION, R, RELIV 1200

10 : 03 :: 12 G4 5 Avail@Scen ORTIZ,ZION, R, RELIV 1200

10 : 04 : 31 F44 Arrive IVERSON,SIDNEY, = C4 7

10: 10 : 15 C4 7 Clear Unit REALIN,GERRY,J,

10 : 11 : 47 C45 Dispatch TURNER,DENNIS / L
10 : 12 : 48 G4 5 Unit Time ORTIZ,ZION,R, RELIV 1200

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

10:14:23 143 Arrive

10:14;28 143 Seed Loc

10:14:31 143 Unit Time

Unit Note: Reset Unit

MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L =E42

MCNUTT,JOSHUA, L RELIV 1215
MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L RELIV 1215

timer for: 240 minutes

10:14:34 143

10:14:40 E47

10:14:49 E47

10:14:52 E47

10:20:09 E47

Avail@Scen MCNUTT,JOSHUA, L RELIV 1215
Arrive

Seed Loc

Avail@Scen
Unit Time

HENRY,DALE,A,

HENRY,DALE,A,

HENRY, DALE, A,
HENRY,DALE,A,

=D42

REIV 1215

REIV 1215

REIV 1215

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

10:20:11 143 Unit Time MCNUTT
,
JOSHUA,L RELIV 1215

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

10:29:47 C4 5

10:37:05 E42

10:41:09 E41

41:17 C4 5

53:54 C45

56:32 141

58 : 48 D42

09:42 E41

Arrive

Arrive

Seed Loc
Avail@Scen
Clear Unit
Clear Unit

UNT

TURNER,DENNIS,L

Clear Unit BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

SANDERLIN,PAUL,

TURNER,DENNIS,L RELIV 1145

TURNER,DENNIS,L RELIV 1145
AVERILL,ROBERT,

CRUZ,RICHARD,H,

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

11:12:36 E41

11 : 16: 09 B45

11:17:09 F44

11:17:12 F44

11:17:22 C45

Clear Unit
Clear Unit
Seed Loc

Avail@Scen
Unit Time

SANDERLIN,PAUL,

HERB,TODD,,

IVERSON,SIDNEY, RELIV 1200
IVERSON,SIDNEY, RELIV 1200
TURNER,DENNIS,L RELIV 1145

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
11:21:24 F44 Unit Time IVERSON,SIDNEY, RELIV 1200

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

11:42:31 K4 3A

11:42:54 K43A

11:43 : 13 G45

Unit Note

Dispatch KELLY,ALAN,FRAN
Seed Loc KELLY, ALAN, FRAN =C45
Unit Time ORTIZ,ZION,R, RELIV 1200
Reset Unit timer for: 9 minutes

11:43:17 G45 Unit Time ORTIZ,ZION,R, RELIV 1200
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 9 minutes

11:44:03 G45 Unit Time ORTIZ,ZION,R, RELIV 1200
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 9 minutes

11:50:50 E44A

11:50:58 E44A

11:54:33 K41

11:54 : 45 G45

Unit Note

12:02:41 E44A

12:06:01 B42

12:06 : 14 B42

12:12:15 E44A

12:13:22 G45

12:13:4 9 E44A

12:18:05 F44

12:21:27 E44A

Unit Note:

12:23:19 B42

12 : 23 : 37 

Unit Note:

12:23 : 3 9 

12:26:56 B42

12:27:12 K43A

12:27:25 K43A

12:27:55 K43A

12:32:03 B42

12:35:36 K43A

Dispatch BROWN,PATRICIA,
Seed Loc BROWN,PATRICIA, = F44

Dispatch HEAD,STEVEN,F,
Unit Time ORTIZ,ZION,R, RELIV 1200
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

Arrive

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Avail@Scen

Clear Unit
Unit Time

Reset Unit

=F44BROWN, PATRICIA,
WELLON,LONZIE,L
WELLON,LONZIE,L -14 3

BROWN,PATRICIA,

ORTIZ,ZION,R,

BROWN,PATRICIA,

IVERSON, SIDNEY,
BROWN,PATRICIA,

RELIV 1400

RELIV 1400

RELIV 1400

timer for: 240 minutes

Arrive  143

Unit Time ,
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

Clear Unit
Seed Loc

Arrive

Seed Loc

Avail@Scen
Avail@Scen
Unit Time

WELLON,LONZIE,L

KELLY,ALAN,FRAN

KELLY,ALAN,FRAN

KELLY,ALAN,FRAN

WELLON,LONZIE,L

KELLY,ALAN,FRAN

RELIV 1430

~C4 5

RELIV 1430

RELIV 1430

RELIV 1430

RELIV 1430

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

12:39:07 B42 Unit Time WELLON,LONZIE,L RELIV 1430

.

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

12:44 : 12 K41

12:44:21 K41

12:44:44 K41

12:45:15 143

12:49:09 K41

Arrive

Seed Loc

Avail@Scen

Clear Unit

Unit Time

HEAD,STEVEN,F,

HEAD,STEVEN,F, RELIV 1445
HEAD,STEVEN,F, RELIV 1445
MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L

HEAD,STEVEN,F, RELIV 1445
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes
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Time Unit

12:50:52 C45

13:07: 54 E47

13:19:40 K43A

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1 Additional
Clear Unit TURNER, DENNIS, L
Clear Unit HENRY,DALE,A,
UNT RELIV 14 3 0

Information

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

13:23 : 14 E46

13:42:07 E46

13:42:12 E46

13:42:23 E46

13:42:37 E46

13:46 : 53 B42

13:49:45 E46

Dispatch
Arrive

Avail@Scen
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Unit Time

DISLA,EMILIO, A,
DISLA,EMILIO, A,
DISLA,EMILIO,A,

DISLA,EMILIO,A,

DISLA,EMILIO,A,

WELLON,LONZIE,L

DISLA,EMILIO,A,

RELIV 15 00

RELIV 1430

RELIV 14 3 0

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

14:00:13

14:00:32

14 : 01:11

14;09 : 54

14:22 : 49

14 : 34 : 41

14:40:16

14:40:51

14 : 40:54

14:42:05

14 : 42:15

14:45:20

14:46:47

Unit

J44 Dispatch
J44 Seed Loc

E46 Seed Loc

J44 Unit Avail

J44 Dispatch
F46 Dispatch
E48 Dispatch
J4 4 Arrive

J44 Avail@Scen
J44 Seed Loc

J44 Seed Loc

E44A Clear Unit
J44 Unit Time

Note: Reset Unit

=E44A

RELIV 1530

GRAMLICH, THOMAS
GRAMLICH, THOMAS
DISLA,EMILIO,A,

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

ALBAN,DAVID,M,

MADDEN,TED,J,

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

GRAMLICH,THOMAS RELIV 1641
GRAMLICH,THOMAS RELIV 1645

BROWN,PATRICIA,

GRAMLICH,THOMAS RELIV 1645
timer for: 240 minutes

15:01:14 E48 Arrive MADDEN
,
TED,J,

15:03:53 E48 Unit Time MADDEN
,
TED,J,

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 90 minutes

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

16

16

16

03 : 56

04 : 07

09 : 05

10 : 47

E4 8

E48

F46

K4 3A

Unit Note:

Avail@Scen
Seed Loc

Arrive

UNT

MCT Log on confirmed

MADDEN,TED,J,

MADDEN,TED,J,

ALBAN,DAVID,M,

RELIV AT 1700

RELIV 14 3 0

15:11:42 K43A Clear Unit KELLY
,
ALAN,FRAN

15:19:00 F46 Unit Time ALBAN,DAVID,M,

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 90 minutes

15:19:07 F46 Avail@Scen ALBAN,DAVID,M,

19

27

58

09

10

49

35

36

03

52

23

55

F4 6

E4 6

E42A

E42A

E4 2A

K41

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Arrive

Seed Loc

Unit Time

ALBAN,DAVID,M, RELIEVE 1700
DISLA,EMILIO,A,

HANDOGA, DAVID, T
HANDOGA,DAVID,T

HANDOGA,DAVID,T RELIEVE AT 173 0

HEAD,STEVEN,F, RELIV 14 4 5
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes
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Time

17 ; 00

17

17

17

17

17

06

06

37

39

41

20

09

24

21

06

46

Unit

K41

D38

D38

r>3 8

D38

J4 4

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1
Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive

Seed Loc

UNT

HEAD, S TEVEN, F,
MONTFORT,DAVID,

MONTFORT,DAVID,

MONTFORT,. DAVID,

MONTFORT,DAVID,

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

17:50:33

17:50:41

17:52:01

17:55:03

17 : 57:41

17:58:45

18 : 02:48

18:03:35

18 : 04:35

18:05:01

18:08:00

18 : 08 : 32

Unit

J31

J31

S3 3

G3 6

E33

G36

F4 6

E3 3

E48

G3 6

J31

G3 6

Note

18:08:36 G36

Unit Note:

18:14:27 J44

18:28:53 E42A

19:10:18 E33

19:10:25 E33

19:10:42 G36

19:11 : 03 J31

19:35:27 K39

19:35:30 K3 9

Unit Note:

19:35:32

19 : 35:40

19:35:57

19:36:12

19:36:23

19:53:05

19:53:12

19:54 : 32

30:11:31

20:30:37

20:36:06

Unit

B33

K3 9

C33

B33

C33

132

132

B33

C33

132

K3 9

Note

20:37:01 E33

20:53:13 G36

21:00:32 J31

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Arrive
Clear Unit

Arrive
Arrive

UNT

MCT Log on

WEST,JAMES,F,

WEST,JAMES,F,

CASIANO,KRISTY,
WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

CASIANO,KRISTY,

WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

ALBAN,DAVID,M,

CASIANO,KRISTY,

MADDEN,TED, J,
WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

WEST,JAMES,F,

confirmed

UNT

MCT Log on confirmed

Clear Unit

Clear Unit

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Dispatch
UNT

MCT Log on

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive

Arrive

Arrive

Unit Time

Reset Unit

Clear Unit
Clear Unit
Clear Unit

Additional Information

E RELV F4 6

E RELV F4 6

RELIV 193 0

RELIV 164 5

E RELV E4 8

E RELV J44

E RELV E42A

E RELV J44

E RELV E4 2A

E RELV E4 8

E RELV E42A

E RELV E42A

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

HANDOGA, DAVID, T
CASIANO,KRISTY,

CASIANO,KRISTY,

WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

WEST,JAMES,F,

STALLWORTH,DANN

confirmed

REF 2000

RELV 2000

RELV 20 00

RELV 20 0 0

KIPP,ALEXANDER,

STALLWORTH, DANN E RELV D3 8
SISK,JEREMY,K,

KIPP, ALEXANDER, E RELV J31
SISK,JEREMY,K, E RELV G36
COLUMBO,AMY.MIC

COLUMBO,AMY.MIC E RELV E33

KIPP,ALEXANDER, E RELV J31
SISK,JEREMY,K, E RELV G36
COLUMBO, AMY.MIC E RELV E3 3
STALLWORTH, DANN E RELV D38

timer for: 240 minutes

CASIANO,KRISTY,

WOOD,JUSTIN,H,

WEST,JAMES,F,

17.
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Time Unit
21:41:07 D38

21:41:13 C33

21:41:28 J3 3

21:43:16 J33

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1
Clear ID#s MONTPORT,DAVID,
Clear Unit SISK,JEREMY,K,

Arrive SISK,JEREMY,K,

UNT

Additional Information
RELIV 1930

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

21

21

21

21.

21 :

45

46

47

48

48

21:49

21:49

21

21

22

49
54

07

: 49

53

37

24

47

06

16

28

07

52

Unit

22:15:17

22:15:52

22:17:27

22:25:14

22:39:19

22 : 49:41

23 : 02 ; 36

23:03: 15

23:03:17

23:04 : 55

23:04 : 57

23:10:38

Unit

E34 Dispatch
13 7 Dispatch
B32 Dispatch
B32 Seed Loc

E34 Seed Loc

F34 Dispatch
F34 Seed Loc

137 Seed Loc

D38 Clear Unit

F3 4 UNT

Note: MCT Log on

E34 Arrive

B32 Arrive

F3 4 Arrive
13 7 Arrive

132 Clear Unit

B33 Clear Unit
K3 9 Clear Unit

E31 Dispatch
G39A Dispatch
G3 9A Clear Unit
E31 Clear Unit
E34 Unit Time

Note: Reset Unit

WASSERMAN,GHENA

NIXON,PAUL,W,

KRUGER,CALI,L,

KRUGER,CALI,L, E RELV 132
WASSERMAN,GHENA E RELV C33

DANIEL,NAHOUM,,

DANIEL,NAHOUM,,

NIXON,PAUL,W,

MONTFORT,DAVID,

E RELV B33

E RELV K3 9

E RELV B33

confirmed

E RELV B33

E RELV K3 9

WASSERMAN,GHENA E RELV C33

KRUGER,CALI,L, E RELV 13 2
DANIEL,NAHOUM,,

NIXON,PAUL,W,

COLUMBO,AMY.MIC

KIPP,ALEXANDER,

STALLWORTH,DANN

HANSON,MYRON,W,

OSORNO,EDGARD,0

OSORNO,EDGARD,0

HANSON, MYRON, W,
WASSERMAN,GHENA E RELV C33

timer for: 80 minutes

23:10:44 B32 Unit Time KRUGER,CALI,L, E RELV 132
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 80 minutes

23:11:56 F34 Unit Time DANIEL,NAHOUM,, E RELV B33
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 80 minutes

23:11:59 137 Unit Time NIXON
,PAUL,W, E RELV K39

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 80 minutes

23:21:48 J33

23:55:24 C32

23:55:59 G38

23:56:17 135

23:56:57 F36

23 : 58:45 F36

23:58: 58 F36

23 : 59 : 02 135

23:59:05 G3 8

23 : 59 : 13 C32

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

SISK,JEREMY,K,

CARTER,MARK, R,
GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

LOTRIDGE,JEREMY

IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

LOTRIDGE,JEREMY

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

CARTER,MARK,R,

RELV B3 2

PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
IRO CONDO

DEND OF PEREGRINE
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Time Unit

10:12 G38

10:33 F34

17:53 F36

17:59 C32

24:22 F3 6

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1
Arrive GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

Clear Unit DANIEL,NAHOUM,,

Arrive IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

Arrive CARTER,MARK,R,

Unit Time IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

Additional Information
IRO CONDO

PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
DEND OF PEREGRINE

PEREGRINE/ EAGLESMERE
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 70 minutes

32:13 B32 Clear Unit KRUGER,CALI,L,

33:32 E34 Unit Time WASSERMAN,GHBNA E RELV C33
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

33:35 137 Unit Time NIXON,PAUL,W, E RELV K39
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 24 0 minutes

58:59 135 Arrive LOTRIDGE,JEREMY PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
1:02:38 E34 Clear Unit WASSERMAN,GHENA

1:38 :54 F3 6 UNT PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

1:39:05 135 Unit Time LOTRIDGE,JEREMY PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 80 minutes

1:39:11 F36 Unit Time IMBURGIO,JOSEPH PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

1:39:16 F3 6

1:56:55 137

1:59:17 K31

1:59:25 K31

1:59:44 F36

Clear ID#s IMBURGIO,JOSEPH PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

UNT

NIXON,PAUL,W,

SAUNDERS,SONJA,

SAUNDERS,SONJA, RELV F36
PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

2:02:30 G39A

2:02:3 5 G3 9A

2:09:06 J33

2;09;53 J33

2:10:45 F36

Unit Note

2 : 15:13 E31

2 : 15:17 E31

2:29:15 G39A

2:29:39 G39A

Unit Note:

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Clear Unit

UNT

OSORNO,EDGARD,O
OSORNO,EDGARD,O E RELV G3 8

SISK,JEREMY,K,

SISK,JEREMY,K,

PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
MCT Log on confirmed

Dispatch HANSON,MYRON,W,
Seed Loc HANSON,MYRON,W, RELVC32
Arrive OSORNO,EDGARD,O E RELV G3 8

Unit Time OSORNO/EDGARD,O E RELV G33
Reset Unit timer for: 105 minutes

2:31:18 G38

2:33:08 E31

2:33:41 K31

2:34:01 K31

Unit Note

Clear Unit

Arrive

Arrive

Unit Time

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

HANSON,MYRON,W, RELV C3 2
SAUNDERS,SONJA, RELV F36
SAUNDERS,SONJA, RELV F36

Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
2:34:05 E31 , Unit Time HANSON,MYRON,W, RELV C32

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes

2:34:12 G39A Unit Time OSORNO,EDGARD,O E RELV G38 .
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes

2:40:12 F3 6 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed
PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE

2:40:27 C32 Clear Unit CARTER,MARK,R,

2:45:18 F36 Clear Unit IMBURGIO,JOSEPH

3:00:46 135 Unit Time LOTRIDGE,JEREMY PEREGRINE/EAGLESMERE
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

3:01:01 I37A

3:01:06 I37A

3:21:32 137A

3 :44 : 57 135

4 : 11:16 E32

4:14:14 E31

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Unit Time

PLUTA,NICHOLAS,

PLUTA,NICHOLAS,

PLUTA,NICHOLAS,

LOTRIDGE,JEREMY

MELNICK,ANNA,K,

HANSON,MYRON,W,

RELV 13 5

RELV 13 5

RELV C32

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

4:14:18 G39A Unit Time OSORNO,EDGARD,O E RELV G38

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

4:14:21 K31

Unit Note
Unit Time SAUNDERS,SONJA, RELV F36
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

4 : 14 : 43 134 Dispatch MCMICAN,PHILLIP

4 : 14 : 51 134 Seed Loc MCMICAN,PHILLIP RELV E31

4 : 22 : 06 E32 Arrive MELNICK,ANNA,K,

4 : 2 2 : 07 E35 Arrive HAJEK,JASON,M,

4 : 22 : 34 K31 Clear Unit SAUNDERS,SONJA,
4 : 3 4 : 55 134 Arrive MCMICAN,PHILLIP RELV E31

4 : 4 6 : 05 E31 Clear Unit HANSON,MYRON,W,
5 : 14 : 53 G3 9A Clear Unit OSORNO,EDGARD,0

5 : 16 : 11 D44 Dispatch STUDER,RICHARD,
5 : 16 : 18 D43 Dispatch SUERO,LUIS,S ,
5 : 29 .: 4 0 C4 3 Dispatch GOREE,STEPHEN,L

5 : 2 9 :: 47 F41 Dispatch COTE,DOUGLAS,A,

5 :: 2 9 :: 58 D43 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

5 : 41 : 08 D43 Arrive SUERO,LUIS,S,

5 : 41 : 36 D43 Seed Loc SUERO,LUIS,S, RELV @ 0740

5 ; 45 : 37 D44 Arrive STUDER,RICHARD,
5 : 45 : 46 D4 4 Seed Loc STUDER,RICHARD, RELV @ 0745

5 : 48 : 20 I37A Clear Unit PLUTA,NICHOLAS,

5 : 52: 01 C43 Arrive GOREE,STEPHEN,L

5 : 59 : 47 E35 Clear Unit HAJEK,JASON,M,

6 : 00 : 42 134 Clear Unit MCMICAN,PHILLIP
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Time Unit
6:00 : 55 E32

6:08:36 D43

6

6

6

7

7

7 :

7 ;

7 :

7 :

7 :

7 :

7 :

7 :

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
Clear Unit MELNICK

, ANNA,K,
UNT RELV @ 074 0

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

: 23

: 24

24

49

49

49

49

49

49:

59 :

59 :

59:

59 :

: 51

: 2 7

: 3 5

: 27
'31

34

44

50

55

33

37

43

51

Unit

C4 3

F41

F41

K41

B44

J4 5

K41

J4 5

B44

E4 2

E42

B44

B44

Note

Seed Loc

Arrive

Seed Loc

Dispatch
Dispatch
Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive

Unit Time

Reset Unit

GOREE,STEPHEN,L RELV

COTE,DOUGLAS,Af
COTE,DOUGLAS,A, RELV
HEAD,STEVEN,F,

O,LENA,HAROLD,J

SMITH,GREGORY,V

HEAD,STEVEN,F, -C43
SMITH,GREGORY,V =D43

O,LENA,HAROLD,J -D44

BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, =F41
O"LENA,HAROLD,J -D44

O,LENA,HAROLD,J =D44

timer for: 240 minutes

0752

0800

8:00:01 B44
Unit Note

Unit Time O,LENA,HAROLD,J =D44
Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

8:00:04 E42 Arrive BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, =F41
8;00:06 E42 Unit Time BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, =F41

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

00:30 B44

00:30 E42

00:48 D44

00:48 F41

05:52 D44

10:14 F41

22:19 J4 5

22:24 J45

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Clear Unit
Arrive

Unit Time

RELIEVED

RELIEVED

O,LENA,HAROLD,J RELV 1000

BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, RELV 1000
STUDER,RICHARD,

COTE,DOUGLAS,A,

STUDER,RICHARD,

COTE,DOUGLAS,A,

SMITH,GREGORY,V =D43

SMITH,GREGORY,V =D43
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

22:31 J45

22:43 D43

25:39 D43

50:21 K41

5 0:26 K41

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Arrive

Unit Time

SMITH,GREGORY,V RELV 1022

SUERO,LUIS,S, * RELIEVED
SUERO,LUIS,S,

HEAD,STEVEN,F, -C43
HEAD,STEVEN,F, =C43

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

9:07:03 C43

9:16:48 K41

9:42:42 E47

9 : 43 : 07 E47

9:43:45 C4 4 

9 : 43 : 51 C44

9:45:25 E47

9:45:51 E42A

Clear Unit

Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch

GOREE,STEPHEN,L

HEAD,STEVEN,F,

HENRY,DALE,A,

HENRY,DALE,A,

YOUNG,ERIC,R,

YOUNG,ERIC,R,

HENRY,DALE,A,

HANDOGA,DAVID,T

RELV 105 0

=E42

=B44
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UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
9:46: 45 E42A Seed Loc HANDOGA,DAVID,T E42

3:50:29 143 Dispatch MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L
9:50:37 143 Seed Loc MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L =J45

10:00:55 B44 Unit Time O,LENA,HAROLD,J RELV 1000
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 60 minutes

10:00:55 E42 Unit Time BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, RELV 1000
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 60 minutes

10:06:22 E4 2A Arrive HANDOGA,DAVID,T E4 2

10:06:49 C44 Arrive YOUNG,ERIC,R, =B44
10:06:51 C44 Unit Time YOUNG

,ERIC,R, B44
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

10:06:59 C44

10:07:11 B44

10:07:46 143

10:07:49 143

Unit Note:

Seed Loc YOUNG,ERIC,R, RELV 12 06
Seed Loc O,LENA,HAROLD,J * RELIEVED *

Arrive MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L J45

Unit Time MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L =J45
Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

10:07:55 143

10:08:09 J45

10:13 : 08 E42

10:13:14 E42A

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Unit Time

MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L RELV 12 07

SMITH,GREGORY,V * RELIEVED *

BLEDSOE,JOSEPH,

HANDOGA,DAVID,T =E42

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

10:13:20 E42A Seed Loc

10:17:04 J46

10:17:28 J4 6

10:52:50 B4 4

10:54:38 J4 6

10:54:43 J46

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Arrive

Unit Time

HANDOGA,DAVID,T RELV 1213

LUDWIG,KURT,,

LUDWIG,KURT,, =K41
O,LENA,HAROLD,J

LUDWIG,KURT,, =K41
LUDWIG,KURT,, =K41

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

10:54:48 J46 Seed Loc

10:55:03 K41 Seed Loc
11:01:50 K41 Clear Unit
11:19:21 J45 Clear Unit

11:44:37 F44 Dispatch
11:44:44 F44 Seed Loc

11:44:57 14 2 Dispatch
11:45:06 142 Seed Loc

11:45:31 E48 Dispatch
11:45:48 E48 Seed Loc

12:05:40 F44 Arrive

12:05:43 F44 Unit Time
Unit Note: Reset Unit

LUDWIG,KURT,,

HEAD,STEVEN,F,

HEAD,STEVEN,F,

SMITH,GREGORY,V

IVERSON,SIDNEY,

IVERSON,SIDNEY,

REYNOLDS,VICKIE

REYNOLDS,VICKIE =143

MADDEN,TED,J,

MADDEN,TED,J,

IVERSON,SIDNEY,

IVERSON,SIDNEY,

RELV 12 54

* RELIEVED *

= C44

=E42A

= C44

= C44

timer for: 120 minutes

.2:05:49 F4 4
*2:06:05 C44

.
2 : 07 : 46 E48

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Arrive

IVERSON,SIDNEY,

YOUNG,ERIC,R,

MADDEN,TED,J,

RELV 14 0 5

=E42A
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UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
12:08:00 E48 Unit Time MADDEN,TED,J, =E42A

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

12:08:05 E48 Seed Loc MADDEN,TED,J, RELV 1408
12:08:21 E42A Seed Loc HANDOGA f DAVID, T * RELIEVED *
12:08:29 143 . Unit Time MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L RELV 1207

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

12:17:36 E42A Clear Unit HANDOGA,DAVID,T

12:20:25 142 Arrive REYNOLDS,VICKIE -143

12:20:28 142 Unit Time REYNOLDS,VICKIE -143

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for.- 120 minutes

12:20:34 142

12 : 28:42 143

12 :43:01 J42

12 : 43 : 05 J42

12:55:34 J46

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Unit Time

REYNOLDS,VICKIE RELV 1420

MCNUTT,JOSHUA,L

MAYS,CHARLES,L,

MAYS,CHARLES,L, -J4 6
LUDWIG,KURT,, RELV 1254

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

13:09:39 J42 Arrive MAYS,CHARLES,L, =J46
13:09:41 J42 Unit Time MAYS,CHARLES,L, =J46

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

13:09:48

13:10:02

14:01:49

14:02:30

14 : 03 : 15

14;03 ; 20

14 : 04 : 53

14:04 : 59

14:05:12

14:06:21

14:06:23

14:06:28

Unit

J42 Seed Loc

J46 Seed Loc

J46 Clear Unit

K43 Dispatch
G47 Dispatch
144 Dispatch
K4 3 Seed Loc

144 Seed Loc

G47 Seed Loc

P45 Dispatch
P4 5 Arrive
F44 Unit Time

Note: Reset Unit

MAYS,CHARLES,L,

LUDWIG,KURT, ,
LUDWIG,KURT,,

CRONIN,KASEY,,

SERVIDER,STEVE,

GRAMLICH, THOMAS
CRONIN,KASEY, ,
GRAMLICH,THOMAS
SERVIDER,STEVE,

MARCHIONE,JAMES

MARCHIONE, JAMES
IVERSON,SIDNEY,

RELV 15 09
* RELIEVED

=F44

-14 2

=E4 8

RELV 14 05

timer for: 240 minutes

14:08:28 E48 Unit Time MADDEN,TED,J, RELV 140.
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

14:14 : 20 144

14:17 : 41 B4 8

14 : 18 : 3 1 G4 7

14:18:33 G47

Clear Unit

Clear Unit
Arrive
Unit Time

GRAMLICH,THOMAS

MADDEN,TED, J,
SERVIDER,STEVE, =E48
SERVIDER,STEVE, =E48

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

14:19:13 G47 Seed Loc SERVIDER,STEVE, RELV 161.

14:20:11 144 Dispatch GRAMLICH,THOMAS
14:20:16 144 Seed Loc GRAMLICH,THOMAS =142

14:20:34 144 Arrive GRAMLICH,THOMAS =142
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Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
14:20:48 14 2 Unit Time REYNOLDS, VICKIE RELV 14 2 0

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 60 minutes

14:20:56 144

Unit Note

14:21:09 144

14:21:19 142

14:35:20 142

14:35:32 P45

14 : 41:4 5 K4 3

14 :41:47 K43

Unit Time GRAMLICH,THOMAS =142

Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Clear Unit
Arrive

Unit Time

GRAMLICH,THOMAS RELV 1620
REYNOLDS,VICKIE * RELIEVED

REYNOLDS,VICKIE

MARCHIONE,JAMES

CRONIN,KAS EY,, -F4 4
CRONIN,KASEY,, =F44

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

14 : 4 1 :; 51 G4 7 Clear ID#s SERVIDER,STEVE, RELV 1618

14 : 4 1 :: 55 K4 3 Seed Loc CRONIN,KASEY,, RELV 1641

14 : 43 : 54 E4 3 Dispatch J ONES,SAMUEL,D,

14 : 4 3 : 58 E4 3 Seed Loc JONES,SAMUEL,D, - J42

14 : 5 3 : 16 F4 4 Clear Unit IVERSON,SIDNEY,

14 : 53 : 51 E43 Arrive JONES,SAMUEL,D, -J42

14 : 53 : 55 E43 Unit Time JONES,SAMUEL,D, = J42

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 120 minutes

14:54:02 E43

14 : 54 : 23 J42

15:21:04 J42

16:27:03 E4 6

16:46:02 E46

16:47:15 G47

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Arrive

Unit Time

JONES,SAMUEL,D, RELV 16 53
MAYS,CHARLES,L,

MAYS,CHARLES,L,

DISLA,EMILIO, A,
DISLA,EMILIO,A,

SERVICER,STEVE,

RELIEVED

RELV 1618

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

16:49:33 144 Clear Unit GRAMLICH,THOMAS
16:52:09 K43 Clear Unit CRONIN

,KASEY, ,
16:54:46 E43 ' Unit Time JONES, SAMUEL,D, RELV 1653

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

17

17

17

17

17

17

17 :

17 ;

: 00

01

17

24

27

45

45

45

49

36

40

27

35

36

: 46

: 50

Unit

G3 8

G3 9

G3 9

G3S

G4 7

G3 8

G39

G38

Note

Dispatch
Dispatch
Arrive

Arrive

Clear Unit

Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Unit Time

Reset Unit

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

SHORTER,ANTONIO

SHORTER,ANTONIO

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL

SERVIDER,STEVE,

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL FRONT GATE

SHORTER,ANTONIO ROAM INSIDE

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL FRONT GATE

timer for: 60 minutes

17 : 45 : 55 G39

Unit Note

Unit Time SHORTER,ANTONIO ROAM INSIDE

Reset Unit timer for: 60 minutes

01

04

16

57

E43

E46

Clear Unit
Clear Unit

JONES,SAMUEL,D,

DISLA,EMILIO,A,
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Time
18:16

18 ; 16

18

18

18

18

18

17

17

40

40

40

Unit

D 39

D39

C34A

C34A

D3 9

C34A

C34A

Unit Note

: 35

: 43

 05

09

26

47

56

18 : 4 0 : 5 9 D39

Unit Note

Last Command

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive
Arrive

Unit Time

UNIT LOG

Name #1 Additional Information
MASSICOTTE, MICH
MASSICOTTE,MICH ENTRANCE GATE

RINE,JEFFREY,A,

RINE,JEFFREY,A, INSIDE ROAM
MASSICOTTE,MICH ENTRANCE GATE

RINE,JEFFREY, A, INSIDE ROAM
RINE,JEFFREY,A, INSIDE ROAM

Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes

Unit Time MASSICOTTE, MICH ENTRANCE GATE
Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes

18:42:00 D39 UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed
ENTRANCE GATE

18:42:44 G3 9 Clear Unit SHORTER,ANTONIO
18:46:55 G38 Unit Time GRIGSBY,MICHAEL FRONT GATE

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

19:03:38 G38 Clear Unit
19:59:43 C34A UNT

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

GRIGSBY,MICHAEL
INSIDE ROAM

20:30:20 B31 Dispatch EHLERS,CHRISTOP
20:30:27 B31 Seed Loc EHLERS,CHRISTOP RLV D39

20:30:59 D3 9 Unit Time MASSICOTTE,MICH ENTRANCE GATE
Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

20:37:42 13 6 Dispatch NAPOLITANO, MICH
20:39:42 C34A Unit Time RINE,JEFFREY,A, INSIDE ROAM

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

20:51:35 B31 Arrive EHLERS,CHRISTOP RLV D3 9
20:51:39 B31 Unit Time EHLERS,CHRISTOP RLV D39

Unit Note: Reset Unit timer for: 90 minutes

20

20

21

21

21

51

53

32

32

32

B31

D3 9

C34A

136

136

Unit Note

51

36

19

21

25

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Clear Unit
Arrive

Unit Time

EHLERS,CHRISTOP REL AT 2300

MASSICOTTE,MICH

RINE,JEFFREY,A,

NAPOLITANO,MICH

NAPOLITANO,MICH

Reset Unit timer for: 100 minutes

22 03 : 40

Unit

B31

Note

22:27:45 B31

Unit Note

UNT

MCT Log on confirmed
REL AT 23 0 0

Unit Time EHLERS,CHRISTOP REL AT 2300
Reset Unit timer for: 240 minutes

22:32:36 K39 Dispatch STALLWORTH,DANN
22:32:52 K39 Seed Loc STALLWORTH,DANN E RELIEVE 136

//
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

Time Unit

23 ;02 : 29 E32

23 : 02 : 41 E32

23 ; 05 : 15 K39

23:06:23 K39

23 : 06:36 B31

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1 Additional Information
Dispatch MELNICK,ANNA,K,
Seed Loc MELNICK,ANNA, K, RELV 0100
Arrive STALLWORTH,DANN E RELIEVE 136
Seed Loc STALLWORTH,DANN RELV 0100
UNT REL AT 23 0 0

Unit Note: MCT Log on confirmed

23

23

12:54 136

15:24 B31

Unit Note

23 : 15 :41 E32

23:18:02 136

23 :19:39 B31

46 : 59 G39

49:58 F35

50:49 F3 5

51:50 F35

1:03:31 G39

1:09:50 F35

1:09:58 F35

1:10:33 G39

1:15:53 E32

1 : 36 : 01 K39

3 : 03:41 B35

3:03 : 48 B35

3:04 : 59 136

3:05:06 136

3:06:42 136

3:08:06 B35

3:08:12 137

3:08:17 137

3:16:29 137

3 : 20:19 B35

3 : 26:06 B35

3:29:46 G39

3 : 38 : 19 F35

4 : 10:51 B33A

4 : 12:35 B33A

4:13:18 137

4:40:35 B33A

4 : 41:55 B35

5:15:10 D21

5:15:16 D21

5:28:30 D25

5:29:52 D25

5:35:43 K26

5:36:10 D25

5:38:27 D21

5:38:37 D21

5:38:37 D21

Unit Note:

Clear ID#s NAPOLITANO, MICH
UNT

MCT Log on confirmed

Arrive

Clear Unit

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Dispatch
Clear Unit

Dispatch
Arrive

Arrive
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive

Arrive

Seed Loc

Clear Unit
Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Seed Loc

Arrive

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Clear Unit

Arrive

Seed Loc

ChgUntAsg
Unit defined

MELNICK,ANNA,K,

NAPOLITANO,MICH

EHLERS,CHRISTOP

SHORTER,ANTONIO

TORRES,ARACELIS

TORRES,ARACELIS

TORRES,ARACELIS

SHORTER,ANTONIO

TORRES,ARACELIS

TORRES,ARACELIS

SHORTER,ANTONIO

MELNICK,ANNA,K,

STALLWORTH,DANN

BRUNS,DANIEL,J,

BRUNS,DANIEL,J,

NAPOLITANO,MICH

NAPOLITANO,MICH

NAPOLITANO,MICH

BRUNS,DANIEL,J,

NIXON,PAUL,W,

NIXON,PAUL,W,

NIXON,PAUL,W,

BRUNS,DANIEL, J,
BRUNS,DANIEL,J,

SHORTER,ANTONIO

TORRES,ARACELIS

PEREZ,CHRISTOPH

PEREZ,CHRISTOPH

NIXON,PAUL,W;

PEREZ,CHRISTOPH

BRUNS,DANIEL,J,

SMITH,BRADLEY,M

SMITH,BRADLEY,M

EATON,ANGELA,L,

EATON,ANGELA,L,

WELCH,ANDREW,A,

EATON,ANGELA,L,

SMITH,BRADLEY, M
SMITH,BRADLEY, M

as Primary

REL AT 23 0 0

RELV 0100

RELV 03 00

REFL 0300

-RLVING B3 5

-RLVING G3 9

-RLVING F3 5

-RLVING G3 9
-RLVING G3 9
-RLVING F3 5

REL 0400

RELV 0530

REL 0500

RELV 0530

.RLVING 13 7

RELV B33A

-RLVING 13 7

RELV 0730

RELV 0730
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Incident Numb 2013-00209173

Time Unit

5:53:45 137

6:16:53 K26

6:17:01 K2 6

6:17:01 K26

UNIT LOG

Last Command Name #1
Clear Unit NIXON,PAUL,W,
Arrive WELCH,ANDREW,A,

Seed Loc WELCH,ANDREW,A,

ChgUntAsg

Additional Information

RELV 0830

RELV 0830

Unit Note: Unit defined as Primary

9

9

9

9

9

9

: 20

: 24

: 24

: 48

: 4 8

: 18

: 2 5

: 3 2

: 33

: 3 3 :

: 39 i

: 3 9 :

39 :

39:

40 :

40:

41 :

42 :

49:

58 :

58 :

: 3 5

: 03

: 09

: 3 7

: 51

: 34

: 27

: 5 6

; 08

20

53

21

25

42

37

43

45

07

21

40

45

Unit

B33A

G21

G21

G21

G21

E28

E28

E2 8

E28

D21

K2 6

123

123

123

125

125

E26

E26

125

E26

E26

Note

9:58:55 E26

10:05:33 G21

10:48:17 126

10:48:28 126

11:18:43 126

11:18:56 126

11:37:44 E28

11 : 50:37 C25

11:50:49 C25

12:00:17 E26

Unit Note

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc
Arrive

Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive
Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Unit Avail

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Arrive
Unit Time

Reset Unit

Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Arrive
Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Unit Time

Reset Unit

PEREZ,CHRISTOPH
JOHNSON,KAREY,E

JOHNSON,KAREY,E =D21
JOHNSON,KAREY,E -D21

JOHNSON,KAREY,E RLV 0 94 5

SHAHEED,SAFWAT,

SHAHEED,SAFWAT, REL/K26
SHAHEED,SAFWAT, REL/K2 6
SHAHEED,SAFWAT, RELV 1030
SMITH,BRADLEY,M

WELCH,ANDREW,A,

GREGG,RICHARD,A

GREGG,RICHARD,A =G21

GREGG,RICHARD,A

PRUITT,NOAH,,

PRUXTT,NOAH,, =G21
BAILEY,RICHARD,

BAILEY,RICHARD, =G21
PRUITT,NOAH,,

BAILEY,RICHARD, =G21
BAILEY,RICHARD, =G21

timer for: 120 minutes

BAILEY,RICHARD, RLV12Q0
JOHNSON,KAREY,E

DEES,VICKI,,

DEES,VICKI, , =E28
DEES,VICKI,, = B28
DEES,VICKI,, RLV 1318
SHAHEED,SAFWAT,

KELLY,CEDRICK,D

KELLY,CEDRICK,D =E2 6

BAILEY,RICHARD, RLV1200
timer for: 20 minutes

12:18:33 C25

12:18:52 C25

12:19:52 E26

12 : 27 : 15 C25

13:09:13 126

Unit Note

L3:18:21 K21

L3:18:26 K21

13:23:18 126

Unit Note

Arrive
Seed Loc

Clear Unit

Seed Loc

Unit Time

KELLY,CEDRICK,D =E2 6

KELLY,CEDRICK,D TLB1415

BAILEY,RICHARD,

KELLY,CEDRICK,D RLV 1415

DEES,VICKI,, RLV 1318
Reset Unit timer for: 1 minutes

Dispatch
Seed Loc

Unit Time

Reset Unit

O,DAY
,
THOMAS,E,

O, DAY,THOMAS,E, REL 126

DEES,VICKI,, RLV 1318
timer for: 20 minutes
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Incident Numb : 2013-00209173

UNIT LOG

Time Unit Last Command Name #1 Additional

13 :: 4 7 : 33 K21 Arrive 0, DAY
,
THOMAS, E, REL 12 6

13 ;: 4 7 :: 44 K21 Seed Loc 0,DAY,THOMAS,E, RLV 164 5

13 :: 56 :; 07 126 Clear Unit DEES,VICKI,,

13 :: 57 ;: 31 D 29 Dispatch SOMMERSDORF, THO

13 :: 57 :: 42 D29 Seed Loc SOMMERSDORF,THO = C25

13 : 58:: 14 D29 Clear Unit SOMMERSDORF,THO

15 : 14 :; 08
,

 C25 Clear Unit KELLY,CEDRICK, D

15 : 17 :: 39 K21 Clear Unit O,DAY,THOMAS, E,

Information

Unit Summary

Unit Officer 1 Officer 2 Dispatch Arrive Clear

32

Minutes

B10 LANFERSIEK,MICH : 15 : 06 23 8

Bll ROLLE,FREDERICK 2:27:25 2 44 : 05 5 29 03 182

B14 BOLIN,KIPP,J, :10:02 3 00 : 51 6 13 20 226

B16 MAURIQUE,DAVID, : 11:49
23

14 14 2

B31 EHLERS,CHRISTOP 20:30:20 20 51 : 35 19 39 169

B32 KRUGER,CALI,L, 21:47:37 22 15 : 52 32 13 165

B33 KIPP,ALEXANDER, 19:35:32 19 54 : 32 22 49 41 194

B33A PEREZ,CHRISTOPH 4:10:51 4 40 : 35 6 20 35 130

B35 BRUNS,DANIEL,J, 3:03:41 3 20 : 19 4 41 55 98

B42 WELLON,LONZIE,L 12:06:01 12 23 : 19 13 46 53 101

B44 O,LENA,HAROLD, J 7:49:31 7 59 : 43 10 52 50 183

B45 HERB,TODD,, 7 : 51:04 8 16 : 57 11 16 09 205

B47 ELLSWORTH,ADAM, 5:33:25 5 57 : 32 8 39 09 186

C10 POPOVICH,THERES :14:25 23 33 9

Cll RODRIGUEZ,WILBE :11:15 2 46 : 35 6 13 23 235

C16A PAGAN,JOSE,MIGU AVIGNON,STANLEY : 10:45 18 49 8

204
C25 KELLY,CEDRICK,D 11:50:37 12 18 : 33 15 14 08

C32 CARTER,MARK,R, 23:55:24 17 : 59 2 40 27 165

C33 SISK,JEREMY,K, 19:35:57 20 11 31 21 41 13 125

C34A RINE,JEFFREY,A, 18:17:05 18 40 47 21 32 19 195

C4 3 GOREE,STEPHEN,L 5:29:40 5 52 01 9 07 03 217

C4 4 YOUNG,ERIC,R, 9:43:45 10 06 : 49 12 06 05 142

C4 5 TURNER,DENNIS ,L 10:11:47 10 29 . 47 12 50 52 159

C47 REALIN fGERRY, J, 7:46:02 8 09 : 39 10 10 15 144

D21 SMITH,BRADLEY, M 5:15:10 5 : 3 8 27 8 33 20 198

D25 EATON,ANGELA,L, 5:28:30 5 36 10 8

1
D29 SOMMERSDORF,THO 13:57:31 13 58 14

D38 MONTFORT,DAVID, 17:06:09 17 37 21 21 54 07 288

D39 MASSICOTTE,MICH 18;: 16 : 3 5 18 40 26 20 53 36 157

D41 RAMOS,SERGIO,L, 5 : 25:27 5 39 35 9 00 13 215

D4 2 CRUZ,RICHARD,H, 7 : 43 : 41 8 : 22 11 10 58 48 190

D43 SUERO,LUIS,S , 5:16:18 5 : 41 08 8 25 39 189

.

04 4 STUDER,RICHARD, 5:16:11 5 : 45 37 8 05 52 170

E10 FORD,WANDA,M, : 11 : 0 3 : 23 36 5 58 05 347

E12 PINERO,ANDRES, D :09:18 23 42 14

E12A JOHNSON,FINLEY, : 10:30 14 11 23 41 13

S14A VANCE,RODNEY,L, :10:38 10 38 23 45 13

315 HUTTO,GERALD,R, LINDSAY,ROGER,D : 09:26 11 47 23 50 14

216 WING,JENNIFER, A : 10:40 12 57 2 50 44 140

317 WILLIAMS,ARTAVI : 23:08 23 08 27 29
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Unit Summary-
Unit Officer 1 Officer 2 Dispatch
E19 ROBINSON,DAVID, CAMACHO, ERICA,M 2 :: 27 :: 05

E26 BAILEY,RICHARD, 9 :: 41 :: 45

E28 SHAHEED,SAFWAT, 8 :: 18 :: 34

E31 HANSON,MYRON,W, 23 :
.
 03 ;; 15

E32 MELNICK,ANNA,K, 4 :: 11 :; 16

E33 CASIANO,KRISTY, 17 :: 52 :: 01

E34 WASSERMAN,GHENA 21 :: 4 5 ;: 49

E35 HAJEK,JASON,M, 4 :i 22 :: 07

E41 SANDERLIN,PAUL, 10 :: 41 ;: 09

E42 BLEDSOE,JOSEPH, 7 :: 46 :: 48

E42A HANDOGA,DAVID, T 15 :; 58 :: 03

E43 JONES,SAMUEL,D, 14 :: 43 :: 54

E44A BROWN,PATRICIA, 11:; 50 :: 50

E46 DISLA,EMILIO, A, 13 :: 23 :: 14E4 7 HENRY,DALE, A, 10 :: 02 : 37

E4 8 MADDEN,TED,J, 14 :: 40 .: 16

F3 4 DANIEL,NAHOUM,, 21;: 49 :: 06

F35 TORRES,ARACELIS : 4 9 :: 58

F3 6 XMBURGIO,JOSEPH 23 :: 5 6 ;: 57

F41 COTE,DOUGLAS,A, 5 :: 29 :; 47

F4 3 BOLDEN,TYSHONE, 5 :: 28 :: 32

F4 4 IVERSON,SIDNEY, 9 :: 44 : 17

F4 6 ALBAN,DAVID,M, 14 :; 34 : 41

G10 PAYMAYESH,AMIR, : 10 : 41

Gil BEATY,NANCY,E, : 09 : 42

G12 KIRBY,TRACY,M, CAICEDO, PAULA,A : 18 : 16

G14 SABOUNJI,JEFFRE : 10 : 51

G16 FAVORIT,MIKE, D, RAKHIMOV,UMID,, ; 09 : 51

G18 GOSS,AARON,C, : 15 : 51

G19 HORNER,JACQUELI : 2 3 ; 15

G21 JOHNSON,KAREY,E 7 : 24 : 03

G3 6 WOOD,JUSTIN,H, JOHNSON,JESSICA 17 : 55 : 03

G38 GRIGSBY,MICHAEL BONILLA,HECTOR, 23 :: 55 : 59

G3 9 SHORTER,ANTONIO 17 .: 01 : 36

33 9A OSORNO,EDGARD,0 23 ;: 03 : 17

34 5 ORTIZ,ZION,R, 9 :: 42 : 46

34 7 SERVIDER,STEVE, 5 :: 27 : 41

117 MATEO,LUIS,A, 2 :: 30 : 58

118 LOPEZ,KEVIN,, 4 : 49 : 43

"

[23 GREGG,RICHARD,A 9 : 39 : 21

125 PRUITT,NOAH,, 9 : 40 : 37

L
*

2 6 DEES,VICKI,, 10 : 48 : 17

132 COLOMBO,AMY.MIC 19 :: 53 : 05

;:34 MCMICAN,PHILLIP 4 :: 14 : 43

L35 LOTRIDGE,JEREMY 23 :: 56 ; 17

[36 NAPOLITANO, MICH 20 :: 37 : 42

[37 NIXON,PAUL,W, 21 : 46 : 53

:3 7A PLUTA,NICHOLAS, 3 : 01 : 01

141 AVERILL,ROBERT, 7 : 15 : 2 6

;42 REYNOLDS,VICKIE 11 :: 44 : 57

:43 MCNUTT,JOS HUA,L 9 :: 45 : 33

Arrive Clear Minutes
2 : 2 7 :: 05 3 : 05 : 11 38

9 : 58 :: 4 0 12 : 19 : 52 158

8 : 3 2 :: 56 11 : 37 : 44 199

2 : 3 3 :: 08 4 : 4 6 : 05 153

4 : 2 2 :: 06 1 : 15 : 53 243

18 : 03 : 35 20 : 3 7 : 01 165

22 : 15 : 17 1 : 02 : 38 197

4 : 22 : 07 5 : 5 9 : 47 98

10 : 41 : 09 11 : 12 : 36 31

8 ; 05 : 58 10 : 13 : 08 304

16 : 09 : 52 12 : 17 : 36 303

14 : 53 : 51 18 : 01 : 16 197

12 : 02 : 41 14 : 4 5 : 2 0 175

13 : 4 2 : 07 18 : 04 : 57 222

10 : 14 : 4 0 9 : 4 5 : 25 188

15 : 01 : 14 14 : 17 : 41 356

22 ; 17 ; 2 7 ; 10 : 3 3 141

1 : 09 : 50 3 : 3 8 : 19 167

: 17 : 53 2 : 45 : 18 168

6 : 24 : 27 8 : 10 : 14 160

6 ; 05 : 31 8 : 43 : 17 195

10 : 04 : 31 14 : 53 : 16 343

15 : 0 9 : 05 18 : 02 : 4 8 208

: 23 : 56 : 55 : 50 45

: 23 : 59 14

; 22 ; 29 4

: 17 : 27 7

: 15 : 51 : 24 : 06 14

: 24 : 02 8

: 23 : 15 3 ; 27 : 47 185

7 : 4 8 : 37 10 : 05 : 33 162

18 : 0 5 : 01 20 : 53 : 13 178

: 10 : 12 19 : 03 : 3 8 278

17 : 17 : 4 0 3 : 29 : 4 6 264

2 : 2 9 : 15 5 : 14 : 53 194

10 : 03 : 02 12 : 13 : 22 151

6 : 04 : 12 17 : 27 : 35 417

2 : 53 : 32 5 : 33 : 53 183

5 : 13 : 09 5 : 58 : 24 69

9 : 3 9 : 42

9 : 4 9 : 21 9

11 : 18 : 43 13 : 56 : 07 188

20 : 30 : 37 22 : 39 : 19 166

4 : 34 : 55 6 : 00 : 42 106

: 5 8 : 59 3 : 44 : 57 229

21 : 3 2 : 21 3 : 06 : 4 2 162

22 : 25 : 14 5 : 53 : 45 416

3 : 21 : 32 5 : 4 8 : 20 167

8 : 01 : 51 10 : 56 : 32 221

12 : 2 0 : 25 14 : 35 : 20 170

10 : 14 : 23 12 : 28 : 42 338

ff
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Unit Officer 1

144 GRAMLICH,THOMAS
J16 SIMS,JANIR,N,
J31 WEST,JAMES,F,

J33 SISK,JEREMY,K,
J4 2 MAYS,CHARLES,L,

J44 GRAMLICH,THOMAS
J45 SMITH,GREGORY,V
J4 6 LUDWIG,KURT,,
K12 DEJESUS,MONICA,

K21 0'DAY, THOMAS, E,
K2 6 WELCH,ANDREW,A,

K31 SAUNDERS,SONJA,

K39 STALLWORTH,DANN
K41 HEAD,STEVEN,F,

K4 3 CRONIN,KASEY,,
K4 3A KELLY,ALAN,FRAN
K49 CUNNARD,PAUL,R,
05 82 EAS TERLING,WARR

07 5 0 WEAVER,WILLIAM,
P14 CANTY,MARK,J,

PI5 OGBURN,VINCENT,
P16 HOLYSZ,JOHN,V,
P45 MARCHIONE,JAMES
 ,

Officer 2

Unit Summary-
Dispatch Arrive Clear Minute

14 : 03 : 20 14 : 20 : 34 16 : 4 9 : 33 160

: 15 : 21 : 24 : 09 9

17 : 5 0 : 33 18 : 08 : 00 21 : 00 : 32 190

21 : 41 : 28 21 : 41 : 28 2 : 09 : 53 101

12 : 4 3 : 01 13 : 09 : 39 15 : 21 : 04 158

14 : 00 : 13 14 : 4 0 : 51 18 : 14 : 2 7 242

7 : 49 : 34 8 : 22 : 19 11 : 19 : 21 210

10 : 17 : 04 10 : 54 : 38 14 : 01 : 4 9 225

2 : 30 : 3 2 2 : 4 7 : 13 5 : 39 : 58 189

13 : 18 : 21 13 : 47 : 33 15 : 17 : 39 119

5 : 35 : 4 3 6 : 16 ; 53 8 : 3 9 : 53 184

1 : 59 : 17 2 : 33 : 41 4 : 22 : 34 143

19 : 35 : 27 23 : 05 : 15 1 : 36 : 01 390

11 ; 54 : 3 3 12 : 4 4 : 12 11 : 01 : 50 498

14 : 02 : 30 14 : 41: 46 16 : 5 2 : 09 170

11 : 4 2 : 31 12 : 27 : 12 15 : 11 : 4 2 209

5 : 22 : 13 6 : 12 : 24 8 : 59 : 59 218

: 10 : 02 : 24 : 13 14

: 15 : 25 : 15 : 25 : 24 : 17 9

: 11 : 5 6 1 : 13 : 06 61

: 09 : 52 : 16: 19 1 : 15 : 3 6 66

: 10 : 2 0 1 : 13 : 08 62

14 : 0 6 : 21 14 : 0 6 : 23 14 : 35 : 3 2 29

: 13 : 15 : 13 : 15 12 : 2 3 : 39 730

Total Units: 115 Total Number of Minutes: 18,553



Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

Questions

First: Review of ME report.

#1.) Six (6) projectiles recovered by ME.
-Who has them?

-Are they the same caliber?
-Have they been matched to the weapon?

#2.) Seven gunshot wounds.
**(No soot or stippling was present at any point of entry, all INDETERMINATE RANGE

A.) Head (no mention in interviews)
a. Projectile recovered from base of skull.
b

. Left posterior parietal scalp.
c. The projectile travels downward, slightly toward the right, and slightly

toward rear. ( **shooter position consistent with this finding)

B.) Left upper back (no mention in interviews)
a. Projectile recovered from left lung.
b

. Left upper back.
c. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position consistent with this finding )

C.) Right upper back (no mention in interviews)
a

. Projectile recovered from right chest wall.
b

. ENTERING right upper back.
c

. The projectile travels left to risht, back to front, and downward.
( **shooter position not consistent with this findings thus far )

D
.) Right back (no mention in interviews)

a. Projectile EXITED right lower chest.
b

. ENTERING right back.
c. The projectile travels left to risht, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position not consistent with this findings thus far)
**Item #15 on FBI hand sketch shows a projectile recovered at the scene.

Questions:
#1.) Is this a 40 caliber projectile?
#2.) Is this item damaged?
#3.) Has this item been tested for DNA?
#4.) This item is close to the blood on the tables and the carpet.

Did these areas have blood collection samples taken/tested?

Page | 1



Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

E
.) Left chest

a
. Projectile ENTERED left chest.

b
. Projectile RECOVERED from lower back.

c. Projectile caused perforation to HEART-AORTA.
d

. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.
( **shooter position consistent with this finding )

F
.) Left upper arm

a
. Projectile ENTERED left upper arm - reentry into torso.

b
. Projectile RECOVERED from the heart.

c. The projectile travels left to right, bach to front, and downward.
( **shooter position consistent with this finding )

d
. Note: This would indicate the upper arm close to the chest and not elevated.

G.) Left upper arm
a

. Projectile ENTERED left upper arm - reentry into torso.
b

. Projectile RECOVERED from the stomach.
c. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position consistent with this finding )
d

. Note: This would indicate the upper arm close to the chest and not elevated.

Questions as viewing ME crime scene photos:

#1.) How did the table & 2"d table top come to be in their locations?
**Flipped away from the location of the FBI Agent,s chair/location.

#2.) Did blood samples get collected from the tables and carpet?
#3.) Did blood samples get collected from the broom handle?
#4.) Can latent prints be lifted from the broom handle?
#5.) Can latent prints and DNA samples be lifted and collected from the sword?
#6

.) What is #5 marking in the doorway OUTSIDE of the apartment?
#7.) Can FBI sketch # 15 be seen in any of the ME photos?
#8.) Did anyone collect a photo of the suspect,s hand placement when rolled over?

Page | 2
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Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

Reading overall documents:

#1.) Synopsis narration:
-Was the prosecutor on the phone, at 1200 AM, when the shots were fired?

Phone records??

-Was a statement collected from the prosecutor?
  outside the entire time? Why?

-FBI  shooter
.

-Trooper  stepped outside at the time of the shooting.
-Trooper  inside the apartment at the time of the shooting.

-

**Suspect flipped the table and ran to the kitchen. (Possibly hit )
-Suspect reappeared wielding a metal handle/attack stance.

 gave verbal commands.
-Suspect violently lunged towards  & .

 fired 3 to 4 rounds dropping Todaschev to the floor.
 fired seven shots in total ????

 was injured during the attack. (How?)
-  had moved a sword toward the kitchen. (When?)

Reviewed Interviews

#1.) Massachusetts State Police Trooper  
Done on 5/23/2013 08:50 AM

SWORN to on 5/29/2013

By: SSA   (on IA Sheet)
SSA   (on IA Sheet)

Assistant Inspector    (in the narration)
Assistant Inspector    (in the narration)

Present: Attorney  

-Page 2 (moved large Samurai sword mounted on the wall) When?
-Page 3 (stepped outside to get Todaschev more cigarettes) When and Where?
-Page 3 (as suspect confessing  leaves the room to call the attorney) Why?
-Page 3 (I was more and more concerned that he might try to flee or attack us.)
-Page 4 (  moved sword from the wall and placed it near the kitchen) When?
-Page 4 (  sitting on stairs,  sitting in a chair, Suspect sitting on bed
with a small table separating them.)
-Page 4 (  sent TEXT to  and  Records?

 looking at his phone when table flipped towards .
 yelled for  as suspect ran toward the kitchen.

He then darted toward the door, thought he was trying to flee and began to give
chase.

Page | 3
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-Page 4 ...he grabbed the pole, Todaschev turned quickly toward me and raised the pole
above his head with both hands ... and charged toward me ... I then heard shots fired
off to my right and saw Todaschev make two movements which indicated to me he had
been impacted by the shots. Todaschev fell to his hands and knees ...he sprang
forward, coming up in a fighting stance. I heard more shots and Todaschev fell to the
ground again.

-Page 5 Todachev had several opportunities to escape during the altercation...

#2.) Interview of  on 05/23/2013 & signed on 05/28/2013.

-Page 2 ...had a very good understand of how much training he had in Mixed Martial
Arts (MMA) and wrestling. *********
-Page 3 additional knowledge of suspect,s fighting skills ********

 took  place in the chair when he left to call attorney.
-Todashev on the edge of the bed and writing on a small table.

 reading his notepad ... heard a loud noise ... felt a blow to the back of his
head. (How did this occur?) (Suspect's location, table,s location ??)

-Page 71 Saw Todashev running past me and I tried to grab him. I removed my weapon
from the holster and aimed the gun at Todashev who had ran towards the kitchen.

...Todashev instantly ran at full speedfrom the kitchen directly towards me and Trooper
. I saw Todashev's left shoulder drop as he rounded the corner from the kitchen to

the living room. ... I shot Todashev three to four times. Todashev fell backwards, but
did not go to the ground. ... suddenly lunged again towards us. I then shot him 3 or 4
more times in order to stop his continuing deadly threat.

#3.)  

Text messages. (Records?)
10-12 with  when call made to attorney.
**heard THREE gunshots
**heard FOUR more gunshots
**upon entry observed red broom stick under suspect

#4.) Trooper 
Text message from  ( Records ?)
Hear two voles of shots fired

No mention of broom stick upon entry into the room.
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Ibragim Todascheve Case Review

Needs and Questions:

-FBI 360 crime scene photos??
-Area canvass of neighborhood?
-More detail from witness officer

.

Suspect path of travel.
When and how could he have been shot in the back twice.

Question for the purpose of describing the meaning of his comets regarding the suspect
raising the pole above his head with both hands.

-More detail from the shooter
.

When and how could the suspect have been shot in the back?

On 08/26/2013 I looked this information up on the internet.

http://vault.fbi.gov/fbi%20Domestic%20Investigations%20and%200perations%20Guide%20%2
8DIOG%29/fbi-domestic-investigations-and-operations-guide-diog-2011-version/fbi-domestic-
investigations-and-operations-guide-diog-october-15-201 l-part-03-of-03/view

Page | 5



On July 7, 2013 I was provided with a compact disc by Mr.  . According to Mr.
, the CD contained documents and images related to a deadly force encounter involving an

FBI Field Agent which ultimately led to the shooting of Mr.
_

by the FBI Field
Agent. The incident was reportedly witnessed by a second law enforcement officer. I have
reviewed the content of the CD, as well as the related Medical Examiner,s report, and would like
to note the following:

#1.) The CD does not contain a final report. There is no final summery narration to
explain the efforts of the shoot review team and the investigator

,s findings.

#2.) The CD does not contain the Medical Examiner,s Report or photographs.

#3.) The CD does not contain all of the photographs taken from the scene by those who
processed for evidence.

#4
.) The CD does not contain a search warrant for the address.

#5.) The CD does not contain documents which would indicate the present location of all
of the evidence collected, to include that which was recovered by the Medical Examiner's
Office, and what processing has been done or initiated on the same.

#6.) No recorded statements were collected.

#7.) No mention of an area canvass is made in the documents made available.

#8.) No clear answer is provided regarding what caused the injury to the FBI Agent.

#9.) The narrations, which purportedly summarize the information originally provided
by the FBI Agent and the single witness, make no mention of when the deceased was
shot twice in the back.

Based on my initial review of the information provided by   coupled with my review
of the Medical Examiner's report requested by this office, I do not feel a complete review of the
facts and circumstances surrounding this event can be made at this time.
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Tampa Field Office, Orlando Residence Agency
Shooting Incident Review

Executive Summary Update

(U//FOUO) On 04/21/2013, after the Boston Marathon bombing, the Tampa (TP) Field
Office, Orlando Residence Agency (ORA) received an immediate lead regarding Ibragim
Todashev, aka Todaschev.       

      TP ORA    
  and conducted interviews with him during which information indicating

Todashev,s possible involvement in a triple homicide in Waltham, Massachusetts on 09/11/2011
was obtained. Based on this information Boston (BS) Field Office S A  ,
Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Troopers   and  , and TP Task Force
Officer (TFO)  planned to conduct an interview of Todashev in Orlando, Florida at
Todashev,s apartment. Todashev was a known Mixed Martial Arts fighter and had a prior
history of assault which was known to TP, BS SA , and the MSP Troopers.

(U//FOUO) On 05/21/2013 the interview of Todashev was conducted by the LEOs and
lasted approximately five hours from 7:30 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. At approximately 12:04 a.m. on
05/22/2013 Todashev attacked the investigators which resulted in his fatal shooting. Since that
time the SIRT has worked closely with DOJ/Civil Rights to fully investigate the shooting. On
06/06/2013 the SIRT obtained audio and video recordings from the MSP that were conducted at
the time of the interview. Three recording devices were used by the MSP at various times during
the interview due to battery life. This resulted in a total of four video recordings with audio and
one audio only recording. The recordings captured the majority of the interview and confession
of Todashev, none captured the shooting incident. Florida is a two-party consent state with a law
enforcement exception. Therefore, the MSP Troopers, as law enforcement officers, were within
authority to record Todashev without his consent. DOJ/Civil Rights concurs with this analysis
and reviewed the audio and video recordings.

(U//FOUO) Trooper  advised Todashev of his Miranda Rights, had him sign the
Advice of Rights form, and proceeded with the interview. The Advice of Rights was captured on
the recordings. The recordings also indicated Todashev,s   participation in the
triple homicide. Todashev stated      would only rob the victims
of 40K in drug monies, he claimed he did not know the victims would be killed. Todashev stated
he helped subdue the victims in their apartment,         

            
              

               
       DOJ/Civil Rights indicated they do not

intend to open a criminal investigation at this time but will continue to work with the SIRT on
this matter.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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(U//FOUO) On 06/13/2013 the SIRT re-interviewed MSP Troopers e and i.
No new substantive information was obtained. The Troopers indicated they did not mention the

recordings in their initial interviews as they focused on the immediate circumstances surrounding
the shooting.

cc:  
 
 
 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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AD Talking Points
TP/Orlando RA Shooting

(U//FOUO) An immediate action lead was sent from CTD/BS to TP on 04/21/2013 to interview
Ibragim Todashev (aka Todaschev), associate of Boston bombing subject Tamerlan Tsamaev

(deceased).

(U//FOUO) The same day, TP conducted an interview of Todashev; focused on Tsarnaev
associations and timeline of when he was in Boston.

(U//FOUO) Todashev was compliant, provided fingerprints and DNA sample, claimed he knew
Tsarnaev since 2008 and Tsarnaev progressively became more religious over time, Todashev
also trained as a Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) fighter with Tsarnaev in Boston.

(U//FOUO)             
    .

(U//FOUO) On  TP conducted a follow up interview of Todashev at the 
Police Department. BS Agent and MSP Trooper were present to observe but did not participate
in the interview. The interview was conducted by TP and focused on the Boston,s timeline and

Todashev,s possible involvement in a BS area triple homicide. During the interview TP
contacted INS regarding Todashev,s girlfriend who was a visa-overstay. She was picked up at
the police department by INS as Todashev was being interviewed. Todashev,s girlfriend was
detained and processed for deportation.

(U//FOUO) On 05/21/2013, TP secured another interview with Todashev, this time at his
apartment in the evening. Present during the interview were BS Agent  , MSP
Troopers   and   and standing outside of the apartment for security
purposes, was the TP TFO  Police Officer        

.

(U//FOUO) Purpose of the interview was to confront Todashev about his possible involvement
in a triple homicide which occurred in the Waltham, MA area on 09/11 /2011.

(U//FOUO) MSP and BS Agent were all from the    nd were all aware of
Todashev,s violent history and MMA training.

(U//FOUO) Todashev had a plane ticket to leave for Chechnya on 05/23/2013. 
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(U//FOUO) Points of interest;

(U//FOUO) In the SSS of MSP Trooper  he stated:

. Althou h we knew Todashev was dan erous, we felt this interview was necessary  
            and we had information

Todashev was leaving the country in a matter of days.

. As the questioning became centered on Todashev
's presence in the Boston area during

the time of the Waltham homicides and his involvement in the murders, his demeanor

changed. Todashev smoked a cigarette, he repeatedly looked around the room, he
became fidgety, and at times appeared to be stretching his legs and arms as he spoke.

. Todashev asked about smoking and said he needed more cigarettes even thought there
was nearly a full pack on the table in front of him. I opined he was attempting to get me
to leave the room.

. On this trip to the bathroom I noticed Todashev was moving noticeably slow, almost
methodical in his movements. When Todashev was returning down the stairs, I was more
and more concerned that he might try to flee or attack us.

. I grabbed the sword from the wall and quickly stashed it in the kitchen to keep it from
Todashev,s reach. Although Todashev was still on the stairs, I believe he saw me hide
the sword in the kitchen due to a large mirror positioned at the bottom of the stairway.

. Due to Todashev=s continued erratic behavior, I sent a text message to SA  and
Trooper  which read: "Be on guard. He is in vulnerable position to do something
bad. Be on guard now. I see him looking around at times." (See photograph of text
message.)

. As I was looking at my phone, I heard a roaring noise, looked up and saw the table
between Todashev and SA  rise up and fly toward SA .

. Todashev ran from the bed toward the door near the kitchen area and began quickly
scanning left to right as if looking for something.

. As Todashev reached the door he grabbed a red, approximately five-foot pole that was
leaning against the wall near the door. Todashev moved incredibly quickly, almost like
something in a movie.

. As he grabbed the pole, Todashev turned quickly toward me and raised the pole above his
head with both hands, which appeared to be a trained fighting position, and charged
toward me as if he was going to impale me with the pole.

. I then heard shots fired off to my right and saw Todashev make two movements which
indicated to me he had been impacted by the shots.

. Todashev fell to his hands and knees in front of me and then
, almost immediately, he

sprang forward, coming up in a fighting stance.

. I heard more shots and Todashev fell to the ground again, this time apparently

incapacitated.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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. I was handed a rubber medical glove and I checked Todashev for a carotid and ulnar
pulse and was unable to locate one at either location.

. Todashev had several opportunities to escape during the altercation, but instead chose to
obtain a weapon and attack.

. Todashev,s actions placed me in fear of imminent physical injury or even death. I am
certain SA ,s actions saved me from serious physical injury or death.

(U//FOUO) In the SSS of BS FBI Agent  he stated:

. The TFO,s and I were instructed to travel back to the ORA in order to interview

Todashev regarding the triple homicide.

. He was calm and respectful and led us to his apartment.

. I felt that Todashev,s stress level was very high, and that the possibility for him to react
in a physical way was increased.

. Todashev also started twitching and looked very uncomfortable. Todashev signed a
Miranda waiver form at the point we felt he made enough statements to incriminate
himself. At the end of the questioning Trooper  asked Todashev to write his
statement down and he agreed to do so.

. It should be noted that on each prior trip to the bathroom, which was located at the top of
the stairs, it created a heightened sense of awareness for our safety. On this last trip to the
bathroom, Todashev urinated only one quick burst, which led me to question whether he
had to really go to the bathroom at all. Trooper  and I made eye contact and
gestured to one another that we need to be well aware of the threat Todashev posed in
this position.

. I was reading my notepad when I heard a loud noise and suddenly felt a blow to the back
of my head. I was knocked partially off my chair, but I caught myself.

. I saw Todashev running past me and I tried to grab him. I removed my weapon from the
holster and aimed the gun at Todashev who had run towards the kitchen. I shouted
"show me your hands!"

. I continuously yelled for Todashev to show me his hands, but he did not comply.

. I heard the sound of metal banging together like knives in a very hurried fashion.
 I

believed Todashev was trying to retrieve a weapon, and he was successful in doing so.

. Todashev instantly ran at full speed from the kitchen directly towards me and Trooper

. I saw Todashev,s left shoulder drop as he rounded the corner from the kitchen to the
living room. It was obvious to me Todashev was in an attacking posture.

In the split second available to me to assess the threat posed by Todashev,s wholly non-
compliant actions, I was in fear for my life and the life of Trooper .

* There was no doubt in my mind Todashev intended to kill both of us. In order to stop the
threat, I shot Todashev three to four times. Todashev fell backwards, but did not go the
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ground. He then re-established his footing and suddenly lunged again towards us. I then
shot him three or four more times in order to stop his continuing deadly threat.

Trooper  checked Todashev for a pulse, but could not locate one. TFO 
called 911 for medical assistance.
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Text messa e from MSP Trooper  personnel cellular telephone to MSP
Trooper  and BS FBI Agent 

UN CLASS! FI  
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View from Todashev's front door into living room with kitchen on left.
Slide B A-Kitchen entrance B -Sword behind shoe rack C-AK-47 on front door
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View from Todashev,s living room toward the front door.
Slide C A - Sword behind shoe rack B - Red pole under Todashev
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View from stairs in living room toward sliding glass door with mirror placed to
Slide F view front door from stairs. A - Sliding glass door B - Mirror
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   ('NSD) (FB')

Cc:

Subject:

From:
'ent:

   LD) (FB')
Thursda , Ju'  11, 2013 3:47 PM

,   ('NSD) (FB')
   (LD) (FB!)

PDF of 6022 Peregr'ne Ave., Or'ando, FL - UNCLASS'F'ED

Sent'ne'Case'd: TRANS'TORY RECORD

C'ass'f'cat'on: UNCLASS'F'ED

TRANS'TORY RECORD

Attached 's a PDF f''e of 6022 Peregr'ne Ave., Or'ando, FL.

The approx'mate overa'' 'nner d'mens'ons ('ns'de wa'' to 'ns'de wa'') are: 14'5" x 32'2".

 w''' comp'ete the f'na' 'nteract've presentat'on by the end of next week. Th's presentat'on w''' 'nc'ude the
spher'ca' photographs taken on-scene.

P'ease 'et me know 'f you need anyth'ng e'se.

Thanks,

 
Operat,ona, Projects Un,t
FB  Laborator

 

6022
_

Peregr,ne
_

Av
e
_

Or,artdo F,_

C,ass,f,cat,on: UNCLASS,F,ED

l





1 Notebook
2 Shell Casing
3 Sheil Casing
4 Shell Casing
5 Shel! Casing
6 Shell Casing
7 Shell Casing
8 Accordion File*
9 Suit Coat
10 White Cloths
11 Gauze
12 Shell Casing
13 Sword
14 Broom Stick
15 Projectile

Item not taken as evidence

e in Feet

6022 Peregrine Ave.
Orlando, FL
Date of incident: 5/22/2013

Working Copy 07/03/2013





6022 PEREGRINE AVE - ORLANDO
, FL

MAY    

Photographic Log

Camera Roll Photo Item # Type Scale

_Nikon D80 1 249 Other Digital Media N

Photographer Range Photo Subject
  Overall Other Photo

Description Comments

Bullet on Floor After Body
Moved

Camera Roll Photo Item # Type Scale

HH
Nikon D80 X 250 Other Digital Media Y

Photoqrapher Range Photo Subject

  Overall Other Photo

Description Comments

Bullet on Floor After Body
Moved, with Scale

Camera Roll Photo Item # Type Scale

Nikon D80 1 251 15 Digital Media Y

Photographer Range Photo Subject

  Overall Evidence Item

Description Comments

Bullet on Floor After Body
Moved, with Scale and
Evidence Marker "15"

Camera Roil Photo
.
Item # Type Scale

Nikon D80 1 252 Other Digital Media N

Photographer Range Photo Subject

  Overall Other Photo

Description Comments

Stains on Front of Stove

Page 69 of.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 
__

 06/07/2013

IBRAGIM TODASHEV, date of birth September 22, 1985, telephone number
 having a residence at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando,

Florida, was interviewed in regards to an ongoing Federal investigation.
Present for the interview were Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Troopers

  (TPR ),   (TPR ), and Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Special Agent   (SA ). The
interview time and location were coordinated with TODASHEV by FBI Task
Force Officer   (TFO ). TODASHEV previously met
with FBI agents at the  Police Department (  for an interview,

but advised TFO  that he would not meet at that location again.
Therefore, it was agreed upon to meet at his residence. After being

advised of the identities of the interviewing Agent/Troopers, Todashev
provided the following information:

         
            

             
          

           
           

            
             

            
            

              
           

            
            

         
          

               
         
              

investigation on 05/21/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)

Flle  Date drafted 06/07/2013

 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agcncy.
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TODASHEV was offered an opportunity to write out a confession using a
pen and paper. He advised that he would like the opportunity to do so, and
he was provided with a pad of paper and a pen. While writing out a
confession, TODASHEV attacked the interviewing agents and was shot and
killed in a violent confrontation. For a more detailed account of the

incident, please refer to the shooting incident review board investigation
that was conducted.
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If Special Agent  , having been sworn by

Assistant Inspector    and Assistant Inspector

  , who I know to be Supervisory Special Agents

(SSAs) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), hereby make

the following voluntary statement. Present in the interview was

FLEOA Attorney  

I have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the

shooting and use of force incident which occurred on

05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

I have read and signed a document entitled, "Warning and

Assurance to Employee Requested to Provide Information Following

A Shooting Incident."

I entered on duty as a Special Agent (SA) of the FBI on

. I was assigned to the Boston Field Office after

completing New Agent,s Training at Quantico, Virginia. I have

served on Squad , since  . Prior to that

assignment, I was assigned to Squad   . My

responsibilities on Squad  include the   

. In addition to my primary duties, I also serve as a

member of the Boston Field Office's    

 , for which I was selected  years ago.

Prior to my employment with the FBI, I was a Police Officer

for the  Police Department from  to . My law
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enforcement experience includes hundreds of arrests and numerous

high risk search warrants.

I have received a variety of specialized training in the

FBI, to include safe streets survival, breaching, specialized

tactical, close quarter combat, and firearms.

At the time of the operation, I was carrying my FBI-issued

Clock 23, .40 caliber, with a chambered round and a fully loaded

and topped off magazine with service ammunition.

Approximately one week after the 04/15/2013 bombings in

Boston,_ I was assigned to work with the Massachusetts State

Police (MSP) on a triple homicide that occurred on 09/11/2011 in

Waltham, Massachusetts, in which Ibragim Todashev was a suspect.

My MSP partners were Trooper  , who is a 

, and Trooper  , who is a 

 I was tasked to work with the Tampa Field Office,

Orlando Resident Agency (ORA) to conduct an interview of

Todashev about the homicide and any connections he may have to

the Boston bombings on 04/15/2013.

I studied the background of Todashev and had a very good

understanding of how much training he had in Mixed Martial Arts

(MMA) and wrestling. During our investigation, I personally 
viewed several of Todashev's MMA fights on YouTube. Various 
interviews of Todashev's associates also indicated that he was

an adept wrestler, and had competed in the sport for many years.



I also understood that Todashev had been previously arrested in

a road rage incident in Boston, Massachusetts, as well as an

incident in Orlando, Florida. The arrest in Florida stemmed

from a fight over a parking space in which Todashev fought with

two individuals, one of which was knocked unconscious and lost

several teeth. FBI Agents surveilling Todashev witnessed this

event and relayed the details directly to me. On a scale of one

to 10, I believed Todashev was an eight as far as his

inclination and ability for physical violence.

During the week of , myself and the MSP Troopers

traveled to the ORA to interview Todashev regarding his time in

Boston around the date of the homicide, no direct questions of

the crime were planned. Upon arrival we decided ORA Agent

  and Task Force Officer (TFO)   would

conduct the interview with Todashev since they had a rapport

with him. The interview was conducted and we received pertinent

information on the homicide   

Once back in Boston, I learned that Todashev had tentative

travel plans to return to Russia on 05/24/2013. The TFO's and I

were instructed to travel back to the ORA in order to interview

Todashev regarding the triple homicide.   

 and asked TFO  to call Todashev to negotiate an

interview. On 05/21/2013, TFO  convinced Todashev to meet

with us. Todashev stated that he would not meet with us at the
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 Police Department as he did previously, and that if we

wanted to meet, we had to come to him. Todashev eventually

agreed to meet with us for one hour at his apartment.

On 05/21/2013, at 7:30 PM, myself, the MSP Troopers, and

TFO  met Todashev at his apartment in the parking lot. He

was calm and respectful and led us to his apartment. I and the

MSP Troopers went to the apartment and TFO  remained

outside in the parking lot. Prior to entering Todashev,s

apartment, we observed a large image of an AK-47 at the top of

the front door. Todashev stated something to the effect that

other Agents had previously observed the image, but that he

could not remove it easily. Upon entering the apartment,

Todashev asked us to remove our shoes and I noticed the room was

very dark and hot. Todashev, turned on the kitchen light which

dimly lit the entire first floor. There were no other light

fixtures on the first floor that functioned. As I proceeded

into the living room, I immediately noticed a sward hanging on

the wall near the stairs. I was the first one in the room and I

sat on the second stair step that led to a loft which was also

unlit. Trooper  sat in a chair in the living room and

Trooper  stood against the stairwell wall. Todashev then

opened the louver blinds covering the sliding glass door at the

rear of the apartment's first floor. It was still light

outside, so the interior lighting was improved, although still
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dimly lit. Todashev sat on the floor directly across from

Trooper  and in front of me to my left.

At approximately 7:45 PM I started the interview by asking

some indirect questions. At approximately 8:30 PM, Trooper

 started direct questioning of Todashev about his presence

in Boston during the time of the triple homicide. During this

portion of the interview Trooper  asked Todashev a direct

question. It appeared Todashev did not like his tone and he

replied "don't talk to me like that!" while pointing his finger

directly at  At that point, I felt that Todashev's

stress level was very high, and that the possibility for him to

react in a physical way was increased. I based this on my

training and experience and my personal knowledge of his

demeanor and capabilities. As a result I was on guard for any

precipitous change in his behavior.

For the next three hours we continued to question Todashev

in regards to the Waltham triple homicide. Todashev eventually

alluded to the fact that he was going to tell us some

information regarding the homicides, but that he first wanted to

smoke a cigarette. Todashev also started twitching and looked

very uncomfortable. Todashev signed a Miranda waiver form at

the point we felt he made enough statements to incriminate /.

himself. At the end of the questioning Troope   asked

Todashev to write his statement down, and he agreed to do so.
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Todashev began to ask whether he would be able to smoke in jail,

how much time he would get, and if he would get a deal. We made

no comment back to him indicating in any fashion that he was

going to be arrested or go to jail. However, 1 felt at this

point that Todashev knew he was going to jail and he began to

appear resigned to that fact. He had written approximately H of

a page of his confession when Trooper  left the apartment

to make a phone call to the Middlesex Assistant District

Attorney and I took his chair. Todashev moved to the edge of

the bed 6 to 7 feet directly in front of me and was writing on a

small table. Trooper  stood in the same location against

the wall. At this point Todashev was still writing and had not

made any overt actions.

Todashev then requested to use the restroom for the third

or fourth time. It should be noted that on each prior trip to

the bathroom, which was located at the top of the stairs, it

created a heightened sense of awareness for our safety. On this

last trip to the bathroom, Todashev urinated only one quick

burst, which led me to question whether he had to really go to

the bathroom at all. Trooper  and I made eye contact and

gestured to one another that we need to be well aware of the

threat Todashev posed in this position. The bathroom door was fk
open, and Trooper  and I were able to observe Todashev M

from the back. After he was done urinating, Todashev reached
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over to the sink with his left hand and turned on the water
.
 He

then ran the water over his left hand, slowly brought his hand

in front of his face. While looking down, he let the water drip

from his fingers into the toilet. He slowly opened and closed

his hand while waving his fingers. He repeated this process

three to four times before slowly closing his fly and wiping his

hands on the front of his pants. When he had finished in the

bathroom, Trooper  and I went down the stairs with

Todashev, where we returned to our previous positions. Todashev

then resumed writing his statement.

I was reading my notepad when I heard a loud noise and

suddenly felt a blow to the back of my head. I was knocked

partially off my chair, but I caught myself. I saw Todashev

running past me and I tried to grab him. I removed my weapon

from the holster and aimed the gun at Todashev who had run

towards the kitchen. I shouted "show me your hands!'' I saw

Trooper  to my left, but don't know if he had his weapon

drawn. I stood in the middle of the room and saw Todashev

partially in the kitchen. I continuously yelled for Todashev to

show me his hands, but he did not comply. I heard the sound of

metal banging together like knives in a very hurried fashion. I

believed that Todashev was trying to retrieve a weapon, and that

he was successful in doing so.
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Todashev instantly ran at full speed from the kitchen

directly towards me and Trooper . I saw Todashev,s left

shoulder drop as he rounded the corner from the kitchen to the

living room. It was obvious to me that Todashev was in an

attacking posture. In the split second available to me to

assess the threat posed by Todashev's wholly non-compliant

actions, I was in fear for my life and the life of Trooper

. There was no doubt in my mind that Todashev intended

to kill both of us. In order to stop this threat, I shot

Todashev three to four times. Todashev fell backwards, but did

not go to the ground. He then re-established his footing and

suddenly lunged again towards us. I then shot him 3 or 4 more

times in order to stop his continuing deadly threat. This time

Todashev fell to the ground face first and I believed the threat

had been eliminated.

Trooper  applied first aid to my head and Trooper

 and TFO  entered the room. I yelled that everything

was okay. Trooper  checked Todashev for a pulse, but

could not locate one. TFO  called 911 for medical

assistance. Once the fire department arrived I was transported

to the hospital for my head injury.
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I have read the statement consisting of 9 pages and a

diagram, and it is true and correct to the best of my

recollection.

  

Special Agent

Sworn and subscribed before me this 
_

 day of May 2013,

in Boston, Massachusetts.

  

Assistant Inspector

  

Assistant Inspector
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I
, Trooper  , having been sworn by Assistant Inspector    and

Assistant Inspector   , who I know to be Supervisory Special Agents (SSAs) of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), hereby make the following voluntary statement.

Also present during this interview was State Police Association of Massachusetts

Attorney  .

I have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the shooting and use of force incident

which occurred on 05/22/2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

I entered on duty as a Trooper with the Massachusetts State Police (MSP) in  of

. I am currently assigned to the     and have been since

approximately .

Prior to my employment with the MSP, I was a Police Officer for the 

 Police Department from        My total approximate law

enforcement experience includes hundreds of arrests, interviews and numerous high risk search

warrants.

1 have received a variety of law enforcement training to include search and rescue

operations as well as patrol rifle usage.

Approximately one month ago, I was notified by my supervisor that I was temporarily

assigned to investigate          a triple

homicide which had occurred in Waltham, Massachusetts in September of 2011. J was assigned

to work with Boston FBI Special Agent (SA)   in this assignment. Through

investigation, Ibragim Todaschev was developed as a suspect in the homicide and as an associate

of bombing subject Tamerlan Tsarnaev. MSP Trooper   was assigned to work the

Waltham homicide and later joined SA  and I i     Todaschev.
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Together, the MSP and FBI formed a plan to travel to Orlando, Florida to interview

Todaschev in an effort to place him in the Boston area at the time of the Waltham homicides.

SA  handled the coordination with the Orlando FBI office. We learned that one of the

Orlando Task Force Officers (TFO),  , was familiar with Todaschev from previous

interviews and had rapport with him.

In preparing for the interview, ,  and I discussed Todaschev,s skills in

Mixed Martial Arts and had viewed open-source videos of one of his fights. We had also learned

of his recent violent altercation in an Orlando area parking lot, as well as Todaschev's criminal

history which contained acts of violence.

Due to our knowledge of Todaschev's physical abilities, the initial plan was to have him

come to the  Police Department for the interview; however, he refused. TFO  was

able to arrange the interview at the apartment where Todaschev had been living with his

girlfriend before she was taken into federal custody on immigration matters. 1 was advised by

the FBI Todaschev had not been living at the apartment recently. Although we knew Todaschev

was dangerous, we felt this interview was necessary         

     nd we had information Todaschev was leaving the country in a

matter of days. Based on these factors, we agreed to proceed with the interview at the apartment.

We arrived at the apartment at approximately 7:30 PM and met with Todaschev. He

invited us inside and asked that we remove our shoes, which we did. I visually scanned the room

for weapons and noticed a large, Samurai type sword mounted on the wall near the entrance to

the kitchen. I also noticed two crystal ash trays on the table near the bed which appeared to be

heavy and could potentially be used as weapons. \
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The interview was conducted primarily by Trooper . SA  and I

participated at various times, mainly to refute various parts of Todaschev,s story. TFO 

remained outside. During the course of the several-hour interview, Todaschev asked to go to the

bathroom several times and was escorted each time by a member of the interview team.

As the questioning became centered on Todaschev,s presence in the Boston area during

the time of the Waltham homicides and his involvement in the murders, his demeanor changed.

Todaschev smoked a cigarette, he repeatedly looked around the room, he became fidgety, and at

times appeared to be stretching his legs and arms as he spoke.

Eventually, Todaschev began to acknowledge some involvement in the Waltham

homicides. At about this time, I stepped out to speak with TFO  and to get Todaschev

more cigarettes. I told TFO  that Todaschev was confessing and asked  to go

around to the back of the apartment in case Todaschev tried to run out the back. At that time

Todaschev began to chain smoke cigarettes.

As Todaschev continued to confess his involvement in the murders, Trooper  gave

him a sheet of paper and asked that he write a statement.  then left the room to go outside

to make phone calls. Todaschev asked about smoking and said he needed more cigarettes even

though there was nearly a full pack on the table in front of him. I opined he was attempting to

get me to leave the room. Shortly afterward, Todaschev again asked to go to the bathroom. SA

 escorted Todaschev upstairs to the bathroom. I came halfway up the stairs to make

sure 1 could maintain visual contact with SA . On this trip to the bathroom I noticed
*

that Todaschev was moving noticeably slow, almost methodical in his movements.

When Todaschev was returning down the stairs, I was more and more concerned that he

might try to flee or attack us. As I came down the stairs and turned toward the main room, I
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grabbed the sword from the wall and quickly stashed it in the kitchen to keep it from

Todaschev,s reach. Although Todaschev was still on the stairs, I believe he saw me hide the

sword in the kitchen due to a large mirror positioned at the bottom of the stairway.

I was sitting on the stairs across from SA , who was sitting in a chair directly

across from Todaschev, who was sitting on the bed. A small table separated SA  and

Todaschev.

Due to Todaschev,s continued erratic behavior, I sent a text message to SA 

and Trooper  which read: "Be on guard. He is in vulnerable position to do something bad.

Be on guard now. 1 see him looking around at times." I was waiting for SA ,s

BlackBerry to "ding" when my text came in but it didn,t. After about a minute, I checked my

phone to make sure the text went through. As I was looking at my phone, I heard a roaring

noise, looked up and saw the table between Todaschev and SA  rise up and fly toward

SA . I immediately yelled " " to alert Trooper  there was trouble inside the

residence. Todaschev ran from the bed toward the door near the kitchen area and began quickly

scanning left to right as if looking for something. He then darted toward the door, I thought he

was trying to flee and began to give chase. As Todaschev reached the door he grabbed a red,

approximately five-foot long pole that was leaning against the wall near the door. Todaschev

moved incredibly quickly, almost like something in a movie. As he grabbed the pole, Todaschev

turned quickly toward me and raised the pole above his head with both hands, which appeared to

me to be a trained fighting position, and charged toward me as if he was going to impale me with

the pole. I then heard shots fired off to my right and saw Todaschev make two movements

which indicated to me he had been impacted by the shots. Todaschev fell to his hands and knees
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in front of me and then, almost immediately, he sprang forward, coming up in a fighting stance.

1 heard more shots and Todaschev fell to the ground again, this time apparently incapacitated.

Immediately after Todaschev fell the second time, I heard S A  yell "call 911."

1 turned to look toward SA  and saw he was bleeding profusely from the head.

Trooper  and TFO  had come to the residence door and I announced to them it was

clear to come inside. I moved toward SA  and applied pressure to a large laceration

near the back of his head. When Trooper  came in, I had him apply pressure to SA

,s wound while I checked Todaschev. I was handed a rubber medical glove and I

checked Todaschev for a carotid and ulnar pulse and was unable to locate one at either location.

Todaschev's eyes were open and unblinking. I believed that Todaschev was deceased and did

not move his body further to keep from disturbing the scene.

Todaschev had several opportunities to escape during the altercation, but instead chose to

obtain a weapon and attack. Todaschev's actions placed me in fear of imminent physical injury

or even death. I am certain SA ,s actions saved me from serious physical injury or

death.
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I have read the statement consisting of 6 pages and a diagram, and it is true and correct to

the best of my recollection.

 

Trooper
Massachusetts State Police

Sworn and subscribed before me this
_

day of May 2013, in Boston, Massachusetts.

  

Assistant Inspector

  

Assistant Inspector
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dateofentry 05/29/2013

Pursuant to an Inspection Division Shooting Incident Review of an
Agent-involved shooting which occurred on 05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine
Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819. The residence was an apartment with a
stand alone address. Assistant Inspectors-In-Place    and
Assistant Inspector    conducted a voluntary interview of Common
Wealth of Massachusetts State Police (MSP)   . Present

during the interview was Attorney    The interview was

conducted at the FBI Tampa (TP) Field Office, Orlando Resident Agency
(ORA). After being informed of the nature of the interview and the
identities of the interviewing Agents, , provided the following
information:

 entered on duty as a MSP State Trooper on  
previously served as a police officer for the  Police Department in
Massachusetts from  to .  was assigned as a  for the
Middlesex County District Attorney's Office (MCDAO) since .

Gange's primary responsibility was the investigation of unattended deaths
including homicides within the jurisdiction of the MCDAO.

Following the 04/15/2013 Boston Marathon bombings,  was assigned
as a liaison officer from the MCDAO to the Boston FBI Field Office

. While

serving in this capacity,  was assigned as the primary case officer
for a triple homicide investigation which occurred in Waltham,

Massachusetts on 09/11/2011. During the course of this homicide
investigation,    persons of interest 

        
Florida based Ibragim Todaschev. Tsarnaev and Todaschev were associates and
participated in Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) training and fighting in the
Boston area.

On ,  along with FBI Boston SA   travelled
from Boston to Orlando in order to observe an interview of Todaschev
conducted by   JTTF personnel. The interview was conducted at an

 Police Department facility. The interview focused on establishing
a timeline regarding Todaschev's travel in and out of the Boston area in

hv   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI
. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned lo your agency; it and its contents are not

to he distributed outside your agency

September 2011 and his association with Tsarnaev.
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investigation on 05/22/2013 at Maitland, Florida, United States (In Person)
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On 05/21/2013, , SA , and MSP State Trooper 
 travelled from Boston to Orlando in order to conduct a follow-up

interview of Todaschev in connection with the Waltham triple homicide
investigation. The interview strategy focused on solidifying Todaschev's
travel timeline in the Boston area in September 2011 and to subsequently
confront Todaschev     with the triple
homicide. The Boston interview team was made aware of Todaschev's previous
criminal history, past physical confrontations, his association with
Tsarnaev, and his MMA fighting abilities. Further,  conducted open
source research which yielded video footage of Todaschev,s participation in
MMA fights.

On 05/22/2013, FBI   TFO   assisted in
setting up an interview with Todaschev. Initially, the Boston interview
team requested the interview take place at the same  Police
Department facility in which the prior interview was conducted, however,
Todaschev refused and only agreed to be interviewed at his girlfriend's
residence located at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida.  was
made aware the ORA was conducting surveillance of Todaschev prior to the
scheduled interview. Due to Todaschev's previous violent history and his
MMA fighting ability,  wanted three law enforcement personnel to
conduct the interview.

On 05/22/2013 at approximately 7:30 PM, Todaschev arrived at the
pre-designated interview location.  was informed the FBI surveillance
observed Todaschev arrive at the interview location accompanied by another
male. Upon entering the residence,  conducted a visual sweep of the
residence and noticed a sword attached to the wall and several glass bowls
on top of a table.

Initially, the interview focused on the aforementioned timeline and
Todoshev's association with Tsarnaev. Several hours into the interview,

Todoshev was asked about his involvement with the triple homicide and
subsequently agreed to provide details of his participation in the crime.

 stopped the interview and provided Todoshev with Miranda warnings.
Todoshev executed a signed Miranda waiver at approximately 10:25 PM. After
waiving his Miranda rights, Todoshev began to detail his participation in
the triple homicide and         

    offered Todoshev an opportunity to write out a r
statement and Todoshev agreed.  noticed Todoshev,s demeanor began to
change after he started providing information regarding his participation
in the triple homicide.  described Todoshev was looking around the
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room and smoking heavily.  also stated Todoshev asked if this was
going to be last time he would be able to smoke and how much jail time he
was facing.

At approximately 11:55 PM,  informed Trooper  and SA
 he was going to step out of the residence for a few minutes.

 then stepped outside in order to call the district attorney and
provide an update. During the call,  received a text message from
Trooper , however, he was on the phone at the time and was unaware
of the incoming text message. Shortly thereafter,  heard yelling
coming from inside the residence followed by several gunshots.  drew
his sidearm and then heard additional gunshots.  rushed to the front
door of the residence whereupon he kicked it open. He announced his
presence and received a response from either Trooper  or SA

 that it was clear to enter. Once inside the door,  observed
Todaschev face down just in front of the door. He saw Trooper  and
SA  with their weapons drawn and took notice SA  was
bleeding from a wound to his head.  looked at Todaschev and opined he
had suffered gunshot wounds and was deceased.  provided Trooper

 with a latex glove and observed while Trooper  checked
Todoshev for a pulse.  asked SA  if he was ok and
subsequently rendered first aid to him by applying a piece of cloth to the
back of his head.  then assisted in securing the scene until
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) arrived on scene.

After the shooting incident,  read the text message sent just
prior to the shooting incident by Trooper  which read, "He is in
vulnerable position to do something bad. Be on guard now. I see him
looking around at times." The text message was time stamped at 12:04 AM.
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FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway
Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: TAMPA

  

Date: July 7, 2013

Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:  

 

 

Reference: Communications dated May 29, 2013, June 12, 2013 and June 25, 2013.

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;

SPECIAL AGENT  ;

May 22, 2013

Date specimens received: May 31, 2013, June 14,2013 and June 26, 2013

The following items were received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit:

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE ACQUIRED FROM THE DISTRICT 9 MEDICAL
EXAMINER, 2350 EAST MICHIGAN STREET ORLANDO, FLORIDA AND
SUBMITTED TO THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated
May 29, 2013 assigned Laboratory number   ):

Q9 Projectile from right chest wall (Your )

Your No.:

Q12 Projectile from right back (Your )

Q11 Projectile from left base of skull (Your )

Q10 Projectile from heart (Your )
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Q13 Projectile from left lower lung lobe (Your )

Q14 Projectile from stomach (Your )

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE ACQUIRED BY FBI TAMPA AND SUBMITTED
TO THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated June 12, 20X3
assigned Laboratory number   ):

Q15 Shell casing (EV2) (Item  )

Q16 Shell casing (EV3) (Item  

Q17 Shell casing (EV4) (Item  )

Q18 Shell casing (EV5) (Item  

Q19 Shell casing (EV6) (Item  

Q20 Shell casing (EV7) (Item  

Q21 Shell casing (EV12) (Item  

THE FOLLOWING ITEM WAS ACQUIRED BY FBI TAMPA AND SUBMITTED TO
THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated June 25,2013
assigned Laboratory number   ):

K5 Glock #23, Serial  (Item  )

The results of the firearms examination are included in this report.

Results of Examinations:

Specimens Q9 through Q14 are .40/10mm caliber copper jacketed hollow point bullets
which were fired from a polygonal rifled barrel with six grooves, right twist. The Q9 through
Q14 bullets were identified as having been fired from the barrel of the K5 pistol.
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Specimens Q15 through Q21 are .40 S&W caliber cartridge cases which bear the
headstamp of Winchester ammunition. The Q15 through Q21 cartridge cases were identified as
having been fired in the K5 pistol.

Specimen K5 is a .40 S&W caliber Glock pistol, Model 23, Serial Number  The
K5 pistol functioned normally when test fired in the Laboratory.

Two bullets, either two evidence items or one evidence item and one bullet test fired in
the Laboratory, undergo two stages of comparison. First, the bullets are examined to determine
and compare their class characteristics. The class characteristics of fired bullets include diameter,

number of land and groove impressions, direction of twist, and the widths of the land and groove
impressions. If the class characteristics of the two bullets are not clearly different, the
examination moves to a second stage using comparative microscopy.

A microscopic comparison examination consists of a search of the striated marks present
on two bullets to determine if patterns of similarity exist. At the completion of these
comparisons, one of the following three opinions is issued:

1) Exclusion (Elimination)

If two bullets have different class characteristics, an Exclusion opinion is rendered.

Exclusion opinions based on a measured class difference or the physical comparison of a
discernible difference in class characteristics cannot be reported unless a second qualified
firearms/toolmarks Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same
conclusion.

2) Identification

If the following conditions are met during the comparison of microscopic marks, an opinion of
Identification is rendered:

a) The degree of similarity is greater than the Examiner has ever observed in previous

Methods:

Bullets

Page 3 of 7
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b) The degree of similarity is comparable to that normally observed in bullets known to
have been fired from the same barrel.

An Identification opinion cannot be reported unless a second quali

f

ied firearms/toolmarks
Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same conclusion.

3) Inconclusive (No Conclusion)

If the conditions required for an Exclusion or Identification are not observed, an opinion of
Inconclusive is rendered. A failure to meet the conditions for an Exclusion or Identification

could be the result of limited microscopic marks of value, a lack of any observed microscopic
similarity, or microscopic similarity that is present but too limited to meet the criteria for
identification.

Cartridge Cases

Two cartridge cases, either two evidence items or one evidence item and one cartridge
case test fired in the Laboratory, undergo two stages of comparison. First, the cartridge cases are
examined to determine and compare their class characteristics. The class characteristics of fired
cartridge cases include caliber, shape of firing pin impression, shape and orientation of breech
face marks

, and relative locations of extractor and ejector marks. If the class characteristics of
the two cartridge cases are not clearly different, the examination moves to a second stage using
comparative microscopy.

A microscopic comparison examination consists of a search of the impressed and striated
toolmarks present on two cartridge cases to determine if patterns of similarity exist. At the
completion of these examinations, one of the following three opinions is issued:

1) Exclusion (Elimination)

If two cartridge cases have clearly different class characteristics, an Exclusion opinion is
rendered.

Exclusion opinions based on a measured class difference or the physical comparison of a
discernible difference in class characteristics cannot be reported unless a second qualified

firearms/toolmarks Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same
conclusion.
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2) Identification

If the following conditions are met during the comparison of microscopic marks, an opinion of
Identification is rendered:

a) The degree of similarity is greater than the Examiner has ever observed in previous
evaluations of cartridge cases known to have been fired in different firearms.

b) The degree of similarity is comparable to that normally observed in cartridge cases
known to have been fired in the same firearm.

An Identification opinion cannot be reported unless a second qualified firearms/toolmarks
examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same conclusion.

3) Inconclusive (No Conclusion)

If the conditions required for an Exclusion or Identification are not observed, one of two types of
inconclusive results can be reported. An opinion of No conclusion is rendered if the impressed
and/or striated toolmarks present in either or both of the specimens are of poor quality, have
limited microscopic marks of value, lack any observed microscopic similarity, or microscopic
similarity that is present but too limited to meet the criteria for identification. An opinion of
nothing found to indicate is rendered if the microscopic marks of value on both specimens are of
good quality but lack correspondence in the impressed and/or striated marks.

Firearms

The make, model and caliber of a firearm are normally determined by directly observing
manufacturer markings on the firearm in question. When these are not present, published
materials and 

f

irearms in the Laboratory,s Reference Firearms Collection may be used to make
determinations.

Unless otherwise noted
, submitted firearms are test fired:

1) in the condition they are received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit,
2) with ammunition from the Laboratory's Reference Ammunition File,

3) in a manner that allows for testing of available modes of fire such as manual safety
engaged, manual safety disengaged, single action, double action, semi-automatic, fully
automatic, etc.
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Limitations:

Bullets

Firearms/Toolmark Identification is an empirical science that relies on objective
measurements and a subjective comparison of microscopic marks of value.

Due to random changes in barrels such as wear, corrosion and lead accumulation, bullets
fired from the same barrel are sometimes not identifiable as such. Additionally, some barrel
manufacturing methods routinely produce barrels that leave limited microscopic marks of value
on fired bullets. Damaged, corroded or fragmented bullets may be of little or no value for
comparison purposes.

Cartridge Cases

Firearms/Toolmark Identification is an empirical science that relies on objective
measurements and a subjective comparison of microscopic marks of value.

Due to possible changes in firearm operating surfaces from wear, corrosion and ordinary
fouling and differences in ammunition design and construction, cartridge cases fired in the same
firearm are sometimes not identifiable as such. Additionally, some firearm manufacturing
methods routinely produce working surfaces that leave limited microscopic marks of value on
fired cartridge cases.

The results of firearms function examinations describe the operating condition of the
firearm as it was received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit.

Firearms

Page 6 of 7
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Remarks:

The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations expressed in this
report are retained in the FBI flies. The submitted items and FTU secondary evidence will be
returned under separate cover. For questions about the content of this report or the status of other

firearms examinations, please contact Examiner    at  For other
questions, please contact Request Coordinator SA    at 

  

Firearms/Toolmarks Unit
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YOUR RIGHTS

Before we ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.

You have the right to remain silent.

Anything you say can be used against you In court.

You have the right to talk to a lawyer for advice before we ask you any questions.

You have the right to have a lawyer with you during questioning.

If you cannot afford a lawyer, one will be appointed for you before sny questioning if you with.

If you dcclde to answer questions now without a lawyer present, you have the right to stop answering at any tfme.

I have read this statement of my rights and I understand what my rights are. At this time, I am willing to answer

questions without a lawyer present.

CONSENT

Signed:

WITNESS

Witness:
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Time: o-ggotA
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r. ~ _ U.S. Department of Justice
K r C H j

Af 1Q[2 p I] |. [>2 Federal Bureau of Investigation

935 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

August 8, 2013

Ninth Circuit State Attorney Jeffrey Ashton
Orange County State Attorney Office (SAO)
415 N. Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801

Dear State Attorney Ashton:

This letter is in response to questions posed after the initial review of the information provided
by the Shooting Incident Review Team (SIRT) of the Orlando, Florida, Agent-involved shooting.

As a guideline, Signed Sworn Statements (SSS) are utilized for FBI Agent shooters and other
FBI personnel involved in a shooting incident. SSSs are generally utilized for FBI employees
only and statements of Task Force Officers (TFOs) and other law enforcement officers who are
shooters or witnesses to an Agent-involved shooting are documented via FD-302. Interviews of
additional FBI witnesses and personnel may also be documented via FD-302. Decisions on the
utilization of SSSs or FD-302s for FBI personnel are made by the FBI Inspector-in-Charge
leading the SIRT, in consultation with the FBI Inspection Division Chief Inspector.

As the Waltham triple homicide is being investigated by the Massachusetts State Police (MSP) in
coordination with the Middlesex County District Attorney Office (DAO), the FBI requests the
SAO coordinate directly with the Middlesex DAO regarding the investigative case file number.

The FBI Deadly Force Policy is unclassified and can be located on the internet under the FBI
Vault documents within the Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide:
http://vault.fbi. gov/FBI%2QDomestic%20Investigations%20and%2QQperations°/o20Guide%20%
28DIOG%29/fbi-domestic-investigations-and-operations-guide-diog-2Q 11 -version/fpi-domestic-
investigations-and-operations-guide-diog-october-15-2011 -part-03 -of-03/view

The FBI is providing the attached binder in addition to the original CD of information based on
the SIRT,s investigation. Included within the binder are photographs of the FBI Agent,s weapon



used in this incident. Also included are the results of the FBI Laboratory Firearms and
Toolmarks Report.

During the incident on 05/22/2013, officers from the Orlando Police Department (OPD) were the
only local officers who responded to the scene. Tampa Field Office confirmed with the OPD no
individuals

, to include any neighbors, were observed, nor did anyone approached the OPD. OPD
checked for 911 calls regarding the incident and did not find any calls other than from the FBI
TFO involved in the incident. A neighborhood canvass was not conducted.

Your assistance and cooperation in regard to this matter is appreciated. Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact, Chief Inspector     Office of
Inspections (01), Inspection Division (INSD), telephone:   or Inspector-in-Charge

  OI, INSD, telephone:  

Respectfully,

Inspector-in-Charge  
Federal Bureau of Investigation
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FD-302 (Rev. 5-8-10)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 -

Date of entry 08/07/2013

On May 23, 2013, the Tampa Division Evidence Response Team processed a
scene involving an agent involved shooting at the residence of IBRAGIM
TODASHEV. As part of processing the scene, personnel from Florida,s
District 9 Medical Examiner,s Office responded to the scene. In a
photograph taken by an investigator with the Medical Examiner,s Office, a

stack of evidence markers appear outside of the opened front door. The
markers in the photo were evidence markers that were to be used to mark
evidence items as they were discovered. These markers were not marking a
specific item of evidence and were part of the supplies waiting to be used
on the scene.

Orlando, Florida, United States {, Other (Search
Investigation on 05/23/2013 at clarification) )

_

File#   Date drafted 08/07/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

- 1 of 1 - Official Record

Date of entry 07/24/2013

Writer is attempting to reconcile the location of Item 15 in the sketch of
6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida compared to where the item was
physically located the night of the search. This is in response to a
question from the Inspection Division,s Shoot Incident Review Team who

noted a difference between the evidentiary sketch of the scene and the
photographs taken at the crime scene. Writer spoke to Special Agent

  who was the drawer of the sketch and the following is
the reasoning of the discrepancy between the location of item 15 on the
sketch and the actual location of item 15:

A deceased person was located by FBI Evidence Response Team members face
down on the floor in the residence in the approximate location depicted in
the sketch. Crime scene photographs show the exact location of where the
body was lying in the residence. The physical evidence in question, marked
Item 15 on the sketch, was found on the floor where the deceased
individual"s body was lying after the Orange County Medical Examiners (ME)
Office personnel turned the body over from the stomach to the back. It is
believed that in the process of moving the body, sketch item 15 came
dislodged from the torso of the deceased and fell out onto the floor where
the body was lying before the ME personnel turned the body over. As the
body was being flipped, a large amount of fluids came out of the body and
it is believed item 15 came out with the fluids. Item 15 was erroneously
marked in the sketch so it appeared it was closer to the middle of the
living room area because item 15 was not seen until the body was moved.
Item 15 was actual positioned underneath where the body was lying.

Investigation on 05/22/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (, Other (Clarify sketch ))

5y   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

File#   Date drafted 07/24/2013
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 08/09/2013

Assistant Inspectors    and    interviewed
Assistant District Attorney (ADA)   ia telephone, telephone
number   After being informed of the identity of the
interviewers and the nature of the interview ADA  provided the
following information:

(U//FOUO) ADA  remembers receiving a text from Massachusetts
State Police (MSP) Trooper   around 10:30 p.m. on May 21, 2013.
ADA  does not remember exactly what was said but remembers it being
very good news about the Waltham triple homicide investigation on which the
MSP were interviewing Ibragim Todashev. ADA  headed to his office
in anticipation of drafting an indictment. ADA  received another
telephone call later in the evening from Trooper  around 11:50 p.m.,
although he does not remember the exact time. Trooper  told ADA

 the interview was going well and Todashev was writing out his
confession. ADA  thought the investigators were doing a good job
from a legal stand point, stating they gave Todashev cigarette breaks,
bathroom breaks, and allowed him to move around the room freely. Trooper

 and ADA  continued to talk about certain aspects of the
investigation when the call ended abruptly. ADA  did not think
anything of the abrupt ending to the telephone call and in his experience,
many law enforcement calls of that nature end abruptly.

(U//FOUO) ADA  then contacted   the Assistant
United States Attorney (AUSA) in Boston. ADA  knew AUSA

 would want to know Todashev was talking to the investigators.
ADA  did not know the interview was going to be recorded and did
not authorize or suggest the interview be recorded. ADA  was well
aware of Todashev's violent history and criminal record. ADA 
stated everyone involved in the case knew Todashev was a Mixed Martial Arts
fighter and had a violent nature. When asked about DNA evidence found at
the Boston triple homicide crime scene in Waltham, Massachusetts, ADA

 stated it was not the District Attorney,s office policy to comment
or provide information on an ongoing investigation.

Investigation on 06/05/2013 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

File# Date drafted 07/15/2013
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;

SAO Case # 48-2013-UF-000014

Present: Assistant Inspecto   , Attorney David Bigney

QUESTIONS related to first contacts (_) interviews. (Were they recorded)

Nature of the crimes suspected?

Todashev,s level of cooperation?

Interview at  & later would not be interviewed at the same location?

Describe your working relationship with Todashev.

QUESTIONS related to the history of contact & knowledge of violent history.

Did you witness any cases personally?

Did you view any footage of Todashev's previous MMA Style fights?

Coordinate the meeting?

Why did you remain outside?

Conversation with Friend ( Khusn LNU)?

ANY CONVERSATION REGARDING RECORDING THIS CONTACT.

Possession of wallet and phone?
When

Who did you turn those over to (Chain of custody)

DATE of INCIDENT:

LOCATION:
DECEDENT:

April 21/22 2013
6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, FL 32819
Ibragim Todashev W/M DOB:

Questions regarding contact on 5/22/2013.

Do you still have them / how can we retrieve them.

Did you receive texts from anyone inside the address?

Questions of length of time outside and why?

1



2  2013 INTERVIEW WITH  OFFICER 

Questions of noise coming from inside the address

#1.) Were you aware of Probable Cause to Arrest Todashev for his role in a
triple homicide?

#2.) Did you hear noises from inside the apartment?

Describe them.

Entry into the apartment.

What did you see?

What did you do?

What was said to you and by whom?

OPD Case #2013-209173
911 Call received at 24:08:18

#1.) Did you call 911?

#2.) Do you recall what you reported during the call?

Medical Examiner,s Investigation Case # ME13-00623
Author noted Investigator Lora M. Zedick

#1.) Do you recall your conversation with Inv. Zedick?

#2.) Approximately WHEN & WHERE did that occur?

Review a copy of the document:

#1.) The date

#2.) The number of FBI agents involved

#3.) The sword being moved prior to ME Investigator response

#4.) Describe the chain of custody of the scene

2
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SAO Case # 48-2013-UF-000014

DATE of INCIDENT: April 21/22 2013
LOCATION: 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, FL 32819
DECEDENT: Ibragim Todashev W/M

I D those in the room:

Describe your training and experience as a Law Enforcement Officer.

QUESTIONS related to first contact (  Headquarters ) interview & why.

Briefly describe the nature of the crimes suspected?

Did you have contact with Todashev while he was being interviewed at 

What was Todashev's level of cooperation during that contact?

Interview at  & later would not be interviewed at the same location. Why?

QUESTIONS related to your knowledge of Todashev's violent history and fighting skills.

Did you witness any cases personally?

Did you review any footage of Todashev's previous MMA style fights?

Was this knowledge discussed with others involved prior to contact?

Questions regarding contact on 5/ 21- 22 / 2013.

-Describe the coordination of the meeting with Todashev.

-Describe Todashev's demeanor upon contact near his apartment.

-Was this a consensual contact/interview? Explain.

-Did Todashev ever ask you all to leave his apartment?

-Describe Todashev's demeanor during the interview.

-Did you witness Todashev being advised of his Miranda rights?
-What was Todashev,s demeanor at that time?

-Do you recall approximately when Probable Cause for Todashev,

s

involvement in the crime was established?

t
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Regarding recording the interview.

-How was the recording planned?

-Explain your attempts to capture Todashev,s confession.

"JVCRecorder" video 26:03 minutes (Why did the video abruptly end?)

"Phone
" Four photos were provided. (Did you take these photos?)

One shows Todashev sitting near a open door. (Time 23:52 hrs)
-Did Todashev ever appear as if he wanted to escape via that door?

Several text messages in a chart.

At 23:59:32 an outgoing text stating:
"3 of us in his apt. We coppenwrathed him. "

What is coppenwrathed?

You sent a text at 12:03

"Be on guard. He is in vulnerable position to do something bad. Be on
guard now. I see him looking around at times."

-Describe Todashev,s demeanor at this time during the contact.

-Describe Todashev's behavior while he was handwriting his confession.

-Describe Todashev,s demeanor during the trip to the upstairs bathroom.

When did you first notice the large sword?

When did you move the large sword?

Describe the events moments before the shooting.

Describe Todashev's actions.

Do you feel Todashev was attempting to arm himself with the sword?
Explain how Todashev armed himself and what occurred at that point.
**Did Todashev make any attempts to exit via the door near the kitchen? 

Describe your actions at that point.

Describe your threat assessment and perceptions at that point.



- SuplcmtwrM. 2(113 (INTERVIEW WITH TROOPER J

Describe the FBI Agent,s actions.

"I then heard shots fired off to my right and saw Todaschev make two movements which
indicated to me he had been impacted by the shots." (Describe these movements in detail.)

"Todaschev fell to his hands and knees ...he sprang forward ... coming up in a fighting stance. I
heard more shots and Todaschev fell to the ground again, this time apparently incapacitated. "
(Describe these movements in detail.)

Describe any involvement you may have had securing the scene and rendering aid.

3



I INTERVIEW WITH TROOPER 

SAO Case # 48-2013-UF-000014

DATE of INCIDENT: April 21/22 2013
LOCATION: 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, FL 32819
DECEDENT: Ibragim Todashev W/M

ID those in the room:

Describe your training and experience as a Law Enforcement Officer.

QUESTIONS related to first contact (  Headquarters ) interview & why.

Briefly describe the nature of the crimes suspected?

Did you have contact with Todashev while he was being interviewed at ?

What was Todashev's level of cooperation during that contact?

Interview at  & later would not be interviewed at the same location. Why?

QUESTIONS related to your knowledge of Todashev,s violent history and fighting skills.

Did you witness any cases personally?

Did you review any footage of Todashev,s previous MMA style fights?

Was this knowledge discussed with others involved prior to contact?

Questions regarding contact on 5/ 21- 22 / 2013.

-Describe the coordination of the meeting with Todashev.
-Describe Todashev's demeanor upon contact near his apartment.

-Was this a consensual contact/interview? Explain.

-Did Todashev ever ask you all to leave his apartment?

-Describe Todashev's demeanor during the interview.

-What was Todashev's demeanor when you advised him of his rights?

-Do you recall approximately when Probable Cause for Todashev's
involvement in the crime was established?

0 lAL

1



INTERVIEW WITH TROOPER 

Regarding recording the interview.

-How was the recording planned?

-Explain your attempts to capture Todashev's confession.

-One recording you collected was 1:53:48 in length.

-The other was 02:35 in length.

(Explain the circumstances surrounding this topic.)

-A photo shows Todashev sitting near an open door. (Time 23:52 hrs)
-17:29 into the recorded video Todashev asked if he can shut the door.

-Did Todashev ever appear as if he wanted to escape via that door?

-Describe Todashev,s demeanor prior to you leaving to make the call.
(Describe the chair & table locations at that time.)

-When did you first notice the large sword?

Did you witness the sword being moved?

Describe the events outside when you exited the apartment.

Questions of noise coming from inside the address

-Did you hear noises from inside the apartment?

Describe them.

Entry into the apartment.

What did you see? ( Describe the movement of the sword.)

What was said to you and by whom?

What did you do?

Describe your actions at that point.

Describe the FBI Agent's injuries.

Describe any involvement you may have had securing the scene and rendering aid.

2
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of entry 09/Q4/2Q13

{U   Thursday June 13, 2013 Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
   was interviewed by Assistant Inspectors  
 and    regarding the events relating to a shooting of

Ibragim Todashev on May 22, 2013. Present for the telephonic interview was
  sociation of Massachusetts Attorney   and
  of the MSP Union   After being advised of the
ity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview Trooper
 provided the following information:

(U//FOUO) Trooper  had already given his account of the events of
the Agent-involved shooting which occurred on May 22, 2013. The purpose of
this interview was to clarify information about a recording device Trooper

 possessed during the interview. As arrangements to meet Todashev
were being made, it became apparent they were not going to conduct the
interview at the  Police Department . The previous interviews
 ashev took place at the OPD and were recorde  According to Trooper

 there was a brief comment made in passing about recording the
interview when Trooper  mentioned he had a recording device, and MSP
Trooper   added that he had audio and visual recording

ies. This comment was made between himself, FBI Agent 
    This brief conversation took place in

Agent   hotel room prior to the interview. Initially
Trooper  was going to observe the interview from the observation
room a   . Due to the change in venue and for officer safety,
Trooper  instead participated in the interview at Todashev,s
apartment. As a practice, MSP often records subject interviews as most of
the time the interviews are conducted in the police station in rooms
equipped for recording. The OPD had audio and video reco g capability.
Despite the change of venue for the interview, there was no further
in-depth discussion on whether or not the interview would be recorded.
Troo er  along with the other members of the interview team, Trooper

 and Agent  , prepared for the interview by developing
questions and securing a location where Todashev would agree to meet with
them.    r   called to advise Todashev

would only agree to an interview at Todashev's apartment. Due to the short
notice, Troope   Troope  , and Agent   hurried
to prepare for the interview and arrive at the apartment. In the car ride

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 06/13/2013 at Boston, Massachusetts, United States (In Person)
_

File  
_

Date drafted 09/04/2013

by   
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are n
to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 Interview of Trooper  re
Continuation of FD-302 of Recordings
_

>
0n 06/13/2013 Pafie 2 of 3

over to Todashev's apartment Trooper , Trooper , and Agent
  had a conversation relative to one party consent with

Officer  participating via the Bluetooth device.

(U//FOUO) After arriving and entering Todashev's apartment, Trooper
 turned on his small portable MSP audio recording device, which was

located in his left breast pocket. Trooper  did not know if it would
work but thought he would try it anyway. Todashev was not aware of the
recorder concealed in the pocket of Trooper . Trooper 
described Todashev as calm, articulate, and not excited or agitated.

Trooper  advised Todashev was allowed to smoked cigarettes and take
water and bathroom breaks throughout the interview.

(U//FOUO) After 10 p.m., Trooper  verbally provided Todashev with
his Miranda Rights. Agent   provided a Miranda Rights form
to Trooper  which Todashev signed. Todashev did not ask for legal
representation even after he was read his Miranda Rights.

(U//FOUO) At one point during the interview, Todashev asked Trooper
 to stop writing and at another point during the interview Trooper
 recalled Todashev saying to Trooper , "Don,t do that." When

Trooper  heard this from Todashev, he looked over to see a telephone
in Trooper 's hand. Trooper  thought Trooper  may be
taking a picture or recording parts of the interview with his telephone.
Trooper  sat across from Todashev the entire time he was in the
apartment.

(U//FOUO) Trooper  advised during the course of the interview
Todashev asked to use the bathroom. Prior to Todashev's discussion about

the triple homicide, Todashev used the bathroom unaccompanied. However,
following Todashev,s admissions to his involvement in the triple homicide,
Troope   and Agent   escorted him to the bathroom. An
additional bathroom break occurred after Trooper  had left the
apartment. Trooper  was later advised both Trooper  and Agent

  accompanied Todashev to the restroom during the last
bathroom break. Trooper  felt it was prudent to escort Todashev to
the bathroom the last two times as it was after Todashev had been read his

Miranda Rights and Trooper  felt Todashev's mind was in a different
place. Todashev had started to talk about the triple homicide he was
involved in and for officer safety, they accompanied him to the bathroom.

Trooper  cleared the bathroom prior to Todashev entering to ensure
there were no weapons in the immediate area.

(U//FOUO) Trooper  observed a sword hanging on the wall with a

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
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couple of screws near the plant and then after the Agent-involved shooting,

observed the sword behind the shoe rack near the kitchen. After the

shooting, Trooper  became aware that during one of these bathroom
breaks, Trooper  moved the sword from the wall within Todashev's
apartment.

(U//FOUQ) Towards the end of the interview, Trooper  thought it
would be best to allow Todashev the opportunity to write out his
confession. Trooper  offered Todashev to write out a statement in his
own words so it would be his thoughts on the paper. As Todashev began to
write out his confession, Trooper  asked both Trooper  and
Agent   if he could step out of the apartment to make a
telephone call. Trooper  wanted to contact the Assistant District
Attorney Steve Loughlin to advise him of the progress of the interview and
to confer about the next course of action. As Trooper  was outside
the apartment on the telephone, he heard a commotion to include yelling and
gunshots from inside Todashev's apartment. Trooper  did not notice
anyone else outside, dropped his notes, and was unsure what he did with his
telephone. Trooper  drew his weapon, announced himself, and came
through the front door of the apartment along with  Officer . The
front door of the apartment was not locked. When he entered the apartment
he saw Todashev laying on the floor, it was apparent to Trooper  he
was dead. Immediately after entry into the apartment, Officer 
called 911 for medical assistance. He also saw Agent  
bleeding from the head profusely.

(U//FOUO) Once Troope   returned to his department in Boston he
checked his audio recorder and found it had recorded a large portion of the
interview with Todashev. He submitted the recorder to his department for
retrieval and dissemination to the FBI.

UNCLAS SIFIED//FOUO
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Trooper  , having been sworn by Inspector-in-Charge  

Assistant Inspector (AI)    and AI   , who I know to be Supervisory

Special Agents (SSAs) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), hereby make the following

voluntary statement. Also present during this telephonic interview was State Police Association

of Massachusetts Attorney   and   of the MSP Union 

I have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the shooting and use of force incident

which occurred on May 22,2013 at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

This interview focused on the existence of a consensual recording of the interview of

Ibragim Todashev which included both audio and video.

With respect to the recordings of the interview with Todashev, I wish to make the

following statement. I, Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Trooper   and FBI Special

Agent   were making the initial plans to interview Todashev. As I recall, a lot

of logistical movement was going on and we still had not established a place to conduct the

interview. Trooper , Agent  , and I were at our hotel and we had a brief

discussing regarding the recording of the interview.

Our original thought was Todashev would meet us at th   Police Department

), where he had been interviewed before, and the interviews were recorded. As the evening

drew closer, it became increasingly apparent that he did not want to meet with us.  Officer

  managed to get Todashev to agree to meet with us at Todashev,s apartment.

I mentioned that I had my high-definition recorder in my bag. When we asked Officer 

what time the interview was scheduled to start
, he replied right now, or words to that effe

1



rooper , Agent   and I headed to Todashev,s apartment. As we were

driving to the location, we were talking to Officer  over the Bluetooth device on the rental

car. Trooper  asked Officer  if Florida was a one or two party recording state, to

which he replied, it was a one party recording state but recommended we give Todashev his

Miranda Rights if we were going to record anything. It is not uncommon for the MSP to record

the interviews of subjects. I did not think much more about recording the interview.

Once we arrived at Todashev,s apartment, we quickly began the interview. Todashev

was talking and all three of us were taking notes. It was at this time I remembered about the

personal digital recorder in my bag. I walked over to the dining room table where I had placed

my bag when we first arrived, and got the recorder out. I deleted some family videos from the

recorder prior to turning it on in order to be able to record the interview. I then placed it upright

on the table facing Todashev in full view. It was about 20 minutes into the interview when I

started the recording.

As Todashev was talking, I would walk over to check on the recorder. I watched to make

sure it was still recording and at one point when it had stopped, the screen said the video card

was full. I deleted some additional family videos and turned the recorder on again. After awhile,

I again noticed the recorder had stopped recording due to lack of space to record. I again deleted

additional family videos, as well as the first portion of the interview which contained what I

thought was general conversation, nothing specific about the homicides. I then resumed

recording when the conversation about the Waltham murders took place. My JVC recorder

captured the Miranda Warning as Todashev walked right up to the recorder that was now placed

on his kitchen count

2



\ some point the battery failed and I pulled out my personal cellular telephone to record
the interview. I was standing against the wall where the flag was located; and began to video

with my Droid Razor cellular telephone.
 After a few minutes

, Todashev looked in my direction

and said "don,t do that," or words to that effect. I turned off my cellular telephone.
 After

sometime, I again began to record the interview with my cellular telephone. Todashev again said

to turn it off
, which I did. Later when Todashev took a cigarette break, I placed my cellular

telephone on the dining room table and then resumed recording, while leaning my cellular phone

upright against my bag. It remained there recording the interview until I needed to use it which

was after Todashev had begun to write out his confession.

While Todashev was writing and no questions were being asked, I turned off my cellular

telephone recording device in order to use my phone. It was then that I saw a text message had

come from the Assistant District Attorney stating "Don,t put him in custody until we get a

warrant." I then displayed this message to Agen   . As Todashev was writing

his statement, I heard him ask Agen    how to spell "     

            Agent 

 responded stating   Todashev asked to go to the bathroom and Agent 

 and I walked him up the stairs. Agen    was at the top of the

stairs and I was standing on the stairs about halfway up where I could maintain visual contact.

We were on alert due to Todashev,s strange behavior. He was moving extremely slow and

looking around. As I came back down the stairs, I grabbed the sword on the wail near the flag

and moved it behind a rack at the kitchen. I presumed Todashev saw me move the sword due to

a large mirror placed at the bottom of the stairs that was strategically placed where as to see the

door and hallway. Todashev returned to his position sitting on the bed and resumed writing o



his confession on the coffee table he was using as a desk. Agent   was sitting

on a folding chair directly in front of Todashev. I moved back to the stairs.

As I sat on the stairs
, I began testing Trooper  (who was now outside) and Agent

  to alert them to the feeling I had about Todashev's strange and nervous

behavior. I sent a text message to Trooper  and Agent   to be on alert and

on guard. It was while I was sitting on the stairs when Todashev flipped the coffee table.

I did not mention the recordings in the initial interview because I was concentrating on

the actual shooting incident itself. Furthermore, I was never asked. The recordings were made

known to other people involved in the handling of this case. Also, the recordings were provided

to District Attorney's Office the day after we arrived back in Massachusetts. Nothing was out of

the ordinary, as MSP tends to record subject interviews. Had I known the Shooting Incident

Review Team was not aware of the recordings, I would have told them.

I have read the statement consisting of four pages, and it is true and correct to the best of

my recollectio

 

Trooper
Massachusetts State Police

Sworn and subscribed before me this day of September 2013, in Boston,

Massachusetts.

 

Inspector-In-Charge

  

Assistant Inspector

4
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 Special Agent  , having been sworn by

Inspector-in-Charge   Assistant Inspector (AI) 

  and AI   , who I know to be Supervisory

Special Agents (SSAs) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI), hereby make the following voluntary statement. Also

present during this telephonic interview was FLEOA Attorney

 

I have been advised this is an inquiry concerning the

shooting and use of force incident which occurred on

05/22/2013, at 6022 Peregrine Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32819.

This interview focused on the existence of a consensual

recording which included both audio and video.

I previously read and signed a document entitled, "Warning

and Assurance to Employee Requested to Provide Information

Following A Shooting Incident."

With respect to the recording of the interview of Ibragim

Todashev, I want to make it clear I did not know the interview

of Todashev was being recorded. My responses during my previous

interview were focused on the shooting inquiry and the events

which led up to me having to discharge my weapon.

I remember we were informed approximately 30 minutes before

the scheduled interview by  Police Department 

Office    that Todashev would meet with us bu

1



at his home. Todashev did not want to meet at the  as

he had done previously but at his apartment. I, and

Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Troopers   and 

, hurried to the location of the interview. On the car

ride to the interview  Officer  called on the vehicle's

Bluetooth system. During our discussion concerning the

interview, one of the MSP Troopers asked if Florida was a one or

two party recording state. Officer  said it was a one

party state but advised they may want to mirandize Todashev. I

don't recall any other discussion concerning recording

interviews. I do not recall anyone specifically saying the

interview was going to be recorded or videotaped. We wanted to

conduct the interview at the police station in order for it to

be recorded but things changed quickly and in the rush, a

determination about recording the interview was not made.

During most of the interview of Todashev, I was sitting on

the stairs and Trooper  was standing to my left and

behind me. I did not see any recording devices or video cameras

at the time we interviewed Todashev.

I recall at some point during the interview., Todashev said

"don't do that" and turned to Trooper . I was not sure

what Todashev was referring to and the interview continued

2



first learned the interview was recorded on Friday, May

24, 2013, when I received a message from Trooper  who

advised videos were uploaded to the Google cloud. Once 1

located the recordings on the computer I found there were both

audio and video recordings of the interview of Todashev. I

found out after the fact
, Trooper  had used a high

definition recorder which he had placed on the kitchen counter

which eventually ran out of battery life, at which point Trooper

 switched to his telephone to continue the recording. I

also found out after returning to Boston that Trooper  had

a recorder in his pocket during the interview. At the time of

the interview, I did not know the interview was being recorded

by anyone.

Trooper  advised he had passed the videos to other

individuals who had a need to know in his department. After

this had happened, I did not think about the recording. When I

returned to work after being off for the injury I received as a

result of the assault on my person by Todashev, I was contacted

by AI  with some additional questions regarding my initial

signed sworn statement. I mentioned to AI  something to

the effect of, it would be nice if we released the video because

it would refute many of the press, allegations. AL  was

very surprised by this because he did not know about the vidf

3



existence. He advised he would need a copy. I mentioned to AI

 that I had only learned of the videos after the incident.

I have read the statement consisting of four pages, and it

is true and correct to the best of my recollection.

  

 

Sworn and subscribed before me this > day of September

2013, in Boston, Massachusetts.

 

Inspector-In-Charge

  

Assistant Inspector
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#1.) A copy of the secondary interview reports by DOJ.
#2.) Are any of the YouTube videos viewed by LEO prior to interview available?
#3.) Report from DOJ regarding the follow up meeting with the ME regarding the rounds.

Questions

First: Review of ME report.

#1.) Six (6) projectiles recovered by ME. **FBI Laboratory report provided.

-Who has them?

-Are they the same caliber?
-Have they been matched to the weapon?

#2.) Seven gunshot wounds.
**(No soot or stippling was present at any point of entry, ail 1NDETERMINA IE RANGED

A.) Head (no mention in interviews) **Seek possible explanation from witness officer,

.
a. Projectile recovered from base of skull.
b. Left posterior parietal scalp.
c. The projectile travels downward, slightly toward the right, and slightly

toward rear. ( **shooter position consistent with this finding)

B.) Left upper back (no mention in interviews) **Seek possible explanation from
witness officer.

a. Projectile recovered from left lung.
b

. Left upper back.
c. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward

( **shooter position consistent with this finding )

C
.) Right upper back (no mention in interviews) **Seek possible explanation from

witness officer.
a. Projectile recovered from right chest wall.
b

. ENTERING right upper back. j\
c. The projectile travels left to riehu back to front, and downward. 1(\

( **shooter position not consistent with this findings thus far)
Qi

D.) Right back (no mention in interviews) **Seek possible explanation from \\
witness officer. 

a. Projectile EXITED right lower chest.
b

. ENTERING right back.
c. The projectile travels left to risht, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position not consistent with this findings thus far)
**Item #15 on FBI hand sketch shows a projectile recovered at the scene.
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Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes

Questions: A # 15
#1.) Is this a 40 caliber projectile? **New information provided by DOJ.
#2.) Is this item damaged?
#3.) Has this item been tested for DNA?
#4.) This item is close to the blood on the tables and the carpet.

Did these areas have blood collection samples taken/tested?

E.) Left chest

a. Projectile ENTERED left chest.
b

. Projectile RECOVERED from lower back.
c. Projectile caused perforation to HEART-AORTA.
d

. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.
( **shooter position consistent with this finding )

F
.) Left upper arm

a. Projectile ENTERED left upper arm - reentry into torso.
b

. Projectile RECOVERED from the heart.
c. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position consistent with this finding )
d

. Note: This would indicate the upper arm close to the chest and not elevated.

G.) Left upper arm
a. Projectile ENTERED left upper arm - reentry into torso.
b

. Projectile RECOVERED from the stomach.
c. The projectile travels left to right, back to front, and downward.

( **shooter position consistent with this finding)
d

. Note: This would indicate the upper arm close to the chest and not elevated.

Questions as viewing ME crime scene photos:

#1.) How did the table & 2"J table top come to be in their locations?
**Flipped away from the location of the FBI Agent's chair/location.

#2.) Did blood samples get collected from the tables and carpet?
#3.) Did blood samples get collected from the broom handle?
#4.) Can latent prints be lifted from the broom handle?
#5.) Can latent prints and DNA samples be lifted and collected from the sword?
#6.) What is #5 marking in the doorway OUTSIDE of the apartment?
#7.) Can FBI sketch # 15 be seen in any of the ME photos?

**New information provided by DOJ.
Is a supplemental report going to be generated to explain how this fell?

#8.) Did anyone collect a photo of the suspect,s hand placement when rolled over?

Page | 2



Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

Reading overall documents:

#1.) Synopsis narration:
-Was the prosecutor on the phone, at 1200 AM, when the shots were fired?

Phone records??
-Was a statement collected from the prosecutor?
-   outside the entire time? Wh ?

**  reported to   he ...heard three gunshots come from
the residence. Instantly he and  took their weapons out and ran
towards the residence door. Prior to getting to the door, they heard
another four gunshots from same location. **I suggest we collect a
sworn statement from  Officer  regarding this detailed
account. He also purportedly observed the ...red broom stick protruding

from underneath the torso.
-FBI  shooter

.

-Trooper  stepped outside at the time of the shooting.

-Trooper  inside the apartment at the time of the shooting.

-

**Suspect flipped the table and ran to the kitchen. (Possibly hit 
**According to DOJ the video will shed light on this issue.

-Suspect reappeared wielding a metal handle/attack stance.
**Seek additional information from witness officer

, .
 gave verbal commands.

-Suspect violently lunged towards  & .
 fired 3 to 4 rounds dropping Todaschev to the floor.

 fired seven shots in total. Supported by evidence and witnesses.
 was injured during the attack. (How?)

** According to DOJ the video will shed light on this issue.
 had moved a sword toward the kitchen

. (When?)
**Seek additional information from witness officer, .
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Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

Reviewed Interviews

#1.) Massachusetts State Police Trooper  
Done on 5/23/2013 08:50 AM
SWORN to on 5/29/2013

By: SSA   (on IA Sheet)
SSA   (on IA Sheet)

Assistant Inspector    (in the narration)
Assistant Inspector    (in the narration)

Present: Attorney  
**Seek additional information from witness officer, 

-Page 2 (moved large Samurai sword mounted on the wall) When?
-Page 3 (stepped outside to get Todaschev more cigarettes) When and Where?
-Page 3 (as suspect confessing  leaves the room to call the attorney) Why?
-Page 3 (I was more and more concerned that he might try to flee or attack us.)
-Page 4 (  moved sword from the wall and placed it near the kitchen) When?
-Page 4 (  sitting on stairs,  sitting in a chair, Suspect sitting on bed
with a small table separating them.)
-Page 4  sent TEXT to  and ) Records? Provided by DO.T.

 looking at his phone when table flipped towards .
 yelled for  as suspect ran toward the kitchen.

He then darted toward the door, thought he was trying to flee and began to give
chase.

**Seek additional information from witness officer, 

-Page 4 ...he grabbed the pole, Todaschev turned quickly toward me and raised the pole
above his head with both hands ... and charged toward me ... I then heard shots fired
off to my right and saw Todaschev make two movements which indicated to me he had
been impacted by the shots. Todaschev fell to his hands and knees ...he sprang
forward, coming up in a fighting stance. I heard more shots and Todaschev fell to the
ground again.

-Page 5 Todachev had several opportunities to escape during the altercation...
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Ibragim Todascheve Case Review notes 2013

#2. ) Interview of  on 05/23/2013 & signed on 05/28/2013.

-Page 2 .. .had a very good understand of how much training he had in Mixed Martial
Arts (MMA) and wrestling. *********
-Page 3 additional knowledge of suspect,s fighting skills ********

** According to DO J the video will shed light on this issue.
 took ,s place in the chair when he left to call attorney.

-Todashev on the edge of the bed and writing on a small table.
 reading his notepad ... heard a loud noise ... felt a blow to the back of his

head. (How did this occur?) (Suspect's location, table,s location ??)

-Page 71 Saw Todashev running past me and I tried to grab him. I removed my weapon
from the holster and aimed the gun at Todashev who had ran towards the kitchen.

...Todashev instantly ran at full speed from the kitchen directly towards me and Trooper
. I saw Todashev's left shoulder drop as he rounded the corner from the kitchen to

the living room. ... I shot Todashev three to four times. Todashev fell backwards, but
did not go to the ground. ... suddenly lunged again towards us. I then shot him 3 or 4
more times in order to stop his continuing deadly threat.

#3.)  

Text messages. (Records?)
10-12 with  when call made to attorney.
**heard THREE gunshots
**heard FOUR more gunshots
**upon entry observed red broom stick under suspect

#4.) Trooper 
Text message from  (Records ?)
Hear two voles of shots fired

No mention of broom stick upon entry into the room.

Needs and Questions:
-FBI 360 crime scene photos??

-Area canvass of neighborhood?
-More detail from witness officer.

Suspect path of travel.
When and how could he have been shot in the back twice.
Question for the purpose of describing the meaning of his comets regarding the suspect
raising the pole above his head with both hands.

-More detail from the shooter. IF POSSIBLE, Head injury sustained at the time of incident.
When and how could the suspect have been shot in the back?
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Edwards, W''''am Er'c

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Edwards, W''''am Er'c
Tuesday, Ju'y 30, 2013 11:31 AM

  
**EXEMPT** Updated 7 30 2013 Quest'ons FB' SHOOT REV'EW
Updated 7 30 2013 Quest'ons FB' SHOOT REV'EW.doc

He''  ,

' have not had an opportun'ty to rev'ew the record'ngs yet.
' have updated the quest'ons sheet we prov'ded you 'ast week.
New notes are 'n b'ue.

P'ease fee' free to add suggest'ons or comments and return th's to me.
Thanks and STAY SAFE!

Er'c

Your message 's ready to be sent w'th the fo''ow'ng f''e or ''nk attachments:

Updated 7 30 2013 Quest'ons FB' SHOOT REV'EW

Note: To protect aga'nst computer v'ruses, e-ma'' programs may prevent send'ng or rece'v'ng certa'n types of f''e
attachments. Check your e-ma'' secur'ty sett'ngs to determ'ne how attachments are hand'ed.

'



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Wallsh, Richard
Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:18 PM
Edwards, William Eric
RE: Infromation

Per your request today:

Attny Eric Ludin 

Richard I. Wallsh, Esq.
Chief Assistant/Executive Director
Office of the State Attorney91h Judicial Circuit415 N. Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801
407-836-2495

From: Edwards, William Eric
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:44 PM
To: Wallsh, Richard
Subject: Infromation

Hello Rick,

Please let me know when you have a few minutes to speak with me.
I am sitting at ex. 
Thanks,

Eric

Wm. Eric Edwards

Chief Investigator
State Attorney's Offfice
Ninth Judicial Circuit

(407)836-1119 office
(407)836-2377 fax
(321)229-9448 ceil
wedwards(5)sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential, EXEMPT information from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise
privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this message to anyone other
than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior approval from Chief Investigator Eric Edwards. If
you received this in error, please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards at Wedwards@sao.9.orR.

l



Incident Report
ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE

13-38070 Supplement No
ORIG

Administrative Information
Agency

ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
Reported Date
05/04/2013

Reported Time
17:17

ZIP Code Rep Dist
32821 50B

CAD Calf No

131242196
j Status
!REPORT WITH ARREST (ARS)

Report No

13-38070
! Supplement No

ORIG

ORLANDO
Nature of Call

AGG BATTERY

Location of Occurrence

8200 VINELAND AV

Area Beat

5 50
From Date

05/04/2013
From Time Officer Assignment Entered by Assignment17:15 484 0/CLIFTON,LARRY SECTOR 4 SQUAD 3 4 840/CLIFTON,LARRY SECTOR 4 SQUAD 3

5725/LORDE,CANDACE
Approval Date
05/06/2013 16:40:11

1 Scene Processed? Y/N tourist Victim? Y/N Firearm? Weapon? Mask?

Y N N N N
Vest? Hate Crime? Special Victim? DCF Notified?

N N N N
Declination of Intent Witness Statement

Yes Yes
# Offe Offense

784.045(1)(A)(1)
Description

AGGRAVATED BATTERY {
Complaint Type

Summary Narrative
Invl Invl No Type Name MNI Race Sex DOB

DEF 1 I TODASHEV,IBRAGIM 3163 W M 09/22/1985
Invl Invl No Type Name MNI Race Sex DOB

VIC 1 I GARCIA PEREZ,GARCIA JR 3164 W M 10/21/1977
Invl Invl No Type Name MNI Race Sex DOB

VIC 2 I GARCIA BAEZ,LESTER 3164 W M 12/25/1958
Invl Invl No Type Name MNI Race Sex DOB

WIT 1 I ALLI,TARIQ 2718 B M 09/16/1989

Vehicle Summary

Property Summary

Summary Narrative



Incident Report
ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE

13-38070 Supplement No
ORIG

DEFENDANT* (ARS USE ONLY) 1: TODASHEV,IBRAGIM
Name

TODASHEV,IBRAGIM
Skin

WHITE
Dom Violence

NO

MNI Race Sex DOB Age Ethnicity Juvenile? Height Weight Hair Color Eye Color
3163535 WHITE MALE 09/22/1985 27 NON-HISPANIC No 5 ,09" 160# BROWN BROWN

RUSSIA
Type
HOME ADDRESS

Type
OPERATOR LICENSE

Address . City
  KISSIMMEE

OLS

FLORIDA

State

FLORIDA

ZIP Code

34746
ID No

Phone Type
CELL

Phone No

(407)350-0932
Involvement Arrest Type Arrest Date Arrest Time Status Arrest Location City Rep Dist
DEFENDANT (ARS USE ONLY) Arrested 05/04/2013 18:49:00 BOOKED 820 0 VINELAND AV ORLANDO 50B

RUSSIA
City of Birth
UNKNOWN

Beat

50
Charge

784.045 (1) (A) (1)
Level | Charge Literal

F I AGGRAVATED BATTERY {
Bond Amt

$3,500.00

VICTIM* 1: GARCIA PEREZ
, GARCIA JR

Name MNI Race Sex DOB Age Juvenile? Means of Attack Extent of Injury
GARCIA PEREZ,GARCIA JR 3164126 WHITE MALE 10/21/1977 35 NO HAND-FISTS-FEET SERIOUS*

NO NONE
Type
HOME ADDRESS

Type
OPERATOR LICENSE

Address

 

PUERTO RICO (STATE ONLY)
City State
KISSIMMEE FLORIDA

ZIP Code

34747
"

I
_

D No OLS

FLORIDA
Phone Type

CELL

Phone No

(407)460-4609

VICTIM* 2: GARCIA BAEZ,LESTER
Name

GARCIA BAEZ,LESTER

MNI | Race Sex

3164127 J WHITE MALE

DOB

12/25/1958
Age Juvenile?

54 No

Means of Attack

HAND-FISTS-FEET
Extent of Injury Dom Violence
MINOR* NO

Relationship to Offender
NONE UNKNOWN PLACE OF BIRTH

Type
HOME ADDRESS

Address

    
City
CATANO PUERTO RICO (STATE ONLY)

ZIP Code

00962
Type
IDENTIFICATION CARD

ID No

PUERTO RICO (STATE ONLY)
Phone Type

CELL

Phone No

(787)642-9807

WITNESS 1: ALLI,TARIQ
Height
5 , 06"

Name

ALLI,TARIQ
MNI Race Sex

2718722 BLACK MALE

DOB

09/16/1989
Age
23

Juvenile?

No
Weight
200#

Hair Color

BLACK
Eye Color
BROWN

Place of Birth

UNKNOWN PLACE OF BIRTH

Type
BUSINESS ADDRESS

Address City
ORLANDO

State

FLORIDA

ZIP Code

32821
Phone Type
BUSINESS

Phone No

Property

Modus Operandi
Crime Code(s)
AGGRAVATED BATTERY

Narrative

On 05-04-2013 I Deputy First Class Clifton was working off duty at the Premium Outlet Mall.
A mall security officer and witness, Tariq Alii, advised over the security radio of a physical fight in lot number 19.
As a part of my duties as the off duty deputy I responded to the area. As I was arriving on scene Alii advised that
one of the parties involved was leaving in a vehicle. He advised the vehicle was a white Mercedes with Georgia
license plate  I approached the location where the incident occurred and saw a male laying on the
ground. I couid see a considerable amount of biood on the ground and the subject appeared unconscious.
Believing I was dealing with a felony crime, I immediately located the vehicle and followed it out of the mall down
Vineland Avenue. Deputy Riccaboni assisted me in performing a tactical park on the vehicle. We ordered the
only subject in the vehicle out at gunpoint. He was then secured in handcuffs pending further investigation.

I was notified by Corporal Bustamante, see supplement, that he had a victim who could identify the subject. He
brought victim Lester Garcia Baez, referred to in this report as Baez, to the location where the subject was
secured. Baez positively identified the subject as the person involved in a physical altercation with him and his
son. Baez said he was sure this was the individual based on his "height, skin color and physical appearance".

Baez said his son got involved to protect him, after Todashev pushed him. Baez did not want to press charges for
the battery against him. As he could not read or write English he wrote his statement and Spanish. Corporal
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Bustamante transcribed Baez's statement into English.

I identified the secured subject as defendant Ibragim Todashev. He continuously asked to speak to me to explain
his side of the story. I read him his Miranda Right via pre-printed text, he waived his rights and chose to speak
with me. Todashev stated that he and Baez got into an argument over a parking space. He said during the
argument Baez got into his face at which time Todashev pushed Baez. Baez's son, victim Lester Garcia Perez

,

referred to as Perez, got involved and Todashev began fighting with him. Todashev said that Perez came at him
swinging. Todashev said he was only fighting to protect his knee because he had surgery in March. Also by his
own admission Todashev was recently a former mixed martial arts fighter. This skill puts his fighting ability way
above that of a normal person.

Perez was transported to Dr. Phillips Hospital by Orange County Fire Rescue to receive treatment for his injuries.

Deputy Bagshaw, see supplement, responded to the hospital to obtain information about Perez,s condition.
Deputy Bagshaw advised that Perez had a split upper lip and several teeth knocked out of place. Perez also had
head injuries, however Deputy Bagshaw did not know the extent of them. Deputy Bagshaw advised that Perez
did want to press charges and testify in court.

I placed Todashev under arrest and transported him to the booking and release center without incident.
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Administrative Information
Agency Report No Supplement No Reported Date Reported Time
ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF,S OFFICE 13-38070 0001 05/04/2013 17:17

CAD Call No

131242196
Status Location of Occurrence City ZIP Code Rep Dist ; Area Beat

| REPORT WITH ARREST (ARS)   ORLANDO 32821 50B j 5 50
Officer ..

14 91/BAGSHAW
,

BRENT

; Assignment Entered by Assignment Approving Officer

iSECTOR 5 SQUAD 4 1491/BAGSHAW,BRENT SECTOR 5 SQUAD 4 0435/MOYSON, EUGENE
Approval Date
05/05/2013

Approval Time
00:47:51

Victim Statement

Yes

Summary Narrative

Property

Modus Operandi

Narrative

responded to the Premium Outlet Mall, on Vineland Avenue, to back-up Deputy Larry Clifton who was working
off-duty there. Deputy Clifton had advised over the radio that he was dealing with a physical fight in the parking
lot. While responding, Deputy Clifton advised one of the parties involved was driving away from the scene in a
white Mercedes Benz. He also advised that there was a significant amount of blood at the scene of the fight and
that the situation might be a felony crime. Deputy Clifton followed the white Mercedes south on Vineland Avenue.
He and Deputy Tony Riccaboni stopped the suspect vehicle a short distance later and I arrived less than a minute
later. I secured the suspect with handcuffs once he was on the ground. I had no more involvement with the

suspect after that and I responded to the mall to assist there.

I was directed to go to Dr. Phillips Hospital where the victim, Lester Garcia, was transported by Orange County
Rescue Medic 9. Lester was on a stretcher and was immobile due to being on a backboard with neck supports.
His entire forehead was wrapped in gauze so injuries beneath were not visible. There was blood that could be
seen in spots under the gauze. Lester,s upper lip was split on the left side and he had several teeth that appeared
to be significantly out of place (not missing). Other injuries visible to me was a large "goose egg" next to his left

eye and ear as well as a laceration at the base of the back of his head. I photographed the injuries as best I could
and downloaded the photos into the Data Works System.

Lester was conscious and alert when I spoke with him. He gave me a verbal statement about what had happened
and I wrote a sworn statement for him. Lester told me the following occurred:

Lester was driving in the Premium Outlet Mall parking lot searching for a space. The mall was very crowded and
available parking spots were not plentiful. Lester asked two ladies that were walking if they were going to their car
to leave. They told him yes so he followed them to their vehicle, put his turn signal on and waited for them to
leave. After they pulled out, Lester began to pull into the spot when he was blocked by a white Mercedes Benz
that was trying to pull into the spot as well. The driver of the Mercedes rolled down his window and yelled at
Lester that he was taking the spot and was there first. Lester yelled back "no way I was here first and had my
blinker on" and started to try to park. The Mercedes started to back up as if it was going to hit Lester's car so
Lester,s father jumped out of the car and asked the driver what was going on. The driver of the Mercedes got out
of his vehicle and started yelling obscenities and derogatory remarks at Lester and his father. Lester said he
remained in his vehicle until the driver of the Mercedes shoved his father at which point he got out to go defend
his father. Lester said he and the driver of the Mercedes started fighting and did so for several minutes. Lester
eventually got knocked to the ground and he believes he was unconscious for an unknown period of time.
Lester requested to press charges and he is willing to testify in court.
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Administrative Information
Agency
ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

Report No
13-38070

Supplement No
0002

Reported Date
05/04/2013

Reported Time
17:17

CAD Call No

131242196
Status

REPORT WITH ARREST (ARS)
Nature of Cal

AGG BA rTERY

Location of Occurrence

8200 VINELAND AV
aty
ORLANDO

ZIP Code

32821
Rep Dist
50B

Area
5

Beat

50
From Date

05/04/2013

17:17 0368/BUSTAMANTE,HIRAM TOPS UNIT B SIDE I0368/BUSTAMANTE,HIRAM TOPS UNIT B SIDE

Approving Off cer
0368/BUSTAMANTE,HIRAM

Approval Date

05/05/2013
Approval Time
13 :30:18

N/A

Yes

Summary Narrative

Property

Modus Operandi
Crime Code(s)
AGGRAVATED BATTERY

Narrative

On 5-4-2013, I responded to 8200 Vineland Ave. I was requested to assist with translating a statement from
Spanish to English.

I translated Lester Garcia Baez statement after he first wrote it in Spanish. I also transported him to the scene
where the suspect had been stopped and he identified the suspect, Ibragim Todashev, as the same person that
battered him and his son, Lester Garcia Perez.

I returned to 8200 Vineland and advised D/S Larry Clifton that Mr. Baez had identified Ibragim Todashev as the
subject that battered him and his son.
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Administrative Information
Agency
ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF,S OFFICE

Report No
13-38070

Supplement No
0003

Reported Date

05/04/2013
Reported Time

17: 17
CAD Call No

131242196
Status

REPORT WITH ARREST (ARS)
Nature of Cal

FELONY

Location of Occ

8200 vn
urrence

IELAND AV
City
ORLANDO

ZIP Code

32821
Rep Oist
50B

Area

5
Beat

50
From Date j From Time
05/04/2013 |17:17

Officer

0 3 65/RICCABONI,ANTHONY
Ass gnment
SECTOR 5 SQUAD 4 03 65/RICCABONI,ANTHONY

Approval time
09:52:41

SECTOR 5 SQUAD 4
Approving Officer
1409/VIGUE,MARIE

Approval Date
05/10/2013

Tow Sheet

Yes
# Offenses

1
Offense

784.045-4
Description
AGGRAVATED BATTERY

Complaint Type

Summary Narrative

OTHER 1: ;RICCABONI,ANTHONY J
Name

;RICCABONI,ANTHONY J
ZIP Code

32821
Type
BUSINESS ADDRESS

Address

6817 WESTWOOD BV
I City
ORLANDO

State

FLORIDA

Phone Type
BUSINESS

Phone No

(407)351-9368

Vehicle: BXM0212
Involvement Type License No State Lie Year Lie Type Year Make Model Style Color Value

SUSPECT AUTO* GEORGIA 2013 AUTO 1997 MERCURY 4DR 4 DOOR SEDAN WHITE $2,000

Property

Modus Operandi

Narrative

Take down scene: 8761 Vineland Ave. This is a two lane road heading south with a turn lane for neighboring
business.

Orange county Deputies: All Deputies involved had marked patrol cars and wearing agency issued uniforms
(badges, patches and gun belt).

I responded to a radio transmission from Deputy Larry Clifton. Deputy Clifton was working at the Premium Outlet
Mall 8200 Vineland Ave. Deputy Clifton advised via radio of a physical fight at the mall. Deputy Clifton advised
that a suspect was leaving the mall heading south on Vineland Ave.

Deput  Clifton further advised he was behind the vehicle and it is a white Mercedes Benz with Georgia plate

Master Deputy Brent Bagshaw also advised he was behind Deputy Clifton.
I was south of this location and began stagging to assist. As they approached my location I could see the white
Mercedes in front of them. I activated my emergency lights and siren. The oncoming traffic began to slow and I
was able to pull in front of the suspect vehicle. By doing this we where facing each other. The suspect brought his
vehicle to a stop and I was able to position my patrol car at approx a 45 degree angle putting the heaviest part of
my car in front of his car. I stopped my vehicle about 4 (four) to 5 (five) inches from his bumper. Deputy Clifton
parked to the rear of the suspect,s vehicle so he was not able to drive away.

I exited my patrol car with my handgun drawn and began to give the suspect verbal commands. Deputy Clifton
approached with his gun drawn. I could see in the front windshield the suspect1s face

, chest, arms and hands. The
suspect immediately put his hands up. I could see the features of the suspects ears. I immediately recognized the
marks on his ears as a cage fighter/jujitsu fighter.

I verbally yelled to Deputy Clifton "Watch him he is a cage fighter". Deputy Clifton had the suspect exit the car and
go directly on the ground face down. I know from training, experience, and watching a lot sanctioned fights how
dangerous these men can be. I told this suspect if he tried to fight with us I would shoot him. This suspect was
compliant and was secured without incident.

I had this suspect roll over to his buttocks and helped him to his feet. Once on his feet the suspect commented
that the vehicles behind us are FBI agents that have been following him. I noticed 3 (three) vehicles with dark tint.
These vehicles began to leave the area. I noticed one vehicle was driven by a male, had a computer stand and

appeared to be talking on a radio. fW
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I did not make contact with any of the occupants of these vehicles to confirm if they are federal agents.

I searched the suspects vehicle after the arrest, completed tow sheet and waited for the wrecker to tow away this
vehicle.

I never met with the victim, witness(s), nor did I go to the original scene.



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

   
Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:33 AM
Edwards, William Eric
Orange County Sheriff's Office Report
2013-038070

_
Reports.pdf

Hello,

Please see the attached Orange County Sheriff's Office report for an incident in early May 2013 which involved
Todashev. Should you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks,

l



Ninth Judicial Circuit
ORANGE AND OSCEOLA COUNTY, FLORIDA

JEFFREY L. ASHTON
State Attorney

Richard I. Wallsh
Chief Assistant/Executive Director

LINDA DRANE BURDICK
CHIEF ASSISTANT STATE ATTORNEY

September 19, 2013

Eric E. Ludin

Tucker Lunden Attorneys
13577 Feather Sound Drive
Suite 300

Clearwater, FL 33762

Dear Mr. Ludin,

We are in the process of conducting an independent review circumstances surrounding the death
of Mr. Ibragim Todashev. It has been brought to my attention my Chief Investigator, Eric
Edwards, made contact with you on September 6th, 2013. As I previously stated in our initial
meeting on August 20

th
, 2013, I would like to afford the Todashev family the opportunity to

provide any and all relevant items collected, during the course of your inquiry, to my office for
review and consideration. In essence, if specific information was collected by your office which
the Todashev family would like considered; please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards to
arrange for your delivery of such items as soon as possible.

Jeffrey L.VCshton
State Attorney-91h Judicial Circuit

415 North Orange avenue - P.O. Box 1673 - Orlando, Florida 32801
407-836-2400



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Ashton, Jeffrey
Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:40 AM
Edwards, William Eric
FW: Todashev

From: Barry A. Cohen [
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 10:30 AM
To: Ashton, Jeffrey
Cc: l
Subject: FW: Todashev

Dear Mr. Ashton, I so apologize for my email to you yesterday, in that it was sent prior to the time I was finished, and I
will finish it now so that it makes some sense to you.

I had told you that I made some public statements regarding my belief that you are conducting a good-faith
investigation. I said that because I am told that during your campaign for election to the State Attorneys Office, as part
of your platform you indicated that you were not going to "rubber-stamp" the shootings that police were involved
automatically, and that each case would be evaluated on its own merits, and that you would follow the evidence and act
accordingly. I was very impressed with your concern about that because as I know, and as you should know, the political
component in the past has tainted many of these "so called" investigations stemming from the fact that it's always nice
to have the support of the police department and their unions at election time; and what unites the State Attorneys
Office and the police is much stronger than what divides them, therefore, no objective investigation. I would be less
than honest with you if I told you I was not becoming solicitous of your investigation now, given the amount of time that
has passed, and the few people that were in the room when the shooting occurred all know what happened, and if you
have not pierced the veil of "brotherhood" and gotten to the truth, I would be very surprised.

You should also know that I have little confidence in the Department of Justice investigating their own, particularly when
the investigating agency is a branch of the FBI investigating their own. Some of my skepticism emanates from the fact
that statistics show that approximately 150 investigations have been conducted by the FBI of their own, and each time
they have been exculpated. They have not concluded their investigation, and I cannot imagine what"s taking so long
with their investigation as well. Each of you have tremendous resources, both investigatively and forensically, which
further creates an enigma in my mind as to why the investigation is taking so long.

I don't mean to sound disrespectful, and if you take it this way please accept my apology, but as I say, I am becoming
more and more solicitous about these investigations and hope that someday my skepticism is found to be untenable.

Thank you for taking the time to read this email.

Barry A. Cohen
The Cohen Law Group

201 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1000 if
"7?

,

Phone: 813-225-1655
Fax: 813-225-1921 0 tSP
www.tampalawfirm.com ,

bcohen(a)tampalawfirm.com L

Tampa, FL 33602

l



The information contained in this electronic mail message is attorney privileged and confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual or entity named. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (813) 225-1655 or reply by e-mail and delete
this message.

From: Barry A. Cohen
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:38 PM
To: iashton@sao9.orq

Subject: Todashev

Dear Mr. Ashton, Eric Ludin has forwarded to me your September 19, 2013 correspondence to him, so that I can respond
to you directly.

I am sorry that I was unable to meet with you when you met with Mr. Todashev, but I do want to express my
appreciation to you for agreeing to meet with him and letting him express his concerns to you.

I will be forwarding to you some medical records, which I think should be helpful to you, and I,m in the process of having
some recorded interviews transcribed, and once they are transcribed, I will try to determine if they have any probative
value. It may be that you and your investigators are in the best position to evaluate the probative value of such
interviews and perhaps it would be prudent to forward those on to you.

I would like to reserve that right until such time as I have them and then make an independent determination about
what I can learn of your investigation and the investigation of the federal government.

You may have seen public statements that I have made regarding my belief that you are conducting an objective and
good-faith investigation

Barry A. Cohen
The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Phone: 813-225-1655
Fax: 813-225-1921

www.tampalawfirm.com
bcohen@tampalawfirm.com

The information contained in this electronic mail message is attorney privileged and confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual or entity named. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (813) 225-1655 or reply by e-mai! and delete
this message.
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Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Ashton, Jeffrey
Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:53 AM
'Barry A. Cohen'

RE: Todashev

Dear Mr. Cohen

I am in receipt of the below emails. I appreciate the kind words. As you know, a thorough and fair investigation can not
and should not be rushed. I assure you this office is devoting time and resources to ensure a fully informed
decision. That said, I would be remiss not to point out that your colleagues have consistently indicated that they would
be forwarding probative information for our consideration and yet, to date, we have received no information at all. I do
not mean to imply that you and the rest of Mr. Todashev's team is responsible for the on-going nature of the
investigation but it is a factor over which you have some control. I look forward to receipt of whatever information you
would like me to consider. In that some time has passed since our original invitation to yourteam to submit
information, I would like to set a reasonable deadline for its submission. Do you see any reason that the information
could not be provided to us by October 15 2013 ?

Once again, thank you for your thoughts.

From: Barry A. Cohen [mailto:bcohen@tampalawfirm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 10:30 AM
To: Ashton, Jeffrey
Cc: 
Subject: FW: Todashev

Dear Mr. Ashton, I so apologize for my email to you yesterday, in that it was sent prior to the time I was finished, and I
will finish it now so that it makes some sense to you.

I had told you that I made some public statements regarding my belief that you are conducting a good-faith
investigation. I said that because I am told that during your campaign for election to the State Attorneys Office, as part
of your platform you indicated that you were not going to "rubber-stamp" the shootings that police were involved
automatically, and that each case would be evaluated on its own merits, and that you would follow the evidence and act
accordingly. I was very impressed with your concern about that because as I know, and as you should know, the political
component in the past has tainted many of these "so called" investigations stemming from the fact that it's always nice
to have the support of the police department and their unions at election time; and what unites the State Attorneys
Office and the police is much stronger than what divides them, therefore, no objective investigation. I would be less
than honest with you if I told you I was not becoming solicitous of your investigation now, given the amount of time that
has passed, and the few people that were in the room when the shooting occurred all know what happened, and if you
have not pierced the veil of "brotherhood" and gotten to the truth, I would be very surprised.

You should also know that I have little confidence in the Department of Justice investigating their own, particularly when
the investigating agency is a branch of the FBI investigating their own. Some of my skepticism emanates from the fact
that statistics show that approximately 150 investigations have been conducted by the FBI of their own, and each time
they have been exculpated. They have not concluded their investigation, and I cannot imagine what"s taking so long
with their investigation as well. Each of you have tremendous resources, both investigatively and forensically, whirh
further creates an enigma in my mind as to why the investigation is taking so long.

l



I don't mean to sound disrespectful, and if you take it this way please accept my apology, but as I say, I am becoming
more and more solicitous about these investigations and hope that someday my skepticism is found to be untenable.

Thank you for taking the time to read this email.

Barry A. Cohen
The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Phone: 813-225-1655
Fax: 813-225-1921
www.tampalawfirm.com
bcohen(a)tampalawfirm.com

The information contained in this electronic mail message is attorney privileged and confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual or entity named. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (813) 225-1655 or reply by e-mail and delete
this message.

From: Barry A. Cohen
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:38 PM
To: iashton@sao9.orQ

Subject: Todashev

Dear Mr. Ashton, Eric Ludin has forwarded to me your September 19, 2013 correspondence to him, so that I can respond
to you directly.

I am sorry that I was unable to meet with you when you met with Mr. Todashev, but I do want to express my
appreciation to you for agreeing to meet with him and letting him express his concerns to you.

I will be forwarding to you some medical records, which I think should be helpful to you, and I,m in the process of having
some recorded interviews transcribed, and once they are transcribed, I will try to determine if they have any probative
value. It may be that you and your investigators are in the best position to evaluate the probative value of such
interviews and perhaps it would be prudent to forward those on to you.

I would like to reserve that right until such time as I have them and then make an independent determination about
what I can learn of your investigation and the investigation of the federal government.

You may have seen public statements that I have made regarding my belief that you are conducting an objective and
good-faith investigation

Barry A. Cohen
The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Phone: 813-225-1655
Fax: 813-225-1921 A
www.tampalawfirm.com uA
bcohen@tampalawfirm.com [ /)[/[



The information contained in this electronic mail message is attorney privileged and confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual or entity named. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone at (813) 225-1655 or reply by e-mail and delete
this message.
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OBSERVATIONS

On 5/22/13 at 0205 hours I was contacted by Sgt Ford of the Orlando Police Department who advised they were
working a homicide scene along with the FBI. Sgt Ford could not provide any other information. I arrived on scene
to an apartment style residence located on the bottom floor of a two story apartment building. I was advised that the
scene was actually an officer involved shooting involving two FBI agents and the decedent during an arranged case
interview. I entered the residence in full tyvek, booties, hair net and mask. I took overall photographs of the first
floor of the residence to include the decedent who was lying fully clothed in a prone position in the foyer of the
residence. The decedent,s left arm was tucked under his torso with his right arm resting along his right side with the
right palm facing upward. I observed suspected blood on the floor around the decedent's torso

, on the back of his
shirt and along an opened wound on the left trice . I hoto ra hed a Florida issued driver license removed from a
wallet on the kitchen counter by Special Agent   At this time I was notified by SA  that they
needed to diagram the interior   ence and placement of the decedent using a total station system before
the OCMEO removed him. SA  advised she would notify the OCMEO when this v\$rfscomp
lnvestigatorcou1dTemovethe ©m-toesGene.X-deparled-.the s.cene atII3J4houry  UPDATED 5-22-13 @
0730 BY INVESTIGATOR CUCCIA who returned to the scene of decedent apartmenTTRe decedent apartment was
noted with a bed in the living room area, multiple clothes and shoes. A sword was noted on brown evidence paper.
The room temperature was cool, no alcohol, illicit drugs noted. Evidence markers 2,3,4,5,6,7 & 12 were shell
casings. FBI agents discovered a projectile in the living room after OCMEO left the scene. The decedent was
observed clothed lying on the foyer floor that is covered by carpet. The decedent left side of his face was in contact
with the carpeted floor. Multiple shoes were noted around the decedent. A red round stick was located under the
decedent and a portion of the stick was noted exposed above his head. Multiple wounds were noted to the
decedent. The decedent was cool to touch-coinplete riaor and lividity was consistent with body position.

DISPOSITION

The decedent hands and feet were bagged by investigator Cuccia and decedent was placed in a shroud and ty6dy
bag and was sealed. The decedent arrived back at OCMEO with seal intact.

iTSc

SCENE EXAM INFORMATION

TEMPERATURE WEATHER/CONDITION BODY TEMPERATURE
73 Clear Cooling /

RIGOR MORTIS JAW ARMS LBbS
No Full Full ffull

LIVER MORTIS TYPE LOCATION
No Fixed Consistent w/hoj  found

PRIMARY PHYSICIAN PHONE /
/

_

 i

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

NOK Reniya Manukyan contacted OCMEO at 1650 hrs. The role of this office was explained to h?r and she will
contact a FH once she arrives in Orlando, ra

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY last Modified dat§>
Robert Allen 05/22/2013 r i

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

RA/viewing: The decedent's wife, wife Reniya Manukyan arrived at the OCME at 1300 with hdr mother and the
roommate of the decedent. I spoke with them in regards to how to make arrangements for the decedent locally so
that he could be transported back to Russia for burial. The wife filled out a request for a copy

'

of the autopsy report
when it is completed in which I gave to records. While speaking with them, Dr. Utz was aske d to come into the
family room at their request. After speaking with Dr Utz, he gave approval for the wife to see the decedent in the
viewing room. The decedent was prepared by Inv Cuccia. Dr. Utz and I took the three to the Investigations building
to see the decedent. After a few minutes, they were grateful for being allowed to see him. frhe  were scheduled to
meet with the funeral home this afternoon. Inv Cuccia placed a call to FBI Agen   r to see if they
would be doing major case prints before the decedent was released. Inv Cuccia was told r would call a
supervisor and let him know.

CASE#: me13-00623

Page: 2 of 3



CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE!
Carol Crosby 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

Dr. Hansen authorized FBI Agent   to come to OCMEO and do Major Case Prints on 5-23-13 @
approximately 1645 hrs.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE
Robert Allen 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

The town in Russia is" Chechny " this is according to Judy at Dobbs FH who 1 spoke to.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Robert Allen 05/23/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

Notification of Death Letter was sent to the Russian Consulate located in Washington D.C. ; no other documents
was provided due to the manner of death, (homicide). »

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Tony Miranda 05/24/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

I Per Carol Crosby: Please do not release ANY INFORMATION to ANYONE on this case as it is still under
I investigation and a very sensitive case.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Nichole Dunn 05/24/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

On 05/24/13   n with the /FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force picked up (one key ring/3
keys/boxing glove charm) for the FBI at approximately 14:27. The release form states Orlando Police Department
and was crossed out and listed as the FBI and was corrected in ink. I contacted   to let him know that his
copy might still list the Orlando Police Department as the agency and was advised to make the appropriate
correction.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Brian Machulski 05/24/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

I Per Sherri Blanton: ok to release FH information where decedent was released to as well as decedent,s spouse"s
name.

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Nichole Dunn 05/24/2013 \ryOCASE#: me13-00623 10/13/2013
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Contract Transport Control Sheet

Decendent Name_ ___ME Case #  -V'
Date MEO Called S/  ?__Time MEO CaIIed_Z_±_I__
ME Personnel Who Called_;L_ 

_ .

Date Arrived at Scene / ; '
___Time Arrived at Scene 

_

Scene Street Address_0  ;V? 3
_  ! ' ('"> -_/i __

City-!<' ,L"-Zip-County_  > '
" 
 

BODY & PERSONAL EFFECTS RECORD

A.
 CLOTHING B. JEWELRY

C.
 PERSONAL ITEMS D. MONEY I

Rills Tninl
$100 si.nn 3 U

E. OTHER

Total $.

The listed personal effects were recorded in my presence.
Witness Name_

Witness Signature.

. (printed)

Date_
-

Time.

TRANSPORT COMPANY

Employee Who Made Removal

Employee Signature_

j( u c - J IIV? /
Arrival at MEO Date

.

(printed name)

_

Time_

Receiving ME Personnel (printed name).

ME Personnel Signature Date Time_
16-102 (6/09)

«Date_
_
?Time & 



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nick Ferdig 
Friday, October 18, 2013 3:14 PM
Ashton, Jeffrey
FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (1 of 2)
Todashev - Medical Records - Knee (1 of 2).pdf

I received an automatic reply indicating that the file was too large, so I,ve broken it down into two sections. Here is the
first.

Thank you!

Nick

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 2:56 PM
To: "barry.kowalski@usdoj.gov,; "jashton@sao9.org"
Cc: Barry A. Cohen; Jeff Halle
Subject: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee

Good afternoon, Gentlemen.

Mr. Cohen asked that I provide to you a copy of the medical records we have regarding Ibragim Todashev"s knee surgery
-- a copy of these records is attached for your review and consideration.

Please let me know if the document is not attached, or if you encounter any difficulties opening it.

Litigation Paralegal
The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy Blvd, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Main: 813-225-1655
Direct: 813-226-1090
Fax: 813-225-1921

www.tampalawfirm.com

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail
by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If

Thank you!

Nick

Nick A. Ferdig

1



verification is required please request a hard-copy version. THE COHEN LAW GROUP, 201 E. Kennedy Blvd Suite# 1000, Tampa,
Florida 33602, www.tampalawfirm.com



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nick Ferdig 
Friday, October 18, 2013 5:10 PM
Ashton, Jeffrey
FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2b of 2b)
Todashev - Medical Records - Knee (2b of 2b).pdf

This should do it!! lam truly sorry if you end up with a dozen emails on this - it's hard to tell why some of these are
going, and some are not...

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 4:58 PM
To: "jashton@sao9.org1
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2a of 2b)

Yet another attempt - still receiving "failed" notifications-

Thank you!

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 4:48 PM
To: "jashton@sao9.org"
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2 of 2)

Another attempt - I received a message indicating this one did not go through...

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 3:12 PM
To: 'jashton@sao9.org"
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medicai Records - Knee (2 of 2)

I received an automatic reply indicating that the file was too large, so Iive broken it down into two sections. Here is the

second.

Nick

Nick

Nick

Thank you!

Nick

l



From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 3:07 PM
To: 'jashton@sao9.org'
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (1 of 2)

I received an automatic reply indicating that the file was too large, so I've broken it down into two sections. Here is the
first.

Thank you!

Nick

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 2:56 PM
To: 'barry.kowalski@usdoj.gov"; ,jashton@sao9.org'
Cc: Barry A. Cohen; Jeff Halle
Subject: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee

Good afternoon, Gentlemen.

Mr. Cohen asked that I provide to you a copy of the medical records we have regarding Ibragim Todashev's knee surgery
- a copy of these records is attached for your review and consideration.

Please let me know if the document is not attached, or if you encounter any difficulties opening it.

Thank you!

Nick

Nick A. Ferdig
Litigation Paralegal
The Cohen Law Group
20.1 E. Kennedy Blvd, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Main: 813-225-1655
Direct: 813-226-1090
Fax: 813-225-1921

www.tampalawfinu.com

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail
by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
verification is required please request a hard-copy version. THE COHEN LAW GROUP, 201 E. Kennedy Blvd Suite# 1000, Tampa,

Florida 33602, www.tampalawfirm.com
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Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nick Ferdig 
Friday, October 18, 2013 5:04 PM
Ashton, Jeffrey
FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2a of 2b)
Todashev - Medical Records - Knee (2a of2b).pdf

Yet another attempt - still receiving "failed" notifications...

Thank you!

Nick

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 4:48 PM
To: 'jashton@sao9.org,
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2 of 2)

Another attempt --1 received a message indicating this one did not go through...

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 3:12 PM
To: 'jashton@sao9.org'
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (2 of 2)

I received an automatic reply indicating that the file was too large, so I,ve broken it down into two sections. Here is the

second.

Thank you!

From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 3:07 PM
To: 'jashton@sao9.org'
Subject: FW: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee (1 of 2)

I received an automatic reply indicating that the file was too large, so I've broken it down into two sections. Here is the

first.

Nick

Thank you!

Nick

l



From: Nick Ferdig
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 2:56 PM
To: ,barry.kowalski@usdoj.gov,; ,jashton@sao9.org'
Cc: Barry A. Cohen; Jeff Halle
Subject: Ibragim Todashev / Medical Records - Knee

Good afternoon, Gentlemen.

Mr. Cohen asked that I provide to you a copy of the medical records we have regarding Ibragim Todashev"s knee surgery
-- a copy of these records is attached for your review and consideration.

Please let me know if the document is not attached, or if you encounter any difficulties opening it.

Thank you!

Nick

Nick A. Ferdig
Litigation Paralegal
The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy Blvd, Suite 1000
Tampa, FL 33602
Main: 813-225-1655
Direct: 813-226-1090
Fax: 813-225-1921

www.tampalawfirm.com

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail
by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does
not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
verification is required please request a hard-copy version. THE COHEN LAW GROUP, 201 E. Kennedy Blvd Suite# 1000, Tampa,
Florida 33602, www.tampalawfirm.com
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Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Edwards, William Eric
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:25 PM
'nferdig@tampalawfirm.com'

Ashton, Jeffrey
**EXEMPT** Open ongoing case investigation

Hello Mr. Ferdig,

I am assisting Mr. Ashton with his review of this case.
I have been forwarded three email chains regarding medical records.
It is very difficult to view these documents.
Could you possibly scan each document individually and then email them to me directly.
I am available to discuss this request at my desk number of 407-836-1119.

Thank for your time and consideration regarding this topic,
Eric Edwards

Wm. Eric Edwards

Chief Investigator
State Attorney's Offfice
Ninth Judicial Circuit

(407)836-1119 office
(407)836-2377 fax
(321)229-9448 cell
wedwards(5)sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential, EXEMPT information from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise
privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this message to anyone other
than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior approval from Chief Investigator Eric Edwards. If
you received this in error, please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards at Wedwards(a)sao.9.org.



Edwards, William Eric

From: Kowalski, Barry (CRT) <Barry.Kowalski@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:38 AM
To: Edwards, William Eric
Cc:       
Subject: FW: **EXEMPT**
Attachments: Ibragim; Fwd Ibragim; Ibragim need justice!!!; Ibragim

Eric - Thanks . Received these emails that you sent. Also, received same medical records you forward from Barry Cohen
but only yesterday by fedx.

Questions:
1-Emails sound like expression of unease only. Do you have reason to believe that any of the senders is someone who
might have first hand information, rather than personal opinions, relevant to the shooting?
2-the Cohen medical records that I received and that you also forwarded, only relate to the March surgery itself
(limited to "prognosis excellent"). Did you receive any later dated records that would reflect Todachev's medical
condition as of May? If not, any thoughts on a way to get such records?
3 - last, we do not have the transcripts of your interviews with the troopers and th   investigator. I want to
check my notes against your transcripts on the trooper interviews and I was not present for the third interview?

As I told Jeff, we are finishing lab and other info we still owe you. Want to wrap this up as quickly as we can. Barry

From: Edwards, William Eric rmailto:WEdwards(5)sao9.orq1
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:50 AM
To: Kowalski, Barry (CRT)
Subject: **EXEMPT**

Please let me know if you receive the attachments.
Thanks,

Eric

Wm. Eric Edwards

Chief Investigator
State Attorney,s Offfice
Ninth Judicial Circuit

(407)836-1119 office
(407)836-2377 fax
(321)229-9448 cell
wedwards@sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential, EXEMPT information from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise
privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this message to anyone other
than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior approval from Chief Investigator Eric Edwards. If
you received this in error, please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards at Wedwards(5)sao.9.org.

l



From: Edwards, William Eric
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 4:54 PM
To: Edwards, William Eric
Subject: From Mr. Ashton 10 21 2013

FYI

Wm. Eric Edwards

Chief Investigator
State Attorney's Offfice
Ninth Judicial Circuit

(407)836-1119 office
(407)836-2377 fax
(321)229-9448 cell
wedwards(a>sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential, EXEMPT information from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise
privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this message to anyone other
than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior approval from Chief Investigator Eric Edwards. If
you received this in error, please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards at Wedwards(5)sao.9.org.

From: Ashton, Jeffrey
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 4:51 PM
To: Edwards, William Eric
Subject:

Fyi PROBABLY SOME CRACK POT

2



DISTRICT NINE
MEDICAL EXAMINER,S OFFICE

2350 E. Michigan Street. Orlando, Florida 32806-4939
Phone (407) 836-9400. FAX (407) 836-9450

INVESTIGATIVE NARRATIVE - PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

CASE#: ME13-00623 Todashev, Ibragim

INCIDENT INFORMATION

INVESTIGATOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Lora M Zedick     
     
    

   

CASE SUMMARY

Positively identified 27 y/o male shot multiple times by FBI agents during a case related interview. No other
information provided at this time. FBI requesting blood specimen.

CIRCUMSTANCES

FBI agents responded to the decedent's apartment style residence for an arranged case interview. At some point
during the interview the FBI agents were physically threatened by the decedent. FBI agents opened fire; decedent
sustained multiple gun shot wounds. Decedent was pronounced on scene by Orlando Fire Engine 10 @ 0015.
UPDATED 5-22-13 @ 1000 BY INVESTIGATOR CUCCIA. The following was obtained from FBI agent 

. The incident took place at 0007 on 5-22-13. The FBI agents fired approximately seven times from their
glock 23. Agent  stated a red stick was found under the decedent and a sword located leaning up against the
wall with no fluid stains. The sword was removed prior to my arrival and placed on evidence paper away from the
decedent.

MEDICAL HISTORY

Unknown

SOCIAL HISTORY

unknown

-hok I54 l/o



OBSERVATIONS

On 5/22/13 at 0205 hours I was contacted by Sgt Ford of the Orlando Police Department who advised they were
working a homicide scene along with the FBI. Sgt Ford could not provide any other information. I arrived on scene
to an apartment style residence located on the bottom floor of a two story apartment building. I was advised that the
scene was actually an officer involved shooting involving two FBI agents and the decedent during an arranged case
interview. I entered the residence in full tyvek, booties, hair net and mask. I took overall photographs of the first
floor of the residence to include the decedent who was lying fully clothed in a prone position in the foyer of the
residence. The decedent's left arm was tucked under his torso with his right arm resting along his right side with the
right palm facing upward. I observed suspected blood on the floor around the decedent,s torso

, on the back of his
shirt and along an opened wound on the left trice . I hoto ra hed a Florida issued driver license removed from a
wallet on the kitchen counter by Special Agent  . At this time I was notified by SA  that they
needed to diagram the interior of the residence and placement of the decedent using a total station system before
the OCMEO removed him. SA  advised she would notify the OCMEO when this was completed so that an
investigator could remove the decedent from the scene. I departed the scene at 0314 hours. UPDATED 5-22-13 @
0730 BY INVESTIGATOR CUCCIA who returned to the scene of decedent apartment. The decedent apartment was
noted with a bed in the living room area, multiple clothes and shoes. A sword was noted on brown evidence paper.
The room temperature was cool, no alcohol, illicit drugs noted. Evidence markers 2,3,4,5,6,7 & 12 were shell
casings. FBI agents discovered a projectile in the living room after OCMEO left the scene. The decedent was
observed clothed lying on the foyer floor that is covered by carpet. The decedent left side of his face was in contact
with the carpeted floor. Multiple shoes were noted around the decedent. A red round stick was located under the
decedent and a portion, of the stick was noted exposed above his head. Multiple wounds were noted to the
decedent. The decedent was cool to touch, complete rigor and lividity was consistent with body position.

DISPOSITION

The decedent hands and feet were bagged by investigator Cuccia and decedent was placed in a shroud and body
bag and was sealed. The decedent arrived back at OCMEO with seal intact.

_

SCENE EXAM INFORMATION

TEMPERATURE WEATHER/CONDITION BODY TEMPERATURE

73
I

Clear Cooling

RIGOR MORTIS JAW ARMS LEGS

No Full Full Full

LIVER MORTIS TYPE LOCATION

No Fixed Consistent w/how found

PRIMARY PHYSICIAN PHONE

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

NOK Reniya Manukyan contacted OCMEO at 1650 hrs. The role of this office was explained to her and she will
contact a FH once she arrives in Orlando, ra

CREATED BY CREATED DATE LAST MODIFIED BY LAST MODIFIED DATE

Robert Allen 05/22/2013

NARRATIVE ADDENDUM SUMMARY

RA/viewing: The decedent's wife, wife Reniya Manukyan arrived at the OCME at 1300 with her mother and the
roommate of the decedent. I spoke with them in regards to how to make arrangements for the decedent locally so
that he could be transported back to Russia for burial. The wife filled out a request for a copy of the autopsy report
when it is completed in which I gave to records. While speaking with them, Dr. Utz was asked to come into the
family room at their request. After speaking with Dr Utz, he gave approval for the wife to see the decedent in the
viewing room. The decedent was prepared by Inv Cuccia. Dr. Utz and I took the three to the Investigations building]
to see the decedent. After a few minutes, they were grateful for being allowed to see him. The  were scheduled to
meet with the funeral home this afternoon. Inv Cuccia placed a call to FBI Agent   to see if they
would be doing major case prints before the decedent was released. Inv Cuccia was told  would call a
supervisor and let him know.

CASE#: ME13-00623 11/08/2013

Page: 2 of 3
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DISTRICT

DISTRICT NINE
MEDICAL EXAMINER,S OFFICE

2350 E. Michigan Street. Orlando, Florida 32806-4939

Phone (407) 836-9400. FAX (407) 836-9450

REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS

CASE#: ME13-00623

DECEDENT INFORMATION

NAME AGE GENDER RACE

Todashev, Ibragim 27 Years Male

DOB HEIGHT WEIGHT

09/22/1985 68 159

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

6022 Peregrine Avenue Orlando FL 32819

COUNTY OCCUPATION

Orange

LAST SEEN ALIVE INFORMATION

DATE LAST SEEN TIME LAST SEEN LAST SEEN ALIVE BY RELATIONSHIP

05/22/2013

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

INCIDENT INFORMATION

DATE OF ONSET OF ILLNESS / INJURY TIME OF ONSET OF ILLNESS / INJURY

05/22/2013 12:07 PM

LOCATION OF INJURY ADDRESS

Residence/Apartment 6022 Peregrine Avenue

CITY COUNTY STATE ZIP INJURY AT WORK?

Orlando Orange FL 32819 No

DEATH INFORMATION

DATE OF DEATH TIME OF DEATH DEATH STATUS

05/22/2013 12:15 AM Scene Pronounced

LOCATION

Residence/Apartment

NAME OF LOCATION

CASE#: ME13-00623 REPORT DATE: 11/03/2013



ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP

6022 Peregrine Avenue Orlando FL 32819

COUNTY PHONE

Orange

PRONOUNCED BY PRONOUNCED AGENCY

Engine 10 Orlando Fire/Rescue

PATIENT STATUS MEDICAL RECORD # EMS#

PRIMARY PHYSICIAN PHONE

CITY STATE ZIP

OCME NOTIFICATION

DATE INVESTIGATOR NOTIFIED TIME INVESTIGATOR NOTIFIED

05/22/13 02:05 AM

NOTIFIED BY NAME NOTIFIED BY AGENCY

Sgt. Ford Orlando Police Dept

VIEW OF BODY BY ME INVESTIGATOR

DATE ME INV. ARRIVED AT SCENE TIME ME INV. ARRIVED AT SCENE
05/22/13

.

07:30 AM

DATE BODY TO MORGUE TIME BODY TO MORGUE
05/22/13 09:25 AM

TRANSPORTED TO MEO BY

Central FL First Call

NEXT OF KIN INFORMATION

NEXT OF KIN NAME RELATIONSHIP HOME PHONE CELL PHONE

Reniya Manukyan Spouse (404) 955-3727

CITY STATE ZIP COUNTRY

Norcross GA 30093 United States

IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

METHOD ID STATUS DATE OF ID TIME OF ID
Positive 05/21/2013 07:30 PM

INDENTIFIED TO

FBI agent   is well known to the decedent, and completed ID on 5-21-13 @ 1930

INDENTIFIED BY RELATIONSHIP PHONE

FBI Agent r  

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP *

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY (LEA) INFORMATION
LEA CONTACT AGENCY LEA CASE # LEA TECH
SA  r Federal Bureau of Inv. 3

__
-

C1
CASE#: ME13-00623 REPORT dXtE: 11/03/2013
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, . »

13-0623-001 13-0623-002 13-0623-003 13-0623-004

13-0623-005 13-0623-006 13-0623-007 13-0623-008 13-0623-009

- -

13-0623-016 13-0623-017 13-0623-018 13-0623-019

13-0623-020 13-0623-021 13-0623-022 13-0623-023 13-0623-024

13-0623-025 13-0623-026 13-0623-027 13-0623-028 13-0623-029



13-0623-035 13-0623-036 13-0623-037 13-0623-03913-0623-038



Edwards, William Eric

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

   
Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:19 PM
Edwards, William Eric

  .
Documents

Hello,

Thank you for the telephone call today and the transcripts. I will FedEX the photos and the Laboratory reports to you
tomorrow. Please let me know once you received them or if you have any questions.
Thanks,

r

Assistant Inspector
  

 

1



U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

935 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

November 22, 2013

Ninth Circuit State Attorney Jeffrey Ashton
Orange County State Attorney Office (SAO) cv 5 m
415 N. Orange Avenue O
Orlando, Florida 32801 >.

TO

r" 

< :

X& -<
=2

r o

Dear State Attorney Ashton:

up
o
cn

rn

O

This letter is in response to a request for additional information after the initial review of the
information provided by the Shooting Incident Review Team (SIRT) of the Orlando, Florida,
Agent-involved shooting.

The FBI is providing the attached six FBI Laboratory Reports:

© Two Latent Print Operations Unit reports ,dated October 24, 2013 and November 13
,

2013

. Two Nuclear DNA Unit reports dated September 18, 2013 and October 28, 2013
® Two Firearms/Toolmarks Unit report dated July 7, 2013 and September 30, 2013

In addition, the FBI is providing the attached photographs taken of Ibragim Todashev,s residence
by the Tampa Field Office Evidence Response Team based on the SIRT,s investigation.

These records are being loaned to your office for purposes of your investigation and remain the
property of the FBI. As such, they should not be further used or disseminated without the
written approval of the FBI. Furthermore, these or any other FBI records that have been loaned
to your office should not become part of the investigative file or your prosecution file or
otherwise retained in a manner where they would become part of a Florida system state of
records such that they would be subject to release under the Florida Sunshine Laws.

3.

50
ft-



Your assistance and cooperation in regard to this matter is appreciated. Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact, Chief Inspector    , Office of
Inspections (01), Inspection Division (INSD), telephone:   or Assistance
Inspector   , telephone:  

Res ectfull ,



7-1 (Rev. 7-10-06)

UNCLASSIFIED

[s FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway
Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: TAMPA

  

Date: July 7, 2013

Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:   

 

  

Reference: Communications dated May 29, 2013, June 12, 2013 and June 25, 2013.

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;

SPECIAL AGENT  

May 22, 2013

Date specimens received: May 31, 2013, June 14, 2013 and June 26, 2013

The following items were received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit:

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE ACQUIRED FROM THE DISTRICT 9 MEDICAL
EXAMINER, 2350 EAST MICHIGAN STREET ORLANDO, FLORIDA AND
SUBMITTED TO THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated
May 29, 2013 assigned Laboratory number   :

Q9 Projectile from right chest wall (Your )

Q10 Projectile from heart (Your )

Q11 Projectile from left base of skull (You  )

Q12 Projectile from right back (Your 

Your No.:
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UNCLASSIFIED

Q13 Projectile from left lower lung lobe (Your 

Q14 Projectile from stomach (Your )

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE ACQUIRED BY FBI TAMPA AND SUBMITTED
TO THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated June 12, 2013
assigned Laboratory number   ):

Q15 Shell casing (EV2) (Item  )

Q16 Shell casing (EV3) (Item  

Q17 Shell casing (EV4) (Item  )

Q18 Shell casing (EV5) (Item  

Q19 Shell casing (EV6) (Item  

Q20 Shell casing (EV7) (Item  )

Q21 Shell casing (EV12) (Item  )

THE FOLLOWING ITEM WAS ACQUIRED BY FBI TAMPA AND SUBMITTED TO
THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated June 25, 2013
assigned Laboratory number   

K5 Glock #23, Serial  (Item  

The results of the firearms examination are included in this report.

Results of Examinations:

Specimens Q9 through Q14 are .40/10mm caliber copper jacketed hollow point bullets
which were fired from a polygonal rifled barrel with six grooves, right twist. The Q9 through
Q14 bullets were identified as having been fired from the barrel of the K5 pistol.

Page 2 of 7
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UNCLASSIFIED

Specimens Q15 through Q21 are .40 S&W caliber cartridge cases which bear the
headstamp of Winchester ammunition. The Q15 through Q21 cartridge cases were identified as
having been fired in the K5 pistol.

Specimen K5 is a .40 S&W caliber Glock pistol, Model 23, Serial Number  The

K5 pistol functioned normally when test fired in the Laboratory.

Two bullets, either two evidence items or one evidence item and one bullet test fired in
the Laboratory, undergo two stages of comparison. First, the bullets are examined to determine
and compare their class characteristics. The class characteristics of fired bullets include diameter

,

number of land and groove impressions, direction of twist, and the widths of the land and groove
impressions. If the class characteristics of the two bullets are not clearly different, the
examination moves to a second stage using comparative microscopy.

A microscopic comparison examination consists of a search of the striated marks present
on two bullets to determine if patterns of similarity exist. At the completion of these
comparisons, one of the following three opinions is issued:

1) Exclusion (Elimination)

If two bullets have different class characteristics, an Exclusion opinion is rendered.

Exclusion opinions based on a measured class difference or the physical comparison of a
discernible difference in class characteristics cannot be reported unless a second qualified
firearms/toolmarks Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same
conclusion.

2) Identification

If the following conditions are met during the comparison of microscopic marks, an opinion of
Identification is rendered:

a) The degree of similarity is greater than the Examiner has ever observed in previous
evaluations of bullets known to have been fired from different barrels.

Methods:

Bullets
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b) The degree of similarity is comparable to that normally observed in bullets known to
have been fired from the same barrel.

An Identification opinion cannot be reported unless a second qualified firearms/toolmarks
Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same conclusion.

3) Inconclusive (No Conclusion)

If the conditions required for an Exclusion or Identification are not observed, an opinion of
Inconclusive is rendered. A failure to meet the conditions for an Exclusion or Identification

could be the result of limited microscopic marks of value, a lack of any observed microscopic
similarity, or microscopic similarity that is present but too limited to meet the criteria for
identification.

Cartridge Cases

Two cartridge cases, either two evidence items or one evidence item and one cartridge
case test fired in the Laboratory, undergo two stages of comparison. First, the cartridge cases are
examined to determine and compare their class characteristics. The class characteristics of fired
cartridge cases include caliber, shape of firing pin impression, shape and orientation of breech
face marks, and relative locations of extractor and ejector marks. If the class characteristics of
the two cartridge cases are not clearly different, the examination moves to a second stage using
comparative microscopy.

A microscopic comparison examination consists of a search of the impressed and striated
toolmarks present on two cartridge cases to determine if patterns of similarity exist. At the
completion of these examinations, one of the following three opinions is issued:

1) Exclusion (Elimination)

If two cartridge cases have clearly different class characteristics, an Exclusion opinion is
rendered.

Exclusion opinions based on a measured class difference or the physical comparison of a
discernible difference in class characteristics cannot be reported unless a second qualified

firearms/toolmarks Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same
conclusion.
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2) Identification

If the following conditions are met during the comparison of microscopic marks, an opinion of
Identification is rendered:

a) The degree of similarity is greater than the Examiner has ever observed in previous
evaluations of cartridge cases known to have been fired in different firearms.

b) The degree of similarity is comparable to that normally observed in cartridge cases
known to have been fired in the same firearm.

An Identification opinion cannot be reported unless a second qualified firearms/toolmarks
examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same conclusion.

3) Inconclusive (No Conclusion)

If the conditions required for an Exclusion or Identification are not observed, one of two types of
inconclusive results can be reported. An opinion of No conclusion is rendered if the impressed
and/or striated toolmarks present in either or both of the specimens are of poor quality, have
limited microscopic marks of value, lack any observed microscopic similarity, or microscopic
similarity that is present but too limited to meet the criteria for identification. An opinion of
nothing found to indicate is rendered if the microscopic marks of value on both specimens are of
good quality but lack correspondence in the impressed and/or striated marks.

Firearms

The make, model and caliber of a firearm are normally determined by directly observing
manufacturer markings on the firearm in question. When these are not present, published
materials and firearms in the Laboratory,s Reference Firearms Collection may be used to make
determinations.

Unless otherwise noted, submitted firearms are test fired:
1) in the condition they are received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit,

2) with ammunition from the Laboratory,s Reference Ammunition File,

3) in a manner that allows for testing of available modes of fire such as manual safety
engaged, manual safety disengaged, single action, double action, semi-automatic, fully
automatic, etc.
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Limitations:

Bullets

Firearms/Toolmark Identification is an empirical science that relies on objective
measurements and a subjective comparison of microscopic marks of value.

Due to random changes in barrels such as wear, corrosion and lead accumulation, bullets
fired from the same barrel are sometimes not identifiable as such. Additionally, some barrel
manufacturing methods routinely produce barrels that leave limited microscopic marks of value
on fired bullets. Damaged, corroded or fragmented bullets may be of little or no value for
comparison purposes.

Cartridge Cases

Firearms/Toolmark Identification is an empirical science that relies on objective
measurements and a subjective comparison of microscopic marks of value.

Due to possible changes in firearm operating surfaces from wear, corrosion and ordinary
fouling and differences in ammunition design and construction, cartridge cases fired in the same
firearm are sometimes not identifiable as such. Additionally, some firearm manufacturing
methods routinely produce working surfaces that leave limited microscopic marks of value on
fired cartridge cases.

Firearms

The results of firearms function examinations describe the operating condition of the
firearm as it was received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit.
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Remarks:

The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations expressed in this
report are retained in the FBI files. The submitted items and FTU secondary evidence will be
returned under separate cover. For questions about the content of this report or the status of other
firearms examinations, please contact Examiner    at . For other
questions, please contact Request Coordinator SA E    at .

  

Firearms/Toolmarks Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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l| FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway
Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: Tam a

  

Date: September 18,2013

Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:   
  

Reference: Communications dated August 6, 2013 and August 15, 2013

Your No.:

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;
SPECIAL AGENT  ;

May 22, 2013

Dates specimens received: August 8, 2013 and August 16, 2013

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE SUBMITTED TO THE FBI LABORATORY BY FBI
TAMPA PER REQUEST OF FBI INSPECTION DIVISION:

The specimen listed below was examined in the Nuclear DNA Unit under cover of
communication dated August 6, 2013 (   ):

Q22 Suit coat (  )

The specimens listed below were examined in the Nuclear DNA Unit under cover of
communication dated August 15, 2013 (   ):

Q26 White table (  )

Q27 Shelf from table (  )

This report contains the results of the serological and nuclear DNA analyses.

Results of Serological Examinations:

Blood was identified] on specimens Q22, Q26, and Q27.
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Results of Nuclear DNA Examinations:

Specimens Q22-1 (cutting from bloodstain on suit coat), Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-7, Q22-
10 (cuttings from stains on the suit coat), Q26-1, Q26-2 (swabbings of bloodstains on table),

Q26-3 (swabbing of stain on the table), Q27-1 (swabbing of bloodstain on shelf), Q27-4
(swabbing of stain on shelf), Q27-5, and Q27-6 (swabbings of bloodstains on shelf) were
subjected to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) typing by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

 The

AmpF STR® Identifier® Plus PCR Amplification Kit was used for this analysis.

2

Based on the typing results from the amelogenin locus, male DNA3 is present in the
DNA obtained from specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-7, Q22-10, Q26-1, Q26-2, Q26-3,
Q27-1, Q27-4, Q27-5, and Q27-6.

The STR typing results from specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-7, Q22-10, Q26-
1

, Q26-2, Q26-3, Q27-1, Q27-4, Q27-5, and Q27-6 were compared to the STR typing results
from specimen K70 (TODASHEV), a known sample from IBRAGIM TODASHEV [submitted
under FBI Laboratory Number    FBI Case ID  and
reported in the FBI Laboratory report dated May 19, 2013].

Based on the STR typing results, specimen K70 (TODASHEV) is excluded as a
potential contributor of the DNA obtained from specimens Q22-7, Q26-2, and Q27-4.

The STR typing results from specimen Q27-1 indicate the presence of DNA from two
or more individuals. A male major contributor can be discerned and is suitable for comparison
purposes. The STR typing results for the minor contributor to specimen Q27-1 are suitable for
matching purposes. Specimen K70 (TODASHEV) is excluded as a potential contributor of the
DNA obtained from specimen Q27-1.

The STR typing results from specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-10, Q26-1,
Q26-3, Q27-5, and Q27-6 indicate the presence of DNA from two or more individuals. The STR
typing results for the minor contributor to specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-10, Q26-1,
Q26-3, Q27-5, and Q27-6 are not suitable for matching purposes; however, they may be utilized
for exclusionary purposes.4 Specimen K70 (TODASHEV) is excluded as a potential contributor
of the DNA obtained from specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-10, Q26-1, Q26-3, Q27-5, and
Q27-6.
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It is noted that the DNA profile obtained from specimens Q22-7, Q26-2, and
Q27-4, and the major DNA profile obtained from specimens Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-10,
Q26-1, Q26-3, Q27-1, Q27-5, and Q27-6 are consistent with having originated from the same
male individual.

The DNA typing results obtained from the tested specimens are not eligible for entry
into the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS). These results will be maintained by the FBI
Laboratory for possible future comparisons.

No other serological or nuclear DNA examinations were conducted.

Methods/Limitations:

The following methods and limitations apply to the results/conclusions provided in the results
section(s) of this report and are referenced by number in the body of the text for clarity.

1 The identification of blood on an item is established by first using, when applicable, the
presumptive phenolphthalin test followed by the confirmatory Takayama Hemochromogen test.

2 The AmpF STR® Identifier® Plus PCR Amplification Kit includes the amelogenin locus and
the autosomal STR loci (from non-sex chromosomes) D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1PO,
D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, D19S433, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818,
and FGA. The amelogenin locus is used for sex determination. Insufficient DNA quality and/or
quantity can affect the ability to generate a DNA typing result and is not an absolute
determination that an individual did not come into contact with an item of evidence

.

3 The presence of male DNA in a mixture may limit the ability to determine if female DNA is
also present in that mixture.

4 As used here, STR typing results are deemed not suitable for matching purposes (i.e.,

inconclusive) when the potential exists that not all of the genetic information in a biological
sample has been detected. For STR typing results to be used for matching purposes, sufficient
DNA quality and/or quantity is necessary.
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Remarks:

The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations expressed in this report
are retained in the FBI files. The submitted items will be returned to you under se arate cover.

For questions about the content of this report, please contact Forensic Examiner   
at  . For questions about the status of your submission, includin  an  remainin
forensic examinations, please contact Supervisory Special Agent    at (  

.

In addition to the evidence in the case, the Nuclear DNA Unit has generated
secondary evidence that will also be returned to you. The secondary evidence can be found in a
package marked NUCLEAR DNA UNIT SECONDARY EVIDENCE. It is recommended that
this evidence be stored in a refrigerator or freezer and isolated from evidence that has not been
examined.

  
Nuclear DNA Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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I® FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway

Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: TAMPA

  Case ID No.: 

Date: September 30, 2013

Lab No.:  

 

 

Reference: Communications dated May 29, 2013, June 25, 2013 and August 6, 2013

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;

SPECIAL AGENT  

May 22, 2013

Date specimens received: May 31, 2013, June 26, 2013 and August 8, 2013

The following items were received in the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit:

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE ACQUIRED FROM THE DISTRICT 9 MEDICAL
EXAMINER, 2350 EAST MICHIGAN STREET ORLANDO, FLORIDA AND
SUBMITTED TO THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated
May 29, 2013 assigned Laboratory number   ):

Q9 Projectile from right chest wall (Your )

Q10 Projectile from heart (Your )

Q11 Projectile from left base of skull (Your )

Q12 Projectile from right back (Your 3)

Your No.:
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Q13 Projectile from left lower lung lobe (Your 

Q14 Projectile from stomach (Your )

THE FOLLOWING ITEM WAS ACQUIRED BY FBI TAMPA AND SUBMITTED TO
THE LABORATORY FOR EXAMINATION (Communication dated June 25, 2013
assigned Laboratory number   ):

K5 Glock #23, Serial  (Item  

THE FOLLOWING ITEM WAS SUBMITTED TO THE FBI LABORATORY BY FBI

TAMPA PER REQUEST OF FBI INSPECTION DIVISION (Communication dated
August 6,2013 assigned Laboratory number   ):

Q23 Projectile (  )

The results of the firearms examinations are included in this report. This report supplements FBI
Laboratory report dated July 7, 2013 from the Firearms/Toolmarks Unit.

Results of Examinations:

Specimen Q23 is a .40/10mm caliber copper jacketed hollow point bullet which was
fired from a polygonal rifled barrel with six grooves, right twist. The Q23 bullet was identified
has having been fired from the barrel of the K5 pistol.

Methods:

Bullets

Two bullets, either two evidence items or one evidence item and one bullet test fired
in the Laboratory, undergo two stages of comparison. First, the bullets are examined to
determine and compare their class characteristics. The class characteristics of fired bullets
include diameter, number of land and groove impressions, direction of twist, and the widths of
the land and groove impressions. If the class characteristics of the two bullets are not clearly
different, the examination moves to a second stage using comparative microscopy.
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A microscopic comparison examination consists of a search of the striated marks
present on two bullets to determine if patterns of similarity exist. At the completion of these
comparisons, one of the following three opinions is issued:

1) Exclusion (Elimination)

If two bullets have different class characteristics, an Exclusion opinion is rendered.

Exclusion opinions based on a measured class difference or the physical comparison of a
discernible difference in class characteristics cannot be reported unless a second qualified
firearms/toolmarks Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same
conclusion.

2) Identification

If the following conditions are met during the comparison of microscopic marks, an opinion of
Identification is rendered:

a) The degree of similarity is greater than the Examiner has ever observed in previous
evaluations of bullets known to have been fired from different barrels.

b) The degree of similarity is comparable to that normally observed in bullets known to
have been fired from the same barrel.

An Identi

f

ication opinion cannot be reported unless a second qualified firearms/toolmarks
Examiner has examined the items in question and reached the same conclusion.

3) Inconclusive (No Conclusion)

If the conditions required for an Exclusion or Identification are not observed, an opinion of
Inconclusive is rendered. A failure to meet the conditions for an Exclusion or Identification

could be the result of limited microscopic marks of value, a lack of any observed microscopic
similarity, or microscopic similarity that is present but too limited to meet the criteria for
identification.

Limitations:

Bullets
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Firearms/Toolmark Identification is an empirical science that relies on objective
measurements and a subjective comparison of microscopic marks of value.

Due to random changes in barrels such as wear, corrosion and lead accumulation,

bullets fired from the same barrel are sometimes not identifiable as such. Additionally, some

barrel manufacturing methods routinely produce barrels that leave limited microscopic marks of
value on fired bullets. Damaged, corroded or fragmented bullets may be of little or no value for
comparison purposes.

Remarks:

The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations expressed in this
report are retained in the FBI files. The submitted items and FTU secondary evidence will be
returned under separate cover. For questions about the content of this report or the status of other
firearms examinations, please contact Examiner    at  For other

questions, please contact Request Coordinator SA    at 

  

Firearms/Toolmarks Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway
Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: Tampa Date: October 24
, 2013

  Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:   

Reference: Communication dated August 6, 2013

Your No.:

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;
SPECIAL AGENT  ;

May 22, 2013

Date specimens received: August 8, 2013

The specimens listed below were examined in the Latent Print Operations Unit:

Q24 Sword (  )

Q25 Broomstick (   

This report documents the friction ridge print examinations.

Results of Examinations:

One latent fingerprint of value was detected on Q24. No latent prints of value were
detected on the remaining specimen.

The latent fin er rint is not a fin er rint of IBRAGIM TODASHEV  UCN
20549HD1;           

   

Items of evidence submitted to the Latent Print Operations Unit for examination may
be examined visually, examined with various light sources, and/or processed with chemicals and
powders to detect the presence of latent friction ridge prints. The specific sequence of
examinations and processes depends upon the nature of the evidence.

Methods:
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Friction ridge print examinations are conducted using the Analysis, Comparison,

Evaluation, and Verification methodology (ACE-V), which includes an assessment of the
quantity and quality of the information present. The steps of ACE-V are applied to each
examination as appropriate.

Analysis is the assessment of a friction ridge print to determine if sufficient reliable
details are present to conduct a comparison with another print and to reach an identification
conclusion. If these conditions are met, the print is determined to be of value.

Comparison is the direct side-by-side observation of friction ridge prints of value to
determine whether or not the information in two prints is in agreement.

Evaluation is the formulation of a conclusion based on the information gathered
during the analysis and comparison of the friction ridge prints.

Conclusions that can be reached are as follows:

© Identification - the determination that there is sufficient quality and quantity
of detail in agreement to conclude that two friction ridge prints originated
from the same source.

. Exclusion - the determination that there is sufficient quality and quantity of
detail in disagreement to conclude that two friction ridge prints did not-
originate from the same source.

© Inconclusive - the determination that corresponding areas of friction ridge
prints are absent and/or unreliable and therefore cannot be identified or
excluded.

Verification is the independent application of the analysis, comparison, and
evaluation phases of the ACE-V methodology to a friction ridge print by another examiner.

Interpretations:

Due to the many factors involved in the deposition of a friction ridge print, neither the
absence of a friction ridge print on evidence nor the exclusion of a friction ridge print with a
given source disassociate that source from having touched the evidence.
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Remarks:

For questions about the content of this re ort, lease contact Physical
Scientist/Forensic Examiner   at  .

For questions about the status of your submission, includin  an  remainin  forensic
examinations, please contact Request Coordinator     at  .

The requested object shots have been forwarded to the Inspection Division as
requested.

The specimens and a photograph of the detected latent print of value are being
returned under separate cover. The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations
expressed in this report are retained in the FBI files.

 

Latent Print Operations Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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&
r ° FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway

Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: TAMPA

  

Date: October 28
, 2013

Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:   

Reference: Communication dated October 3
, 2013

Your No.:

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;
SPECIAL AGENT  ;
May 22, 2013

Date specimens received: October 8, 2013

The specimens listed below were examined in the Nuclear DNA Unit:

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WERE SUBMITTED TO THE FBI LABORATORY BY FBI
TAMPA PER REQUEST OF FBI INSPECTION DIVISION:

Q28 Dark pants (   

Q29 Dark coat (   

Q30 Dress shirt (  )

This report contains the results of the serological and nuclear DNA analyses.

Results of Serological Examinations:

Blood was identified, on specimens Q28, Q29, and Q30.

Results of Nuclear DNA Examinations:

Specimens Q28-1 and Q28-2 (cuttings from bloodstains on pants), Q29-1 (cutting
from bloodstain on coat), and Q30-1 (cutting from bloodstain on dress shirt) were subjected to
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deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) typing by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The AmpF STR®
Identifier® Plus PCR Amplification Kit was used for this analysis.

Based on the typing results from the amelogenin locus, male DNA is present in the
DNA obtained from specimens Q28-1, Q28-2, Q29-1, and Q30-1.

The STR typing results from specimens Q28-1, Q28-2, Q29-1, and Q30-1 are
consistent with having arisen from a single individual and are suitable for comparison purposes.

It is noted that for comparison purposes, specimen Q30-1 is being used as alternate
reference samples for   and hereafter will be designated specimen Q30-1
( ) to further differentiate it from the other questioned (Q) specimens analyzed.

The STR typing results from specimen Q30-1 ( ) were compared to the
STR typing results from specimens Q22-1 (cutting from bloodstain on suit coat), Q22-2, Q22-4,
Q22-7, Q22-10 (cuttings from stains on the suit coat), Q26-1, Q26-2 (swabbings of bloodstains
on table), Q26-3 (swabbing of stain on the table), Q27-1 (swabbing of bloodstain on shelf),

Q27-4 (swabbing of stain on shelf), Q27-5, and Q27-6 (swabbings of bloodstains on shelf)
[submitted under FBI Laboratory numbers    and    and
reported in the FBI Laboratory report dated September 18, 2013].

Based on the STR typing results and to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty,

specimen Q30-1 ) is the source4 of the DNA obtained from specimens Q22-7,

Q26-2, and Q27-4.

Based on the STR typing results3 and to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty,

specimen Q30-1 ) is the major contributor4 of the DNA obtained from specimens
Q22-1, Q22-2, Q22-4, Q22-10, Q26-1, Q26-3, Q27-1, Q27-5, and Q27-6.

The DNA typing results obtained from the tested specimens are not eligible for entry
into the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS). These results will be maintained by the FBI
Laboratory for possible future comparisons.

No other serological or nuclear DNA examinations were conducted.
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Methods/Limitations:

The following methods and limitations apply to the results/conclusions provided in the results
section(s) of this report and are referenced by number in the body of the text for clarity.

1 The identification of blood on an item is established by first using, when applicable, the
presumptive phenolphthalin test followed by the confirmatory Takayama Hemochromogen test.

The AmpRSTR® Identifier® Plus PCR Amplification Kit includes the amelogenin locus and
the autosomal STR loci (from non-sex chromosomes) D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1PO,
D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, D19S433, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818,
and FGA. The amelogenin locus is used for sex determination. Insufficient DNA quality and/or
quantity can affect the ability to generate a DNA typing result and is not an absolute
determination that an individual did not come into contact with an item of evidence

.

3 Not all loci at which amplification is attempted will yield conclusive results; a statistical
estimate (random match probability) has been based on loci with conclusive typing results for
which allelic frequency data are available. The random match probability is defined as the
chance of selecting a biologically unrelated individual at random having an STR profile
matching the DNA obtained from the questioned specimen. The uncertainty associated with a
random match probability calculated using any of the FBI databases has been empirically
demonstrated to be less than 10-fold in either direction (e.g., for a random match probability
estimate of 1 in 10 million, the true frequency of that profile can be confidently expected to be
between 1 in 1 million and 1 in 100 million). This confidence interval is supported by the 1996
National Research Council report entitled "The Evaluation of Forensic DNA Evidence" and is
based on published data from the 1993 study entitled "VNTR Population Data: A Worldwide
Study."

4 This opinion is based upon the outcome of a statistical calculation in which the probability of
selecting an unrelated individual at random from an African American, Caucasian, Southeastern
Hispanic, or Southwestern Hispanic population having a DNA profile matching the contributor
(source/major/minor) of the DNA obtained from the questioned specimen(s) was determined to
be equal to, or less than, 1 in 6 trillion individuals.
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Remarks:

The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations expressed in this report
are retained in the FBI files. The submitted items will be returned to you under se arate cover.
For questions about the content of this report, please contact Forensic Examiner   
at  . For questions about the status of your submission, includin  any remaining
forensic examinations, please contact Supervisory Special Agent     at 

.

In addition to the evidence in the case, the Nuclear DNA Unit has generated
secondary evidence that will also be returned to you. The secondary evidence can be found in a
package marked NUCLEAR DNA UNIT SECONDARY EVIDENCE. It is recommended that
this evidence be stored in a refrigerator or freezer and isolated from evidence that has not been
examined.

  
Nuclear DNA Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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FBI Laboratory 2501 Investigation Parkway
Quantico, Virginia 22135

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

To: Tam a Date: November 13
,
2013

Case ID No.: 

Lab No.:   
  

Reference: Communications dated October 9
, 2013, and October 18, 2013

Your No.:

Title: IBRAGIM TODASHEV;
SPECIAL AGENT  ;

May 22, 2013

Dates specimens received: October 10, 2013 and October 22, 2013

The specimen listed below was submitted under cover of communication dated October 9
, 2013,

assigned Laboratory number , and examined in the Latent Print Operations Unit:

Q31 One (1) notebook (  )

The specimen listed below was submitted under cover of communication dated October 18
,

2013, assigned Laboratory number  and examined in the Latent Print Operations
Unit:

K6 Fingerprints and palm prints of Ibragim Todashev (  

This report documents the friction ridge print examinations.

Results of Examinations:

The six latent fingerprints and one latent palm print detected on Q31, a notebook,
have been identified as fingerprints and a palm print of IBRAGIM TODASHEV, UCN
20549HD1.

Six latent fingerprints and two latent palm prints of value were detected on Q31.

The remaining latent palm print is not a palm print of TODASHEV.
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Methods:

Items of evidence submitted to the Latent Print Operations Unit for examination may
be examined visually, examined with various light sources, and/or processed with chemicals and
powders to detect the presence of latent friction ridge prints. The specific sequence of
examinations and processes depends upon the nature of the evidence.

Friction ridge print examinations are conducted using the Analysis, Comparison,
Evaluation, and Verification methodology (ACE-V), which includes an assessment of the
quantity and quality of the information present. The steps of ACE-V are applied to each
examination as appropriate.

Analysis is the assessment of a friction ridge print to determine if sufficient reliable
details are present to conduct a comparison with another print and to reach an identification
conclusion. If these conditions are met, the print is determined to be of value.

Comparison is the direct side-by-side observation of friction ridge prints of value to
determine whether or not the information in two prints is in agreement.

Evaluation is the formulation of a conclusion based on the information gathered
during the analysis and comparison of the friction ridge prints.

Conclusions that can be reached are as follows:

© Identification - the determination that there is sufficient quality and quantity
of detail in agreement to conclude that two friction ridge prints originated
from the same source.

© Exclusion - the determination that there is sufficient quality and quantity of
detail in disagreement to conclude that two friction ridge prints did not
originate from the same source.

© Inconclusive - the determination that corresponding areas of friction ridge
prints are absent and/or unreliable and therefore cannot be identified or
excluded.

Verification is the independent application of the analysis, comparison, and
evaluation phases of the ACE-V methodology to a friction ridge print by another examiner.
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Interpretations:

The presence of a friction ridge print on an item of evidence indicates contact was
made between the source and the item of evidence. The presence of a friction ridge print alone
does not necessarily indicate the significance of the contact or the time frame during which the
contact occurred.

Due to the many factors involved in the deposition of a friction ridge print, neither the
absence of a friction ridge print on evidence nor the exclusion of a friction ridge print with a
given source disassociate that source from having touched the evidence.

Remarks:

          
        recorded in connection

with this case as necessary, should be submitted to the FBI Laboratory,s Evidence Control Unit
with correspondence referencing FBI Laboratory number . The submitted prints will
be used for comparisons and any latent print testimony you may desire in this matter.

The known prints of TODASHEV should be retained in your files for possible future
court use. The individual who recorded these prints will be a necessary witness.

For questions about the content of this report, lease contact Physical
Scientist/Forensic Examiner   at  .

For questions about the status of your submissions, including an  remainin  forensic
examinations, please contact Request Coordinator     at  .

The specimens and photographs of the detected latent prints of value are being
returned under separate cover. The supporting records for the opinions and interpretations
expressed in this report are retained in the FBI files.

 

Latent Print Operations Unit

This report contains the opinions/interpretations of the examiner(s) who issued the report.
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Florida system state of records such that they would be
subject to release under the Florida Sunshine Laws.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 12/10/2013

Pursuant to an Inspection Division (INSD) Shooting Incident Review of
an agent-involved shooting which occurred at 6022 Peregrine Avenue,

 lorida, 32819 on May 22, 2013, Assistant Inspector (AI) 
.  and Special Agent  , Tampa Field Office conducted a

neighborhood canvass of the residences surrounding 6022 Peregrine Avenue,

Orlando, Florida, 32819. After being advised of the identities of the
interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, the individuals
provided the following information:

  , date of birth   , and 
 , date of birth    were interviewed at

their residence located at      
with regard to the shooting incident on May 22, 2013. On May 21, 2013, at
approximately 10:30 p.m.,  came home from work and observed the lights
on and the sliding glass door blinds open at the condominium across the
lake (referring to 6022 Peregrine Avenue).  thought this was odd,

because the blinds were never open. As  looked at the condominium
s the lake, he observed several males inside the condominium. As

 was watching TV, at approximately 12:00 a.m. on May 22, 2013, 
heard four loud pops, followed by three additional pops.  could not
see where the noise came from because his television and wall obstructed

his view.  believed the individuals across the lake were doing
ruction and looked out the window to see what they were doing. When
 looked outside the window, he saw several individuals "hovering" over

something on the ground.  wife  was awaken by the noise
and described the sound as someone "hammering" on the wall. Neither 
nor  called the police to report what they heard because they
believed the noise was attributed to construction.

  ), date of birth    and  
),  f ir h  , , were interviewed at their residence

located at     a,  with regard to
 ting incident on May 22, 2013.  did not speak English, so

,  husband  translated  statement for the interviewing
agents. On May 22, 2013, at approximately 12:00 a.m.,  was upstairs
in her bedroom listening to gospel music. As  shut off the music,
she heard two gunshots and loud banging.  ran to her kids bedrooms

Investigation on 12/04/2013 at Orlando, Florida, United States (In Person)
File #  - -   -

_

Date drafted 12/05/2013

by  . ,  . 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency,
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to check on them and looked out the window. When  looked out the

window she observed a bald white male talking on a cellular telephone.
 did not go outside or call the police.  was working at the time

of the incident.

   , date of birth    Social
Security Account Number (SSAN):  and   
date of birth    were interviewed at their residence located
at       with regard to the
shooting incident on May 22, 2013. On May 22, 2013, at approximately
12:00 a.m.,  heard a noise like a gunshot and did not go outside.

 did not know where the noise came from and did not observe anything
else out of the ordinary on the evening of May 21, 2013 or the early
morning hours of May 22, 2013.  husband, , was out of the
country at the time of the incident.

  , date of birth    SSAN:
 and   , date of birth    SSAN:

 were interviewed at their residence located at  
    with regard to the shooting incident on May

22, 2013. Both individuals were home and neither  or  heard or

observed anything out of the ordinary on the evening of May 21, 2013 or the
early morning hours of May 22, 2013 until law enforcement arrived. 
observed one male with a head bandage who appeared to be law enforcement
obtaining medical assistance.

   , date of birth    and
  ), date of birth   , were interviewed

at their residence located at     
 with regard to the shooting incident on May 22, 2013. Both

individuals were home, asleep, and neither  or  heard or
observed anything out of the ordinary on the evening of May 21, 2013 or the
early morning hours of May 22, 2013.

   , date of birth   , SSAN:
 and   , date of birth    SSAN:
 were interviewed at their residence located at  

    with regard to the shooting incident on May
22, 2013. On the evening of May 22, 2013,  was staying at a hotel with
her kids and  was working in Tampa, Florida.

   , date of birth   
SSAN:  as interviewed at his residence located at 

     with regard to the shooting
incident on May 22, 2 013.  was working during the time of the
incident and did not return until approximately 2 a.m. on May 22, 2013,
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when he was not allowed to return to his residence due to the police
barricades.

   , date of birth    was interviewed
at her residence located at      
with regard to the shooting incident on May 22, 2013.  was home
watching her television and did not hear or observe anything out of the
ordinary on the evening of May 21, 2013 or the early morning hours of May
22, 2013.

Interviews were not conducted at the residences below due to the

occupants not being home:

  , Orlando, Florida
  , Orlando, Florida
  , Orlando, Florida
  , Orlando, Florida
   rlando, Florida
   rlando, Florida
   rlando, Florida
   rlando, Florida
   rlando, Florida



Edwards, William Eric

From: Edwards, William Eric
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:37 PM
To: Kowalski, Barry (CRT) (Barry.Kowalski@usdoj.gov)
Cc:  Edwards, William Eric
Subject: **EXEMPT** Meeting reminder 12 11 2013

Hello Mr. Kowalski and Mr. ,

Thank you both for taking the time to visit our office today.
I would like to remind you of some of the topics we discussed.

#1.) We would like an official response to our request to view the surveillance video, of the altercation recorded in
Orlando, which was described in the LOE interviews.
#2.) We would like a copy of the 302 report which purportedly outlines the FBI's contact with the ME's Office.
#3.) We would like an official response regarding the use of the initial interview of the FBI Agent for the purposes of our
case review.

I believe any other topics discussed will be handled directly with Mr. Ashton and Mr. Wallsh.

Thank you again,
Eric Edwards

Wm. Eric Edwards

Chief Investigator
State Attorney's Offfice
Ninth Judicial Circuit

(407)836-1119 office
(407)836-2377 fax
(321)229-9448 cell
wedwards(a)sao9.org

The information in this email is intended specifically for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential, EXEMPT information from F.S.S. 119 (Florida Public Records Law), and/or otherwise
privileged material. Distribution or release of the information contained within this message to anyone other
than the designated recipient is prohibited without the prior approval from Chief Investigator Eric Edwards. If
you received this in error, please contact Chief Investigator Eric Edwards at Wedwards(5)sao.9.org.
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Weblinks for Article #91

Ibragim Todashev Fights on YouTube

1
. Todashev, Ibragim

http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=X5-Eb766YVo

2
. Todashev, Ibragim - 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rt klQB t6P0

3
. To dashev, Ibragim - 2

http://www,youtube.com/watch?v=Xv Q3TOWYus

4
. Todashev, Ibragim - 3

http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=50pvfdCvsYc

5
. Todashev, Ibragim - 4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpNgm4PwbK0








































































































































































































































































